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Dear Members,

It is an honour and a privilege for me to 
continue to serve you, as I commence my 
tenure as President of the Malaysian Bar.  An 

honour, because the Malaysian Bar is held in high 
regard both at home and abroad, for its resolute 
fearlessness and steadfast determination to right 
injustices.  A privilege, because of the talented, 
honest and fine individuals who make up the 
membership of the Bar.

I am fortunate to have served in Bar Council under 
the able, dedicated and energetic leadership of 
Yeo Yang Poh, Ambiga Sreenevasan and Ragunath 
Kesavan.  With the support of the Office Bearers 
and Bar Council, I intend to continue on the 
course they, and others before them, had charted 
for the Bar, with particular emphasis on these four 
objects of the Bar described in section 42(1) of the 
Legal Profession Act 1976:

•	 “to	 uphold	 the	 cause	 of	 justice	 without	
regard to its own interests or that of its 
members, uninfluenced by fear or favour”;

•	 “to	maintain	and	improve	the	standards	of	
conduct and learning of the legal profession 
in Malaysia”;

•	 “to	represent,	protect	and	assist	members	
of the legal profession in Malaysia and to 
promote in any proper manner the interests 
of the legal profession in Malaysia”; and

•	 “to	 protect	 and	 assist	 the	 public	 in	 all	
matters touching ancillary or incidental to 
the law”.

My first responsibility as President has been to fulfil 
the wishes of the Bar as expressed in its resolution 
on quality and the administration of justice, 
passed during the 65th Annual General Meeting 
held on 12 Mar 2011.  Since then, the Office 
Bearers, together with Brendan Navin Siva and 
Rajpal Singh as the respective Chairpersons of the 
Court Liaison and Criminal Law Committees, have 
met the Chief Justice of Malaysia and the Chief 
Judge of Malaya, on a number of occasions, to 
discuss the measures relating to Key Performance 
Indicators	(“KPI”)	that	do	not	serve	the	interest	of	
justice and litigants. 

After a few weeks of intensive dialogue, the Chief 
Judge of Malaya issued a second Practice Direction 
last	week,	aimed	at	“addressing	and	remedying	
the problems and difficulties faced by lawyers 
and litigants”.  Furthermore, the Chief Justice 
has	unequivocally	stated	that	“there	is	currently	
no and there will be no KPI measures based on a 
minimum disposal of cases per day, per week or 
per month as a KPI measure.  Instead, judges are 
assessed on qualitative measures, such as:

(i) integrity;
(ii) impartiality and independence;
(iii) judicial temperament;
(iv) quality of judgments;
(v) exercise of judicial discretion;
(vi) work ethic or diligence; and
(vii) observance of the Judges’ Code of Ethics 

2009.”

I thank the Judiciary for its positive response to the 
grievances raised by the Bar.  I must express my 
profound appreciation to my fellow Office Bearers 
and Bar Council members (especially Brendan 
Navin Siva and Rajpal Singh) for their support, 
energy and firm determination to act in the best 
interest of the Members.  I am hopeful that we 
can resolve the serious and grave problems arising 
from rushed justice, and move ahead stronger 
and better, with a sincere and respectful spirit of 
cooperation between the Bar and the Bench.  This 
is but a first step.  We now need to establish the 
various working groups comprising the three main 
stakeholders in the justice system, the Bar, Bench 
and Attorney General’s Chambers, who will make 
the necessary recommendations to improve the 
justice system.  Thereafter we need to ensure that 
there is smooth and effective implementation of 
the recommendations made.

The standards that we wish to hold the Bench to, 
the Bar must equally hold itself to a similarly high 
standard.

While we grapple with the challenges of daily 
practice, we must maintain a visionary outlook: 
the Bar must stand united as it strives towards the 
goal of being a legal profession respected not only 
as an influential body in society but equally as a 

Meeting the Challenges  
Ahead Together  
The Whole is Greater than the  
Sum of its Parts

President’s Message  

noble and learned vocation that provides services 
of unparallel quality.  As stakeholders, each 
Member has to play a part in this journey – treat 
one another as we ourselves want to be treated, 
act with due courtesy to the court, fearlessly 
uphold the interests of client and justice, be up 
to date with legal knowledge, acquire new legal 
skills including specialised skills, improve practice 
management processes, and pursue opportunities 
both domestically and abroad.

The Bar Council and Secretariat are deliberating 
on steps that we can take to support and help 
Members.  Some of the challenges we face 
include: inadequate quality of legal education 
and professional training; lack of expertise and 
capacity to meet the demands of an evolving and 
competitive environment; and lack of exposure to 
hone existing skills and build experience.

We welcome concrete and constructive feedback, 
and more importantly participation from Members 
so that we can actively shape the future of the Bar 
as a collective, for I am an ardent believer in the 
adage	that	“the	whole	 is	greater	 than	the	sum	
of its parts”.

Justice has been referred to as being akin to 
a rich stream of water that flows endlessly.  
Impediments to the full and free access to justice, 
or to an uninhibited delivery of judicial services, is 
akin to restricting the flow of this never-ending 
stream.  All members of society, the judges, 
registrars, prosecutors, advocates and solicitors, 
those employed in the daily administration of 
justice, and the public at large, all of us have an 
important role to play to ensure that the waters 
of justice continue to flow unabated, in order to 
cleanse, refresh and nourish our nation and its 
way of life.

May each of us serve, with courage, with integrity, 
with dedication, and with humility, in the years 
ahead.

Lim Chee Wee
President
Malaysian Bar
president@malaysianbar.org.my

13 Apr 2011
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Great work Tina,

Rock on!

Daniel Albert

Messrs Sreenevasan

Kuala Lumpur

The revival of Praxis in hard copy version in 2011 brings delight 

to me. Nothing beats the feel of reading books in the old fashion 

way. I particularly like the Jamtart poem by Mr Cecil which aptly 

described our legal profession these days. The effort of Praxis 

team to introduce new section dedicated to the State Bar is a 

very commendable effort. This shows that even though they 

are not in the mainstream area but they were not left behind. 

Thus, the tagline “Unified in a Common Purpose” featured 

at the front page was well said. 

Kudos to the Editorial Board and I hope to see more personal 

contribution from members of the Bar in the future issues. 

Congratulations!!!!

Salwa Mansor

Messrs Ahmad Shahabuddin & Co 

KT, Terengganu

Justice must not be compromised for EXPEDIENCY or judicial backlog attributable to the inadequacy or incompetency of the judiciary, the attorney-general department, the pettifogging lawyers, the Police and others concerned.  Justice bargained is justice denied or injustice.  Fiat justitia is what the public and others need and that is the rationale or justification for a legal system. The Chief Justice and others should not be too obsessive about the judicial backlog to appreciate the substantive concept of legal justice.  The judiciary has the full complement but what we need is quality, not quantity at the expense of the taxpayers.  The selection process must be absolutely impartial and based on merits, not on seniority alone or cronyism.  
The objectives of punishment are (1) the reduction or prevention of crimes; (2) the protection of the public; and (3) the promotion of respect for criminal law or justice.  These objectives can only be achieved by retributive and utilitarian sentences.  You cannot, for example, let a murderer off lightly without a death penalty.  That would be revulsion, reprobation or immorality on which the criminal justice is largely founded or based. 
Thus the Criminal Procedure Code (Amendment) Act 2010 (Act A 1378) should and must not be brought into force or enforced to make a mockery of the law and criminal justice.  
RYC Chiu 
Judge Emeritus & Amicus Curiae
Sibu, Sarawak
20 Dec 2010

Dear Ms Tina,

We met at the recent concluded IHR Training co-organised by the Msian Bar, IBA and Iranian 

Bar.  I meant to say to you that I’ve read the Praxis but didn’t get a chance to. 

The team and your kind self definitely deserves that big round of applause!  Now i have 

more stuff to read (that capture the real deal of the things) unlike some blogs... (^-^)

Congratulations on the (re)publication of Praxis. Looking forward to upcoming edition (‘’,)

Sharifah Zulia Balqish

Private Sector 

Kuala Lumpur

It was unanticipated but yet enlightening to receive 
the Jan-Mar 2011 issue of Praxis after a lapse of 
two years. Equally, it is noteworthy to say that the 
articles written by the younger generation of the 
Bar to be commendable and relevant.

Kudos to the editorial team, now that you have 
a foot in the door, it is a vehement hope to see 
regular publications of Praxis reaching the hands 
of members.

Paul Fernandez
Messrs Majid & Chen
Klang, Selangor

Dear Readers,
We are pleased to invite any comments regarding our content. All comments may be sent via email to articles@malaysianbar.org.my by 15 June 2011.
The best five will be printed in our “Readers’ Comments” section, wherein our favourite amongst them will also receive a free copy of the book reviewed in the 
“Book Review” section of each Praxis issue commented upon. For this issue, the book up for grabs is “Swimming Lessons for Baby Sharks: The Essential 
Guide to Thriving as a New Lawyer”.
For this purpose, please provide your details – name, law firm name and address, telephone number and email address.  While we shall only identify printed 
comments by name, firm name and state, comments that omit providing full details will be disqualified from reproduction.
Happy writing!
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From the Editor’s Keyboard ...

qualities that a person possesses. Plainly 
put – you either have it or you don’t!

Whether or not these pupils entered the 
profession wanting to become lawyers, a 
stark realisation would eventually come 
to some that no amount of learning and 
exposure would ever enable them to gain 
the skills necessary to make him/her a 
good lawyer or equip them to last the long 
haul of this challenging profession. It’s 
like trying to force a square peg through 
a round hole.

Something must be done about it. If 
not for the sake of the poor bloke who 
struggles with a job that he detests, or the 
client who gets short-changed (or worse 
- wrongly convicted), then it must be 
done for the sake of the rest of us calling 
ourselves advocates and solicitors of the 
High Court of Malaya who have to suffer 
the rippling effect of such poor career 
planning.

To highlight this issue, the Editorial team 
has	chosen	the	theme	“Raising the Bar” 
for this Apr-Jun 2011 issue of Praxis, which 
carries the dual meaning of the elevation 
of our profession and the standards that 
make us.

In connection with such theme, we feature 
two articles to examine the standards of 
entry into our profession and how this can 
be better regulated and facilitated.  The 
first	is	by	Roger	Tan	“High Time to Have 
the Common Bar Course”, and another 
examining	the	current	“Pupillage” system, 
penned by Soo Tiang Joo and pupil in 
chambers, Tey Wei Quan.

Our cover photo and two more within 
the	 series	 weaved	 in	 the	 “Pupillage” 
article (courtesy of Moh Kok Wai, whom 
we have since recruited as our resident 
photographer), fit right into our theme 
in a depiction of young ones struggling 
to acquire knowledge.  A warm hug 
goes out to the little models in question 
and their parents for allowing the shoot  
(nudge-nudge, wink-wink).

This issue also contains a number of 
articles seeking to assist us all in this 
endless quest for skills and knowledge, 
including	 “When Legal Process Meets 
Technology” written by young lawyers, 
compelling us to embrace technology in 
order to stay relevant in these challenging 
times. And since we had such an eventful 
last quarter, we are fortunate to share 
many happenings in the ‘Events’ section, 
including a personal ‘baby’ of mine – the 
official launching of the Malaysian Bar–
LexisNexis collaboration for the renewed 
hardcopy publication of Praxis.  In our 
‘Lifestyle’ section, our readers get to share 
insights into yet another lawyer’s out-of-
office pastime – adventure biking.

For this, I must once again thank my 
dedicated Editorial team and our content 
contributors. 

Wishing all of you happy reading,

Syamsuriatina Ishak
Editor of Praxis and Chairperson of the  
Bar Council Publications Committee 
2011/12

April 2011

“Why did you decide to become a lawyer?”  
Now that’s a loaded question. Certainly 
one that would put me in a fix since a 
legal career wasn’t my own choosing at 
first.  After spending my entire schooling 
years having dreamt of becoming a doctor, 
the last thing I thought I’d become was 
a litigation lawyer who’d end up either 
spending too many hours hunched in 
front of a computer or lugging bags full of 
documents from hearing to hearing. 

Despite its unexpected beginnings, 
however, I can’t say I regret a single day 
that has gone by...   Somewhere along 
the way, I managed to scrounge together 
a set of practitioner’s skills able to be put 
to some good use. Some clients have even 
remarked that the profession actually suits 
my character. So adept have I become to 
a lawyer’s life that my close friends would 
boldly proclaim that I have even come to 
carry some of these professional traits in 
my daily personal life. Believe me, these 
come with their own ups and downs. I’m 
sure many of you can relate!

That being the case, it has become 
apparent to me that not all pupils entering 
the profession are as fortunate.

In my interaction with other legal 
practitioners, I get to observe a wide 
range of skills.  Some skill sets are those 
that are just gained naturally over time, 
from years and years of experience. Some 
skills, however, including the basic skill to 
be able to acquire the lessons required to 
be learned from these experiences, can 
only come from the most basic inherent 
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High Time to Have the Common  
Bar Course
A common evaluation system is needed urgently to check the 
declining quality and standard of new lawyers in the country 
by Roger Tan1

It is a matter of grave concern that with 
about 1,000 law graduates entering the 
legal profession every year, there is no 
common evaluation system to ascertain 
and ensure their levels of competence.

It now appears that the medical profession 
will be ahead of us when the Medical Act 
1971 is amended to require all Malaysian 
medical graduates from foreign medical 
colleges to sit for a common licensing 
examination to qualify as doctors.

Bar Council has been advocating for a 
Common Bar Course and Examination 
(“CBE”)	since	the	1980s	as	a	single	entry	
point to the legal profession for both local 
and foreign law graduates.

It is understood that the delay in 
implementing the CBE is partly due to 
objections from local universities.

It cannot be gainsaid that the quality 
and standard of lawyers have declined 
significantly since the 1980s. There is 
a common feeling among senior legal 
practitioners	 that	 there	 is	 an	 “abject	
absence of rudimentary legal skills” among 
the new entrants.

In 2008, a senior judge lamented on the 
poor quality of locally-trained lawyers, 
describing their standard as ranging from 
the	“good	to	the	grotesque”.	(However,	
some senior lawyers had also opined that 
the learned judge’s assessment applied 
equally to the quality of judges since the 
1980s.)

For example, one senior lawyer related this 
incident to me involving a senior assistant 
registrar	 (“SAR”)	 and	 lawyers	 for	 both	
the plaintiff and defendant. The SAR was 
tasked to read the judge’s order relating to 
costs. Both lawyers recorded the amount 
of costs with interest at the rate of 80%!

When the senior lawyer asked his assistant, 
who was the counsel for the plaintiff, about 
it, the latter said he did not understand 
why the SAR had mentioned the interest 
at 80%. He added that when he checked 
with the counsel for the defendant; the 
latter said it was common for the court to 
grant interest at 80%, which is, of course, 
erroneous!

Hence, the point is, how could one have 
walked out of the court without even 
understanding the court’s order? If the 
parties were not able to understand the 
order, then they would also not be able to 
draft the order later. If what the plaintiff’s 
counsel had said about the SAR and the 
other counsel was true, then indeed all the 
three legally-trained officers – SAR and the 
two lawyers – were indeed half-past-six 
professionals!

Besides the decline in lawyering quality, 
abysmal language skill, especially the 
command of the English language among 
the new entrants for practice at the Bar, is 
evident. I have personally received a letter 
from	a	young	lawyer	asking	me	to	“ensure	
that (our) clients would be executed the 
documents!”

It follows that it is not unjustified to require 
the new entrants to also pass an English 
Language Qualifying Examination. Whilst 
we can blame this decline on our education 
system, we cannot ignore the fact that we 
are living in an increasingly competitive 
global environment where international 
business is transacted primarily in English.

It is also in the national interest for us to 
build a pool of competent practitioners in 
international law so that we can at least 
put across our nation’s case in international 
forums and courts, which is made all the 
more necessary after the Pulau Batu Puteh 
case before the International Court of 
Justice.

In fact, there were 13,350 practising 
lawyers in Peninsular Malaysia as at 31 
December last year, with more than half 
having obtained their basic law degree 
overseas.

The	 Legal	 Profession	 Act	 1976	 (“LPA”)	
governs the admission of new entrants 
from various streams to the legal profession 
as an advocate and solicitor.

To be admitted to the Malaysian Bar, one 
has	to	be	a	“qualified	person”	as	defined	
in the LPA; attain the age of 18; be of 
good character and not been adjudicated 
bankrupt or convicted of any offence; be a 
citizen or permanent resident of Malaysia; 
has served nine months of pupillage under 
a lawyer of at least seven years’ experience; 
and has passed, or be exempted from, the 
Bahasa Malaysia Qualifying Examination.

Three tables containing the relevant 
information of the legal practitioners and 
their qualifications have been provided.  
Let me expound on them a little.

Table 1 deals with the academic 
qualifications	of	a	“qualified	person”,	and	
the following should be noted:

•	 The	 qualifications,	 except	 for	
graduates of University of Malaya, 
National University of Singapore 
and barristers of England, are 
determined from time to time by the 
Legal Profession Qualifying Board 
(“Qualifying	Board”)	which	is	chaired	
by the Attorney General. 

Any change to the status of the three 
aforesaid qualifications can only be made 
by way of a statutory amendment to 
the LPA because the LPA has defined a 
“qualified	 person”	 to	 expressly	 include	
such qualifications.

•	 The	law	degree	of	the	new	Singapore	
Management University has still not 
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been recognised by the Qualifying Board. (Singapore 
only recognises the law degree of University of Malaya 
for admission to the Singapore Bar if the candidate 
had commenced the law degree course before 1 Jan 
1994.)

In Malaysia, the law degree offered by two other institutions 
has still not been recognised by the Qualifying Board; 
Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin, Kuala Terengganu, and 
Taylor’s University, Subang Jaya.

•	 The	 two-year	 exemption	 from	 Certificate	 in	 Legal	
Practice	(“CLP”)	examination	given	to	law	graduates	
of	Universiti	Utara	Malaysia	(“UUM”)	and	Multimedia	
University	 (“MMU”)	 in	 2009	 expired	 on	 15	 April,	
unless extended indefinitely or for a further period by 
the Qualifying Board.

Table 2 particularises the qualifications of the 13,350 lawyers 
as at 31 December last year. It is interesting to note that the 
International Islamic University is the single university which 
has produced the largest number of lawyers in Malaysia.

Also, as at 28 Jan 2011:

•	 There	were	13,346	lawyers;	of	whom	6,992	are	men	
and 6,354 are women.

•	 In	 terms	 of	 ethnicity,	 there	 were	 5,190	 Malays;	
5,025 Chinese; 2,517 Indians; 485 Punjabis, and 129 
Eurasians and others.

•	 In	terms	of	number	of	years	of	practice,	there	were	
1,972 lawyers with one to three years of practice; 
2,037 (three to seven years); 2,983 (seven to 12 years); 
4,244 (12 to 20 years) and 2,110 lawyers have 20 years 
of practice or more.

•	 In	terms	of	age,	2,384	lawyers	were	under	30;	4,847	
(31-40); 3,537 (41-50); 1,648 (51-60) and 930 lawyers 
were aged 60 and above.

As regards Table 3 which shows the number of lawyers 
admitted in 2009 and 2010, it is obvious that women have 
been busy becoming lawyers in the last two years!

It follows that as Malaysian lawyers are coming from so 
many diverse educational streams, there is an urgent need 
for uniformity by undertaking a critical review of the entire 
legal education especially when we are producing a surfeit 
of lawyers annually.

Need to be professional

It is for this reason that there have been constant calls for 
many decades now for the CBE to be implemented as the 
ultimate sieve in the admission of new practitioners in order 
to ensure lawyering quality and competency.

Further, the CLP course has to be replaced by the CBE 
because it is too examination oriented, and not practical 
skills oriented. This is understandable as the CLP was 
originally designed in 1984 only as a temporary stop-gap 
measure to assist those Malaysians who were not able to sit 
for the English Bar Finals Examinations because they failed 
to obtain at least a Second Class (Lower Division) Honours 
in their British university law degree.

TABLE 1
List of institutions and the respective 

qualifications recognised for entry into the 
legal profession

Country Institution Qualification

Malaysia 1	University	of	Malaya	(“UM”) LLB

2 Legal Profession Qualifying Board CLP

3	International	Islamic	University	(“IIU”) LLB

4	Universiti	Kebangsaan	Malaysia	(“UKM”) LLB

5	Universiti	Teknologi	MARA	(“UiTM”) LLB

6	Universiti	Utara	Malaysia	(“UUM”) LLB

7	Multimedia	University	(“MMU”) LLB

Singapore 1 University of Malaya in Singapore LLB

2 University of Singapore LLB

3	National	University	of	Singapore	(“NUS”) LLB

United Kingdom 1 Inner Temple Barrister-at-law

2 Middle Temple Barrister-at-law

3 Gray’s Inn Barrister-at-law

4 Lincoln’s Inn Barrister-at-law

5 The Law Society Solicitor

Ireland 1 King’s Inn Barrister-at-law

Law graduates from the UK, Australia and New Zealand who do not have any 
of the above qualifications may still be admitted if they also pass the CLP exams 
provided they have obtained their law degrees from the following approved 
institutions:

United 
Kingdom*

London University (External) LLB (at least 2nd 
Class (Lower) Hons) 
within seven years of 
Inter. exams

King’s College, London; London School of Economics 
and Political Science; Queen Mary & Westfield College, 
London; School of Oriental & African Studies, London; 
University College, London; University College of Wales, 
Aberystwyth; University of Wales, Cardiff; University of 
West of England, Bristol; University of Northumbia at 
Newcastle; and universities of Birmingham, Bristol, 
East Anglia, Essex, Exeter, Hertfordshire, Hull, Leeds, 
Leicester, Liverpool, Manchester, Nottingham, 
Nottingham Trent, Oxford Brookes, Reading, Sheffield, 
Southampton and Warwick

LLB 

University of Cambridge BA (Law Tripos)
University of Oxford BA (Jurisprudence)
Queen’s University, Belfast LLB (must have taken 

English Land law 
option)

Australia** Australian National University, Macquarie University, 
Monash University, Murdoch University, Bond 
University, Queensland University of Technology, and 
universities of Adelaide, Melbourne, New South Wales, 
Queensland, Sydney, Tasmania, Western Australia and 
University of Technology, Sydney

LLB

New 
Zealand**

Victoria University of Wellington and universities of 
Auckland, Canterbury, Otago and Waikato

LLB

*A UK law graduate not from these approved institutions can still be admitted 
here if he has been admitted as either a barrister or solicitor in England or a 
barrister in Ireland. 

** This does not apply to graduates qualified before 1 May 1999 or enrolled in 
the respective universities on or before 30 Apr 1998 and eligible to be admitted 
as a barrister or solicitor in the state in which the university is situated, that is, 
they need not undergo the CLP exams again. After 1 May 1999, the graduates 
are required to sit and pass the CLP exams and it does not matter if they have 
already been admitted as barristers or solicitors there.

+Source: Legal Profession Qualifying Board
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TABLE 3
Items No of Lawyers

Lawyers Admitted In 2009 In 2010
Total 943 912

Gender – Men 296 304
Gender – Women 647 608

Barristers 79 89
CLP 265 195
UM 94 92
NUS 1 0
UKM 92 63
UiTM 98 106

ADIL (Institut Teknologi 
MARA)

*2 0

IIU 309 215
UUM 0 76
MMU 0 72

New Zealand **1 0
Solicitors 2 4

* ADIL (Advanced Diploma in Law) qualification from ITM, the precursor 
of UiTM.

** Qualification obtained in 1999 before CLP was made mandatory for 
all New Zealand law graduates.

+Source: Bar Council Malaysia

To my mind, law schools should just concentrate on the academic 
aspect of legal education, and leave the professional training in the 
form of CBE to the Qualifying Board, Bar Council and the Judicial 
and Legal Services. It is envisaged that when CBE is implemented, 
the duration for the law degree at the local universities will be 
reduced to three years so that students will spend at least one 
year to undertake the CBE.

Passing the CBE should not just be the prerequisite for new 
entrants to the legal profession, but also for new recruits for the 
Judicial and Legal Services.

Pending the implementation of the CBE, the Qualifying Board 
should also periodically review the teaching and training of law 
graduates from local universities. If the standard is not maintained, 
then the exemption from the CLP examination currently granted 
to their law graduates should be removed.

As regards foreign law graduates, the Qualifying Board has 
already reduced the number of approved British universities from 
66 to just 30, and Australian and New Zealand law graduates are 
now required to sit and pass the CLP examination even if they 
have been admitted as barristers or solicitors in New Zealand or 
any state of Australia.

In this regard, the Qualifying Board should be commended for 
setting up, in 2008, an evaluation team headed by the Chief 
Registrar of the Federal Court which comprised judges, officers 
from the Attorney General’s Chambers and senior members of 
the Malaysian Bar to determine if UUM and MMU law graduates 
should be exempted from the CLP examination. As a result, law 
graduates from the two universities are now required to undergo 
a training course on practical skills before they can become 
“qualified	persons”	under	the	LPA	even	though	they	are	exempt	
from the CLP exam. This exemption expired on 15 Apr 2011, and 
the team would have returned to UUM and MMU to undertake a 
review in March and April respectively.

In fact, so much has already been said and written in the last 
20 years about the urgent need of reforming our decrepit legal 
education, and we are already sorely lagging behind many 
Commonwealth countries in this respect. But regrettably, there 
appears to be a total lack of a sense of urgency on the part of 
the various stakeholders to come to grips with this unsatisfactory 
state of affairs which is certainly not in the public interest.

*The writer wishes to register his appreciation to Chin Oy Sim, 
Kwan Yin Cheng, Ezane Mansor Obaid and Lilian Chong of the Bar 
Council Secretariat for gathering and providing useful information 
for this article.

The above article, first published in the Sunday Star on 6 Feb 
2011, has been updated specially for publication in PRAXIS.

1 The writer is the head of the Bar Council’s evaluation team appointed by the Qualifying 
Board to assess the Bachelor of Law degree of UUM and MMU to determine if their 
graduates should be exempted from the CLP examination. You can follow him on 
Twitter at www.twitter.com/rogertankm.

*Australia  Inns of Court Local Universities
Bond 116 Gray’s 241 Malaya 1,336
Melbourne 48 Inner 154 IIU 2,607
Adelaide 17 Middle 419 UKM 695
Monash 140 Lincoln’s 1,200 UiTM 508
Queensland 5 King’s 7 MARA 377
Queensland U of 
Technology

18 2,021 UUM 54

New South Wales 23 MMU 59

Western Australia 10
Sol’ Supreme 
Court, England

15  5,636

Sydney 34    
Macquarie 5 **CLP 4,841

Tasmania 47
Advocate, 
Scotland

1

Australian  
National  
University

35

+Source: Bar Council 
Malaysia

Singapore 240

498
Articleship 13

*New Zealand 
Canterbury 41
Auckland 8
Wellington 19 Gender  
Otago 12 Male 7,000
Waikato 5 Female 6,350

85 Total 13,350

*Graduated before 1 May 1999 or before CLP is made mandatory for 
graduates from Australian and New Zealand universities.

** Includes graduates from British universities who are not either 
barristers or solicitors, and graduates from Australian and New Zealand 
universities regardless whether they are barristers or solicitors there.

TABLE 2
Practising lawyers by qualification  

as at 31 Dec 2010
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Pupillage
In Preparation for a Rewarding Professional Career
by Su Tiang Joo and Tey Wei Quan (Pupil in Chambers) 

Introduction

Beyond knowing that they have to do 
“chambering”	in	order	to	be	called	to	the	
Bar, more often than not the law graduates 
seeking	 a	 “chambering”	 position	 when	
asked, do not know under what provisions 
of the law this requirement comes about.  
What are the rights and obligations of 
that	of	a	“chambie”,	as	they	colloquially	
address this position, is a question they are 
often hard pressed to answer.  Is a pupil 
an employee; must the pupil be paid and if 
so, is the master obliged to make statutory 
contributions towards Employment 
Provident Fund or Social Security 
Organisation for such payments; is the 
pupil subject to disciplinary proceedings?  
These are some of the queries when posed 
see the applicants struggling to answer, 
simply because they have not applied their 
minds to these issues when they embark 
on this part of their journey towards being 
admitted and enrolled as advocates and 
solicitors of the High Court of Malaya.  
It is hoped that this article will address 
some of the issues pertaining to pupillage, 
but more importantly, to seek to instil 
into those joining the legal profession 
to continue to have that innate sense of 
curiosity to always ask themselves [Why] 
there is such a need for any requirement 
in the first place.

Requirement for pupillage

It is a legal requirement prescribed in the 
Legal Profession Act 1976 (Act 166) (which 
henceforth shall be referred to as the 
“LPA”	unless	expressly	stated	otherwise)	
that a qualified person must serve a period 
of pupillage for nine months, before he or 
she can be admitted as an advocate and 
solicitor1.  Save for one exception, it is 
compulsory to undergo pupillage.2  The 
period of nine months may, however, be 
shortened.  Bar Council may, in its sole 
discretion, exempt a qualified person from 
any period up to six months’ pupillage 
upon application made to it supported by 
satisfactory evidence that:3 

(a) there are special circumstances 
justifying a shortening of the period 
of pupillage; or

(b) the applicant has, for a period of not 
less than six months, been a pupil 
or read in the chambers of a legal 
practitioner in active private practice, 
in the Commonwealth, of more than 
seven years’ standing; or

(c) the applicant is an articled clerk in 
Malaysia; or

(d) the applicant has been engaged in 
active practice as a legal practitioner 
by whatever name called in any part 
of the Commonwealth for a period of 
not less than six months.

A full exemption from undergoing pupillage 
can only be secured by a qualified person 
who has served in the judicial and legal 
service for at least one year provided his 
application for admission as an advocate 
and solicitor is supported by a certificate 
from the Attorney General to the effect 
that he is a fit and proper person to be 
admitted as an advocate and solicitor.4

Who is a qualified person?

It is clear by now that you have to be a 
qualified person before you can undergo 
pupillage.  A qualified person is any person 
who has passed the final examination 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Laws 
of the University of Malaya, the University 
of Malaya in Singapore5, the University 
of Singapore or the National University 
of Singapore, is a barrister-at-law of 
England, or is in possession of such other 
qualification as may by notification in the 
Gazette be declared by the Legal Profession 
Qualifying Board to be sufficient to make a 
person a qualified person.

Why the need to be admitted and 
enrolled as an advocate and solicitor?

The LPA goes on to provide that no person 
shall practise as an advocate and solicitor 
or do any act as an advocate and solicitor 

unless his name is on the Roll of advocates 
and solicitors and he has a valid practising 
certificate authorising him to do the act; a 
person who is not so qualified is in the LPA 
referred	to	as	an	“unauthorised	person”.7  
Any unauthorised person who acts as an 
advocate and solicitor or willfully or falsely 
pretends to be, or takes or uses any name, 
title or addition or description implying that 
he is duly qualified or authorised to act as 
an advocate and solicitor shall be guilty of 
an offence and shall on conviction be liable 
to a fine not exceeding two thousand five 
hundred ringgit or to imprisonment for 
a term not exceeding six months or to 
both.8  This makes it abundantly clear the 
legal mandatory requirement for pupillage 
to be undertaken in the journey to be an 
advocate and solicitor.

Master

The qualified person has to serve his 
period of pupillage with a master.  His 
master must be an advocate and solicitor 
who is and has been in active practice9 in 
Malaysia10 (made up of all the states in 
Peninsular Malaysia viz, Johore, Malacca, 
Negeri Sembilan, Selangor, Pahang, Perak, 
Kelantan, Kedah, Terengganu, Penang 
and Perlis, the states in East Malaysia viz, 
Sabah and Sarawak, as well as the Federal 
Territories of Kuala Lumpur, Labuan and 
Putrajaya) for a total period of not less than 
seven years immediately preceeding the 
date of commencement of the qualified 
person’s pupillage.11  One who has been 
admitted and enrolled as an advocate and 
solicitor in the High Court of Malaya but 
who is practising in Sabah or Sarawak 
qualifies too to be a master.12  A pupil can 
serve his period of pupillage with a master 
who does not hold a practising certificate 
because section 3 of the LPA defines 
advocate and solicitor as one who has been 
admitted and enrolled and does not say to 
be an advocate and solicitor one must be 
in possession of such a certificate.13  Bar 
Council may on special grounds allow a 
pupil to serve his period of pupillage with 
an advocate and solicitor of less than 
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seven years standing.14  Bar Council may 
also allow a qualified person to serve 
different parts of his period of pupillage 
with different masters.15  Particulars of the 
names, length of practice, names of law 
firms as well as addresses of advocates 
and solicitors can all be secured from Bar 
Council16.  Save with the written approval 
of Bar Council, a master may not have 
more than two pupils at any one time.17

The obligations of masters to their pupils 
can be found in Rules and Rulings of the 
Bar Council Malaysia.  First and foremost, 
masters should supervise their pupils 
throughout the period of pupillage.18  In 
relation to this, masters are required to 
give an undertaking to do so by signing 
a document called ‘Particulars of Master’ 
form.19  Furthermore, a master should 
make it clear to his colleagues that his 
pupil is accountable to him alone and 
advise them not to assign any task to the 
pupil without his prior consent.

The	 terminology	 “master”	 and	 “pupil”	
indicates a relationship of apprenticeship 
wherein the pupil is subject to the 
concentrated attention, instruction and 
supervision of the master.20  It cannot be 
gainsaid that the manner in which the 
master discharges his responsibilities can 
have a significant impact on the pupil 
which may last the entirety of the latter’s 
career.21

Objective of pupillage

The period of pupillage is to enable a 
pupil to receive instructions from, and 
training by his master, and that includes 
exposing him to the experience of 
appearing and conducting cases on 
behalf of his master in open court in 
the magistrates’ courts after a period 
of three months’ pupillage…

…chambering pupils [should] be 
afforded the opportunity of appearing 
and conducting civil cases in open 
court in the subordinate courts 
which experience is very necessary 
in preparing them to become full-
fledged advocates and solicitors of 
the High Court.   It is, therefore, in the 
best interest of the legal profession 
that chambering pupils be given 
the experience of gaining practical 
knowledge in the conduct of civil suits 
while in training before being called 
to the Bar.  — Re Vazeer Alam Mydin 
Veera [1991] 3 MLJ 96 (HC).

The work of an advocate and solicitor 
involves marshalling facts, identifying 
and analysing issues, researching the 
law, drafting, presenting opinions and 
advice, and advocacy.  Whilst he may 
not be expected to know all the law, 
he is expected to know where to find 
them.  Pupils should expect to familiarise 
themselves with these skills during their 
period of pupillage.  Advocacy, which is the 
art of oral persuasion, covers many areas; 
from the primary work of pleading cases 
and presenting arguments before tribunals 
and courts, negotiating settlements and 
generally assist in dispute resolutions.  
Drafting also requires comprehensive 
knowledge of the law and meticulous 
use of words to prevent any lacuna or 
ambiguities as to avoid the need for any 
dispute resolution.  The skills aforesaid 
can only be developed and honed through 
constant experience and this is why to 
this day, no matter how learned and 
experienced an advocate and solicitor is, 
he is still said to be in practice.

Pupillage serves as an invaluable platform 
for a qualified person to develop these 
skills before he is thrown into the deep end 
so to speak.  During this period, the pupil 
is allowed at close quarters to observe and 
assist his master in his work.  The practical 
experience of practising with a safety net in 
the form of the master being there to give 
guidance and clarification is invaluable.

It would be beneficial for a pupil to 
identify as early as possible whether his 
or her interest is in litigation or otherwise 
so that he can devote more time during 
the period of pupillage to gain experience 
in the chosen area of the profession, 
although with all due respect, general 
litigation with its vast area of law and skills 
required would probably be the best area 
for a pupil to start off with.

It is statutorily required of an advocate and 
solicitor that he must exercise direct and 
immediate control as principal and provide 
proper supervision over any unauthorised 
person carrying on legal business in his 
name (see section 94(3)(i) of the LPA).  
This means that he should know how the 
clerical work that is part and parcel of legal 
practice is carried out.  It cannot therefore 
be over emphasised that pupils should 
during this period of pupillage acquire 
experience on these clerical duties and 
basic accounting because at the end of the 
day it is the advocate and solicitor who is 

accountable not only to his clients, but to 
the Advocates and Solicitors Disciplinary 
Board and court as well.

Rights

An advocate and solicitor with a valid 
practising certificate has the exclusive 
right to appear and plead in all courts22.23 

Save in limited circumstances, which are 
set out below, a pupil on the other hand, 
even though a qualified person does not 
possess such right as he is an unauthorised 
person24 under the LPA.25 More 
specifically, a pupil cannot act 
as an advocate and solicitor 
for any party to court 
proceedings, regardless 
of whether he is suing 
or defending on one’s 
behalf.26 Furthermore, a 
pupil cannot prepare 
any legal document 
or letter threatening 
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legal proceedings and conduct any 
negotiation of settlement.27 Needless to 
say, a pupil is prohibited to pretend to be 
an advocate and solicitor.28 However, a 
pupil is at liberty to prepare wills or other 
testamentary documents as section 38(2) 
of the LPA expressly provides that the 
words	“document”	and	“instrument”	in	
section 37 do not include a will or other 
testamentary documents.

As mentioned earlier, a pupil does have 
a right of audience in court in limited 
circumstances.  This is after he has secured 
an order from the High Court of Malaya 
under a process which is commonly 
known	 as	 a	 “short	 call”.	 	 By	 virtue	 of	
section 36(2) of the LPA, a judge29 may 
make an order upon the application of 
a master for the pupil to be permitted 

(during the period of three months from 
the date of order) to appear on behalf of 
the master or the firm in which the master 
is practising to mention a case, including 
entering judgment in default, applying for 
bail, or taking a consent judgment before 
a Judge or a Registrar of the High Court (in 
chambers), before a Judge of the Sessions 
Court or a Magistrate (in chambers), or 
before a Registrar of the Subordinate 
Courts.  After the three-month period, 
a pupil can conduct any cause or matter 
in the High Court (in chambers) and in 
the Subordinate Courts (include both 
the Sessions Courts and the Magistrates’ 
Courts)30 (in chambers) and in open court 
before any Magistrate.31 The purpose 
of the provisions of section 36(2) of the 
LPA is to provide a step by step practical 
training for a pupil.32 In OCBC Bank (M) 
Bhd v CTK Enterprise Sdn Bhd33, a pupil 
reading in the chambers of a firm that 
was not that of the defendant’s solicitors 
appeared on behalf of the defendant and 
requested for an adjournment.  It was 
held that the pupil did not have locus to 
appear as section 36(2) of the LPA made 
it clear that a pupil in chambers was 
strictly forbidden to appear on behalf of 
anyone but his master or a firm in which 
his master was practising.34 This suggests 
that the pupil is also liable to be charged 
for the offence under section 37(1) of the 
LPA of acting as an advocate and solicitor 
whilst being an unauthorised person.  It 
is also to be pointed out that a pupil can 
hold a watching brief in any court in which 
he has a right of audience.35 

Obligations

The period of pupillage commences on the 
date of filing of petition for admission.36  
Pupils are required to seek the approval 
of Bar Council if they wish to take a 
break during the period of pupillage.37  
The prescribed period of pupillage must 
be completed in full and any period of 
absence will have to be replaced.38 

Over and above that, pupils have to attend 
a compulsory Ethics and Professional 
Standards Course and pass the written 
examination at the end of the course, 
whereupon passing, a certificate would be 
issued by Bar Council.39  The pupil’s master 
has to certify in the Certificate of Diligence 
that the pupil has satisfactorily completed 
the programme.40  In addition, pupils are 
required to serve compulsory Legal Aid 
Duty for a minimum of 14 days.41 

After serving the prescribed period of 
pupillage, a Certificate of Diligence is to 
be signed by the master.42  The master 
shall not refuse to issue a Certificate of 
Diligence except for reasons acceptable to 
Bar Council.43

Employee/Workman?

What is the legal recourse of a pupil in 
the event that the master terminates the 
master-pupil relationship without any just 
cause or excuse?  This inevitably prompts 
us to question whether a pupil can seek  
any relief under the Employment  
Act 1955 (Act 265) or Industrial Relations 
Act 1967 (Act 177).  On a closer 
examination of the definition of employee  
in section 2 of the Employment Act 1955 
(Act 265),44 a pupil is not an employee as 
a pupil does not enter into any contract 
of	service	and	his	“apprenticeship”	is	less	
than two years.  Furthermore, a pupil is not 
a workman within the definition stipulated 
in section 2 of the Industrial Relations Act 
1967 (Act 177)45 as a pupil does not work 
for hire or reward under a contract of 
employment.  More importantly, it would 
be a contradiction if pupils were to be 
labelled as employees, when, in the first 
place, section 12(3) of the LPA expressly 
provides that no qualified person shall, 
without the special leave in writing of Bar 
Council, hold any office or engage in any 
employment of any kind, whether full-
time or otherwise, during his period of 
pupillage, but nothing in this subsection 
shall preclude a pupil from receiving 
remuneration from his master.  However, 
as mentioned earlier, the pupil may on 
special grounds apply to Bar Council 
to serve different parts of his period of 
pupillage with different masters.

As pupils are not employees but can receive 
remuneration from their masters, one 
interesting question that arises is whether 
masters are legally bound to pay statutory 
contributions towards Employment 
Provident Fund under the Employees 
Provident Fund Act 1991 (Act 452) and 
Social Security Organisation under the 
Employees’ Social Security Act 1969 (Act 
4).  In this regard, it can be safely said that 
the answer is in the negative, because 
under both of the aforementioned Acts, 
only employees and employers shall be 
liable to pay contributions,46 and pupils 
undergoing pupillage are prohibited 
from being engaged in employment of  
any kind.
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Disciplinary proceedings

It must be emphasised that a pupil is 
subject to the control of the Advocates and 
Solicitors Disciplinary Board and an order 
may be made prohibiting the pupil from 
petitioning the court for admission until 
after a specified date, if he or she is found 
guilty of any misconduct.47  As breaches 
of etiquette by pupils would render 
pupils liable to disciplinary proceedings, 
there is a need for pupils to familiarise 
themselves with the law regulating the 
legal profession; ie LPA and the rules made 
thereunder especially the Legal Profession 
(Practice and Etiquette) Rules 1978 and 
the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 
Malaysia.  Pupils ought to comply with 
the stipulated rules and regulation at all 
times.  In this regard it should be noted the 
category of persons subject to the control 
of the Advocates and Solicitors Disciplinary 
Board, by virtue of section 94(5) of the 
LPA, merely encompasses pupils; and that 
pupils, as defined in section 3 of the Act, 
are qualified persons serving their period 
of pupillage as opposed to persons who 
have completed their pupillage.  Ruling  
10.05(1) of the Rules and Rulings of the 
Bar Council Malaysia expressly provides 
that upon completion of pupillage, a pupil 
ceases to be a pupil.  Accordingly, whilst 
he can continue to work with his master, 
he cannot appear in court on behalf of his 
master and cannot hold himself out as a 
pupil.  As such, there is a lacuna in the LPA 
on the jurisdiction of the Advocates and 
Solicitors Disciplinary Board over persons 
who have completed their pupillage but 
have yet to be admitted to the Bar as 
advocates and solicitors.  However, this 
lacuna will soon be covered as steps are 
being undertaken to amend the LPA to 
extend the jurisdiction of the Advocates 
and Solicitors Disciplinary Board over such 
persons and such provisions are expected 
to come into force in 2011.

Remuneration48

A pupil cannot engage in employment, 
whether full-time or part-time during 
his period of pupillage but is allowed to 
receive remuneration from his master.49  
The question then arises as to whether 
the remuneration received from the 
pupil’s master is subject to income tax.  
The relevant provision of the Income Tax 
Act 1967 (Act 53) on this issue is section 
4 which reads:

Subject to this Act, the income upon 
which tax is chargeable under the 
Act is income in respect of —
(a) gains or profits from a business, 

for whatever period of time 
carried on;

(b) gains or profits from an 
employment;

(c) dividends, interest or discount;
(d) rents, royalties or premium;
(e) pensions, annuities or other 

periodical payments not falling 
under any of the foregoing 
para;

(f) gains50 or profits51 not falling 
under any of the foregoing 
paragraph.

Although at first blush, the provision 
under paragraph (f) seems wide and 
all embracing, it cannot be that the 
honorarium or remuneration paid to a pupil 
undergoing his statutory requirements of 
pupillage can be said to be a gain or profit.  
More so, when as mentioned earlier he 
cannot engage himself in employment be 
it full time or part time during his period 
of pupillage.  Any ambiguity in a taxing 
statute is to be construed in favour of 
the taxpayer, see Federal Court decision 
in Premium Vegetable Oils Sdn Bhd v 
Palm Oil Research and Development 
where it was held that one is not to be 
taxed unless there are clear words to that 
effect and if the words are ambiguous, 
those words shall be interpreted with a 
purposive approach to ascertain the real 
meaning the words intend to carry.52  As it 
stands currently, the base line for taxable 
income currently stands at RM30,000 per 
annum, which means that a pupil should 
be drawing an allowance of more than 
RM2,500 per month before this issue of 
whether his remuneration is exigible to 
income tax arises.  It was not long ago that 
a pupil had to pay his master a stipend 
to enjoy the privilege of undergoing 
pupillage.  However, being conscious of 
the escalating costs of living, the concept 
of paying some remuneration to the pupil 
to assist in covering his costs of living; at 
least, the costs of transport, refreshments 
and daily necessities came about.  Thus, it 
would be unjust or absurd to say that the 
remuneration payable to the pupil is a gain 
or profit when often it may not even be 
enough to cover the rising costs of living.  
Viewed in this context, it is foreseeable that 
the court when called upon to adjudicate 
on this issue will be of similar view.  

Conclusion

In conclusion, pupils should familiarise 
themselves with the professional ethics 
expected of an advocate and solicitor.  It is 
of the utmost importance that pupils take 
a keen interest in the work assigned by 
their master with diligence, determination 
and dedication, so that the nine-month 
period of pupillage can effectively prepare 
them to cope with the very challenging 
but rewarding profession of that of an 
advocate and solicitor.

1 Advocate and solicitor means an advocate and solicitor 
of the High Court admitted and enrolled under the 
Act or under any written law prior to the coming into 
operation of this Act: section 3 of the Legal Profession 
Act 1976 (Act 166).

2 Sections 11 and 12 of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).  

3 Section13(3) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

4 Section 13(4) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

5 Now known as the National University of Singapore, 
which was formed with the merger of the University 
of Singapore and Nanyang University in 1980.  The 
University of Malaya in Singapore was renamed the 
University of Singapore on 1 Jan 1962.

6 Section 3 of the Legal Profession Act 1976 (Act 166).
7 Section 36(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976 (Act 

166).
8 Section 37(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  

(Act 166).
9	 The	word	“active	practice”	in	section	13(1)	means	active	

private practice (or active practice as an advocate and 
solicitor) but not judicial and legal service: Akberdin bin 
Hj Abdul Kader & Anor v Majlis Peguam Malaysia [2001] 
4 MLJ 381.  

10	 The	word	“Malaysia”	in	section	13(1)	should	be	given	its	
ordinary meaning, so as to include any part of Malaysia: 
Samantha Murthi v Attorney-General Malaysia & Ors 
[1982] 2 MLJ 126.  

11 Section 13(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

12 In our judgment, through the Act has not been made 
applicable to Sabah and Sarawak, since the word 
Malaysia in section 13(1) is not defined by the Act, it 
should be given its ordinary meaning, so as to include 
Sarawak: Samantha Murthi v Attorney-General Malaysia 
& Ors [1982] 2 MLJ 126 (FC) which is followed by the 
Court of Appeal in Majlis Peguam v Sunil Singh Gill 
[2004] 4 MLJ 1 wherein the issue was whether the 
respondent satisfied section 13(1) of the Legal Profession 
Act 1976 by chambering with an advocate and solicitor 
from Labuan.  The court held that the ordinary cannons 
of construction should be applied when interpreting 
section 13(1) of the Act.  The respondent had satisfied 
the requirements of the said provision.  The case of 
Samantha Murthi v Attorney-General Malaysia & Ors  
[1982] 2 MLJ 126 was also referred to by the Federal 
Court in Malaysian Bar v Mutang Tagal [1985] 1 MLJ 
231.

13 Samantha Murthi v Attorney-General Malaysia & Ors 
[1982] 2 MLJ 126 (FC).

14 Proviso to section 13(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976 
(Act 166).

15 Section 13(2) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

16 Address: Bar Council, No 15, Leboh Pasar Besar, 
50050 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  Website: http://www.
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malaysianbar.org.my Email: council@malaysianbar.org.
my Tel: +603-2031 3003 Fax: +603-2026 1313.

17 10.02(1) of the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 
Malaysia.

18 10.03 of the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 
Malaysia.

19 10.02(2) of the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 
Malaysia.

20 Jeffrey Pinsler, Ethics and Professional Responsibility: 
A Code for the Advocate and Solicitor (Singapore: 
Academy Publishing, 2007), 454.

21 Jeffrey Pinsler, Ethics and Professional Responsibility: 
A Code for the Advocate and Solicitor (Singapore: 
Academy Publishing, 2007), 455.  

22 Court means the High Court or a judge thereof when 
sitting in open court: section 3 of the Legal Profession 
Act 1976 (Act 166).

23 Section 35 of the Legal Profession Act 1976 (Act 166).
24 Section 36(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  

(Act 166).
 In Shahinuddin bin Shariff v Mohd Amin bin Hasbollah 

[1998] 3 MLJ 693 at p 699, Abdul Malik Ishak held: 
“An	advocate	and	solicitor	is	said	to	be	an	unauthorised	
person if his name is not in the Roll and he has no valid 
practising certificate authorizing him to do the act”.

25 Section 36(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166): Subject to this section, no person shall practise 
as an advocate and solicitor or do any act as an advocate 
and solicitor unless his name is on the Roll and he has a 
valid practising certificate authorising him to do the act; 
a person who is not so qualified is in this Act referred to 
as	an	“unauthorised	person”.

26 Section 37(1)(a) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

27 Section 37(2) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

28 Section 37(1)(b) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

29 Judge means a Judge of the High Court sitting in the 
Chambers: section 3 of the Legal Profession Act 1976 
(Act 166).

30 Re Bar Council of Malaysia [1989] 3 MLJ 379 at pp 380–
381	per	Eusoff	Chin:	“The	words	‘subordinate	courts’,	
however, include both the sessions courts and the 
magistrates’ courts… Bearing in mind that Parliament 
does not legislate in futility and that every word in  
s 36(2)(b) of the Act should be given effect, I would read 
this subsection by pausing after the words ‘subordinate 
courts’.  By doing so, the words ‘in chambers’ would 
apply to both ‘the High Court’ and ‘the subordinate 
courts’.”

31 Section 36(2) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

32 As held in Re Bar Council of Malaysia [1989] 3 MLJ 
379.

33 [2000] 6 MLJ 372.
34 OCBC Bank (M) Bhd v CTK Enterprise Sdn Bhd [2000] 6 

MLJ 372 at 375 per PS Gill J.
35 10.05(4) of the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 

Malaysia.
36 section 36(4) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  

(Act 166).
37 http://www.klbar.org.my/index.php/frontend/page/
38 10.01(3) of the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 

Malaysia.
39 http://www.klbar.org.my/index.php/frontend/page/

pup_pamp3
40 http://www.klbar.org.my/index.php/frontend/page/
41 10.06 of the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 

Malaysia.
42 Section 15 of the Legal Profession Act 1976 (Act 166).
43 10.02(3) of the Rules and Rulings of the Bar Council 

Malaysia.  
44 Section 2 of the Employment Act 1965 (Act 265): 

“employee”	means	any	person	or	class	of	persons	—
(a) included in any category in the First Schedule to 

the extent specified therein; or

(b) in respect of whom the Minister makes an order 
under subsection (3) or section 2A.

 Section 2 of the Employment Act 1965 (Act 265): 
“contract	 of	 service”	 means	 any	 agreement,	 whether	
oral or in writing and whether express or implied, 
whereby one person agrees to employ another as an 
employee and that other agrees to serve his employer as 
an employee and includes an apprenticeship contract.

 Section 2 of the Employment Act 1965 (Act 265): 
“apprenticeship	 contract”	 means	 a	 written	 contract	
entered into by a person with an employer who 
undertakes to employ the person and train or have him 
trained systematically for a trade for a specified period 
which shall not be less than two years in the course of 
which the apprentice is bound to work in the employer’s 
service.

 First Schedule of the Employment Act 1965 (Act 265):
 Employee

1. Any person, irrespective of his occupation, who has 
entered into a contract of service with an employer 
under which such person’s wages do not exceed 
one thousand five hundred ringgit a month.

2. Any person who, irrespective of the amount of 
wages he earns in a month, has entered into a 
contract of service with an employer in pursuance 
of which ...

45 Section 2 of the Industrial Relations Act 1967 (Act 
177):	 “workman”	 means	 any	 person,	 including	 an	
apprentice, employed by an employer under a contract 
of employment to work for hire or reward and for 
the purposes of any proceedings in relation to a 
trade dispute includes any such person who has been 
dismissed, discharged or retrenched in connection with 
or as a consequence of that dispute or whose dismissal, 
discharge or retrenchment has led to that dispute.

	 “contract	 of	 employment”	 means	 any	 agreement,	
whether oral or in writing and whether express or 
implied, whereby one person agrees to employ another 
as a workman and that other agrees to serve his 
employer as a workman;

46 Section 43(1) of the Employment Provident Fund Act 
1991 (Act 452): Subject to the provisions of section 52, 
every employee and every employer of a person who 
is an employee within the meaning of this Act shall 
be liable to pay monthly contributions on the amount 
of wages at the rate respectively set out in the Third 
Schedule.  

 Section 2 of the Employment Provident Fund Act 
1991	 (Act	 452):	 “employee”	 means	 any	 person,	 not	
being a person of the descriptions specified in the First 
Schedule, who is employed under a contract of service 
or apprenticeship, whether written or oral and whether 
expressed or implied, to work for an employer.

 Section 6 of the Employees’ Social Security Act 1969  
(Act 4): The contribution payable under this Act in 
respect of an employees shall comprise contribution 
payable by the employer and contribution payable by 
the employee and shall be paid to the Organization.

 Section 2(5) of the Employees’ Social Security  
Act	1969	(Act	4):	“employee”	means	any	person	who	
is employed for wages under a contract of service or 
apprenticeship with an employer, whether the contract 
is expressed or implied or is oral or in writing, on or in 
connection with the work of an industry to which this 
Act applies.

47 Section 94(5) of the Legal Profession Act 1976  
(Act 166).

48 The author gratefully acknowledges the kind 
comments and contributions by Vijey R Mohana 
Krishnan, an advocate and solicitor on this part of 
the article.

49 Section 12(3) of the Legal Profession Act 1976 
(Act 166).

 See Shamsiah binti Ibrahim v A-G [1981] 1 
MLJ	164	at	p	165	per	Yusoff	Mohamed	J:	“The	
law seems to be silent whether special leave 

would also be necessary where remunerations were 
received from other sources than the master as opposed 
to holding an office or engaging in an employment 
during the period of pupillage.  In my opinion special 
leave was not necessary where remuneration only 
was received by the pupil without physically involving 
himself in employment other than his pupillage.  The 
provision is necessary because during pupillage the pupil 
was required to devote full attention to the laws or to 
the subject he was studying and to ensure that there 
was no conflict of interest with his master’s.  But to 
preclude a pupil from receiving remuneration entirely, 
would deprive him of subsistence during the period of 
pupillage which may last over 12 months.  And this in 
my opinion, is not the intention of the legislature”.

50 GAIN, PROFIT, EMOLUMENT, LUCRE.  Gain is here a 
general term, the other terms are specific; the gain is 
that which comes to a man; it is the fruit of his exertions.  
The profit is that which accrues from the thing.  Thus 
when applied to riches, that which increases a man’s 
estate are in his gains; that which flows out of his trade 
or occupation are his profits.: Anandan Krishnan, Words, 
Phrases & Maxims (Legally & Judicially Defined) (Volume 
8) (Petaling Jaya: LexisNexis Malaysia Sdn Bhd, 2008),  
pp 1–2.

51 Monetary gain derived from a transaction as a result of 
an excess of revenues over outlays and expenses in a 
business enterprise.  The expression ‘profits’ primarily 
means the arithmetical excess of the price received over 
the total of all costs incurred by the seller.  It is gain 
made in business, profession or vocation when both the 
receipts and payments are taken into consideration.: 
Anandan Krishnan, Words, Phrases & Maxims (Legally & 
Judicially Defined) (Volume 12) (Petaling Jaya: LexisNexis 
Malaysia Sdn Bhd, 2008), pp 505–506.

52 Palm Oil Research and Development Board Malaysia 
& Anor v Premium Vegetable Oils Sdn Bhd & another 
appeal [2005] 3 MLJ 97 (FC).  Also in 
Comptroller-General of Inland Revenue,  
Malaysia v T (FC) 1969 1 LNS 31.
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When Legal Practice Meets 
Technology
by Joachim Leong, Vince Chong Khin Young and Edwin Lee Yong Cieh

In this article, three Gen-Y lawyers explore 
the idea of making good use of technology  
in practising law in the 21st century

Firm Management Systems

Ideally, a law firm should have a centralised 
database incorporating client databases, 
client’s matters, land titles, billings/
collections and client accounts enabling 
a lawyer to pull up everything about his/
her practice with only a click of a mouse.  
Client Management software is available 
in Malaysia through providers such as 
Denning E-Law Office Suite, Spider Law 
and Legal Manager.

Such software also provides a helping hand 
in monitoring progress on files, keeping 
track of matters and can even incorporate 
best practices checklists.  What better way 
to ensure lawyers do 
not miss deadlines 
and thus, rake up 

fewer professional indemnity insurance 
(“PII”)	claims	against	them?

Yet, only around 5% of Malaysian firms 
use any form of firm management system 
(“FMS”)!

The most crucial software in all legal 
practices is perhaps, accounting software.  
While being convenient and efficient in 
tracking all monies from clients and for the 
firm, it also enables lawyers to track the 
financial performance of their practices 
and to ensure monies are kept separate 
and managed well.

The biggest concern of incorporating 
technology with practice is the costs 
involved. Some smaller firms use open 
source software such as Linux and Open 

Office to reduce licensing costs.  On some 
occasions, clients may be willing to bear 
the costs of using such technology such 
as E-discovery and converting documents 
into electronic form. This is used to some 
extent in some due diligence exercises by 
corporate lawyers, however, it is yet to 
make an impact in the litigation arena. 

Besides the obvious environmental 
friendliness of this option, the other 
argument to consider is that such a 
technology can free up a lawyer’s time 
from engaging in the mindless work of 
trudging through volumes of documents 
or physically sorting files.

Furthermore, there are more flexible 
options nowadays with leasing of 
equipment and software, instalment 
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payment plans and also outsourcing such 
work to third parties rather than actually 
having to buy it all out rightly.

Perhaps, the fact that most lawyers have 
PII may be a reason as well for the slow 
uptake of technology.  The effects of PII 
claims are not felt fully by most lawyers 
as they are covered for such eventualities.  
Then, does the onus fall on the Bar to 
raise standards by continuing better 
management by lawyers?  Should the 
PII Committee continue their good work 
with novel ways to catch the attention 
of lawyers to help them systemise best 
practices into their work?

On the carrot side, what better 
encouragement is there to use technology 
but to gain a competitive edge over 
another fellow lawyer?  If a lawyer is 
more adept at technology, the quicker 
the turnaround time for files; not only 
are documents located and prepared 
quicker but with a centralised database, it 
is possible to customise and automatically 
generate run-of-the-mill documents such 
as	Sale	and	Purchase	Agreements	(“SPA”),	
general correspondence and letters of 
demand.  Some of these changes will be 
more apparent than others but the biggest 
of all is perhaps, the higher turnaround of 
files/matters. 

Clawing Back Time on the Go!

This brings us to the fact that time has 
never been kind to lawyers.

At the office, a pile of files is just waiting 
to be touched; deadlines drawing ever 
closer.  In his computer, tens of emails 
require answering.  In court, precious 
hours slip away waiting for his case to be 
called.  Hours which, away from his desk, 
the lawyer struggles to make up for.  Can 
these hours be saved? 

Yes.  Technology has made it possible.  
Even while on the go, the lawyer can now 
claw back precious hours by owning a 
simple mobile-gadget. 

A lawyer’s computing needs are easily 
satisfied.  Unlike that of a software 
designer, all he needs is the ability to 
transcribe his thoughts and communicate 
it to his peers, client and to the court.  In 
other words, all he needs is a gadget that 
will allow him to read, write, send emails, 
check his calendar, peruse his contacts 

and surf the Internet; small enough to be 
carried anywhere and powerful enough 
to store data.  In today’s time and age, 
a plethora of mobile-gadgets are available 
ranging from mainstream laptops to the 
newly-launched Ipad2. 

A lawyer can now reply emails while stuck 
in traffic, draft contracts while waiting in 
court, jot down ideas and even conduct 
research while away from the comfort of 
his office desk. 

To any lawyer, and to any employer, this 
is godsent!  Imagine the productivity.  
Imagine the efficiency.  Imagine the costs 
and time saved.  This, in itself, justifies the 
purchase and the setting up of a mobile-
gadget!

Indeed, the gadget is not exactly cheap.  
In the case of an Ipad, it requires some 
personalisation to make it suitable to draft 
pleadings (and not all gadgets will allow 
one to draft pleadings).  There are also 
the charges for on-the-go Internet.  The 
gadget will not eliminate the need to be 
in the office.  The lawyer will still need to 
peruse the humongous files on his table. 

But even this may be eliminated in the 
future with the implementation of the 
e-filing system. 

Whilst it is not perfect and is riddled with 
countless of difficulties at this infantile 
stage, the e-filing system is a step in the 
right direction.  If all goes well, all files 
and documents must be scanned for 
filing in court.  Naturally, a digital file will 
be created at the office and stored in a 
virtual database; accessible by the lawyer’s 
mobile-gadget.  This, in turn, will allow 
the lawyer to be truly mobile and able 
to increase the range of work he can do 
while on the go.  Ultimately, efficiency and 
productivity would be boosted greatly. 

More importantly, these are the small 
steps needed in order to become truly 
paperless.  Not only will it make life for 
a lawyer easier by eliminating the need 
to lug a huge file (and countless copies 
of the same document) to court, but 
it also allows the lawyer to make easy 
referencing with a proper FMS in place.  
For ’green’ advocates, this huge effort 
will benefit the environment; trees will 
be spared.  For the employer, the firm’s 
image in committing itself to corporate 
responsibility is bolstered. 

Therefore, Brendan Navin Siva was spot 
on when he said in his Ethic’s luncheon 
speech on 15 July 2010 (refer to page 12 
of the Jan-Mar 2011 issue of Praxis):

Embrace technology. Blackberries 
are not evil… They save time.  They 
save a lot of time.

Websites, Blogs and Social Networks 
for Lawyers

This brings us to the quintessence of the 
Gen-Y’s technological prowess and the 
million-dollar question of:

Where do most people search for 
information nowadays?

The Internet. 

According to some surveys in the United 
States, 70% of clients nowadays are using 
the Internet to search for legal services 
and law firms before approaching the law 
firms/lawyers.  As such, it is very important 
for law firms and lawyers to maintain their 
active presence in the real world as well 
as to preserve their visibility in the online 
world.   

There are several ways for law firms/lawyers 
to remain visible on the Internet.  The most 
common way is by maintaining a website 
for your law firm.  It represents your firm’s 
online identity and offers quick and easy 
access to information about your firm.  
A good website should possess several 
key features.  It should be user friendly 
with easy navigations for information.  
Webpages that were designed years ago 
should be replaced with more dynamic 
and modern designs and filled up with up-
to-date and informative contents. 

While publishing newsletters is a good 
way to keep clients informed about the 
firm’s practice and recent development 
of the law, law firms should explore new 
horizons by writing blogs.  The advantage 
of blogging is that it is much cheaper 
and it gets updated more frequently than 
conventional newsletters, which is usually 
published on a quarterly basis. 

Furthermore, a blog can reach a wider 
readership as opposed to a conventional 
newsletter and it allows greater networking 
and interaction between law firms and 
readers.  There have been several success 
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stories where lawyers-bloggers have 
earned their reputation and attracted 
thousands of unique visitors to their blogs 
through blogging.  Some of these visitors 
have subsequently become clients to these 
lawyers because they came to recognise 
their expertise and the quality of research 
and writing displayed by these lawyers 
who actively maintain their blogs. 

As social networks have become part and 
parcel of many peoples’ lives, law firms 
may also consider engaging themselves 
in the social networking scene.  For 
example, LinkedIn proves to be an 
effective professional social networking 
tool in displaying a law firm’s expertise, 
building solid testimonials as well as brand 
value and gaining valuable new contacts 
amongst the professionals. 

While traditionally, law firms generally 
rely on word-of-mouth in building their 
thriving legal practice, running a law firm 

in the 21st century is more akin to running 
a business.  New business models such 
as social networks have opened up new 
business opportunities as lawyers are now 
getting referrals from their followers and 
readers within their social network circles. 

In light of this, some foreign law firms 
have created their own Facebook Page 
to maintain their visibility and to connect 
with their colleagues and clients.  Some 
firms have also used Twitter to share 
useful legal links and to update the public 
about the latest development in the law in 
a 140-character post.  Social networking 
has become a useful tool in sharing and 
benefiting from the knowledge and 
expertise of peers. 

Holding seminars is also another great 
way to reach out to the public.  Law firms 
may consider hosting webinars (a video 
seminar that is broadcast on the Internet) 
and podcasts (an online audio broadcast) 
to reach a greater scale of audience across 
the world. 

Having said that, law firms and lawyers 
are reminded that they should draw a 
clear demarcation line between engaging 
with their followers/readers and giving 
legal advice.  They should be careful of the 
things that they say online as reputation 
can be tarnished more easily and quickly 
when things go wrong in the online world.  
The rule of thumb is that there should 
always be a disclaimer telling the followers 
and readers that such communication 

does not constitute legal advice and does 
not create a solicitor-client relationship. 

Law firms’ websites are currently governed 
by the Legal Profession (Publicity) Rules 
2001, Legal Profession (Practice & 
Etiquette) Rules 1978 as well as the Rules 
and Rulings of the Bar Council Malaysia.  
The rules permit publicity in a limited 
sense and they require publicity to be 
done in such manner as determined by 
Bar Council and it must not be presented 
in such a manner that is likely to diminish 
the confidence of the public in the legal 
profession or adversely affect the image 
of the legal profession or bring the legal 
profession of Malaysia into disrepute. 

It remains to be seen whether having blogs 
and social networking sites would amount 
to directly or indirectly soliciting for works 
or unwarranted advertising or publicity.  
Perhaps it is high time for Bar Council to 
review or clarify the ethics rules to ensure 
that the rules are progressing with the 
technological trends while maintaining the 
professionalism and integrity of the legal 
profession. 

In short, as more and more clients are 
relying on the power of Internet in 
choosing their legal service providers, 
law firms that embrace unconventional 
methods through the use of technology 
are set to stand out from the crowd and 
gain trust and recognition from their 
colleagues, clients as well as the public. 

Ergo…

There is general aversion to change, as 
naturally, we are all creatures of habit.  
Yet, there is no better time to change 
with the silhouette of foreign law firms 
stepping into Malaysia.  This may be 
the much-needed catalyst for our legal 
profession to have a system update.  If 
the courts can do it, surely we can.  Is it 
not time we raise the ‘Bar’ too?
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Personal Data Protection Act 2010
Can we Balance the Might of the Executive Arm Against the 
Rights of the Citizen?
by Rachel Vanuja Suppiah

Introduction

The Personal Data Protection Act 2010 is a radical new legislation 
that will affect a large number of organisations and individuals.  
This area of law specifically relates to the dissemination and 
storage of personal data of people.  It is related to the right 
of privacy.  This right of privacy protects against unsanctioned 
invasion of privacy by the government, corporations or individuals 
and is part of many countries’ privacy laws, and in some cases, 
constitutions.  Almost all countries have laws which in some 
way limit privacy; an example of this would be laws concerning 
taxation, which normally require the sharing of information 
about personal income or earnings.  In some countries individual 
privacy may conflict with freedom of speech laws and some laws 
may require public disclosure of information which would be 
considered private in other countries and cultures.  Privacy may be 
voluntarily sacrificed, normally in exchange for perceived benefits 
and very often with specific dangers and losses.  Academics who 
are economists, evolutionary theorists and research psychologists 
describe	 revealing	 privacy	 as	 a	 “voluntary	 sacrifice”,	 where	
sweepstakes or competitions are involved.  Information which 
is voluntarily shared and is later stolen or misused can lead to 
identity theft.

Privacy law is the area of law concerning the protection and 
preservation of the privacy rights of individuals.  While there is 
no universally accepted privacy law among all countries, some 
organisations promote certain concepts be enforced by individual 
countries.  For example, article 12 of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights states:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his 
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks 
upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right 
to the protection of the law against such interference or 
attacks. 

In	 the	 European	 Union	 (“EU”),	 article	 8	 of	 the	 European	
Convention on Human Rights guarantees the right to respect for 
private and family life, one’s home and correspondence.  The EU 
requires all member states to legislate to ensure that citizens have 
a right to privacy, through directives such as the 1995 Directive 
95/46/EC on the protection of personal data.1

The protection of privacy here relates specifically to information 
privacy and in lay terms it means the protection of personal details 
and information about an individual.

The data protection principles 

These are seven core principles in regard to the ethics of how 
personal private data is to be collected, processed and stored.

The seven principles governing the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development2	 (“OECD”)	 guideline	
recommendations for protection of personal data are:

(1) Notice: Whereby data subjects should be informed that their 
personal data is being collected and the purpose it is being 
used;

(2) Purpose: The personal data that is being collected should 
be used for the purpose for which it was collected and not 
for a different purpose. It is very imperative that the data 
collected should only be used for the purpose for which it 
was collected to prevent abuse; 

(3) Consent: The personal data collected should be stored in a 
secure database and not be disclosed to any third parties, 
without the data subject’s consent. It is a  fundamental 
right belonging to the data subject to either allow or stop 
his personal data from being disclosed, viewed or given to 
another data collector; 

(4) Security: Collected data should be kept secure from any 
potential abuses. This means that the personal data collected  
should be stored in such a manner whereby it cannot be 
accessed by unauthorised individuals or organisations who 
could use the data for a reason other than its original 
purpose;

(5) Disclosure: A data subject must be informed as to who is 
collecting his personal information and the purpose of its 
use. As such the data subject will always have the right 
to control the amount of data that is being collected. The 
data subject even has the right to demand the rectification, 
deletion or blocking of data that is incomplete, inaccurate or 
is not being processed in compliance with the data protection 
principles;  

(6) Access: Data subjects whose personal details have been 
collected have the right to be allowed to review and access 
their data and make corrections to any inaccurate data; 
and 

(7) Accountability: This is by far the most important principle 
as it gives effectiveness to the rest of the above principles. 
This means that all data subjects should have a method 
available to them to hold data collectors accountable for 
following the above principles. Accountability here means 
legal consequences and rights arising as a result of failure 
on the part of the data collectors who breach or refuse to 
adhere to the above principles.

Personal data should not be processed at all, except when certain 
conditions are met. These conditions fall into three categories: 
transparency, legitimate purpose and proportionality.
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Transparency — a much needed element

It is an inherent principle that the data subject has the right to be 
informed when his personal data is being processed.3  Data may 
be processed only under the following circumstances:

(1) When the data subject has given his consent, without any 
consent given the personal data cannot be stored or even 
collected;

(2) When the processing is necessary for the performance of 
or the entering into a contract, a good example would be a 
membership for a loyalty card or a job application;

(3) When processing is necessary for compliance with a legal 
obligation, an example would be the registration of a birth 
or a marriage;

(4) When processing is necessary in order to protect the vital 
interests of the data subject. One such situation would be 
the processing of a data subject’s medical records;

(5) Processing is necessary 
for the performance 
of a task carried out in 
the public interest or in 
the exercise of official 
authority vested in 
the controller for data 
protection or in a third 
party to whom the data 
are disclosed; and 

(6) Processing is necessary 
for the purposes of 
the legitimate interests 
pursued by the controller 
or by the third party or 
parties to whom the 
data are disclosed, 
except where such 
interests are overridden 
by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the 
data subject. The data subject has the right to access all data 
processed about him.

Legitimate purpose

Personal data can only be processed for specified explicit and 
legitimate purposes and may not be processed further in a 
way incompatible with those purposes.  This is an expansion of 
Principle 2 above.  The purpose for collecting the personal data 
must be genuine and used specifically for that purpose alone.  
This means that if a data collector collects the personal data for 
its marketing purposes, it cannot subsequently sell or transfer the 
data to another data collector for their marketing purposes.  This 
principle is rigid in order to prevent abuse.

Proportionality

Personal data may be processed only insofar as it is adequate, 
relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which 
they are collected and/or further processed.  The data must be 
accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable 
step must be taken to ensure that data which are inaccurate or 
incomplete, having regard to the purposes for which they were 

collected or for which they are further processed, are erased or 
rectified; the data should not be kept in a form which permits 
identification of data subjects for longer than is necessary for 
the purposes for which the data were collected or for which 
they are further processed.  When sensitive personal data (eg 
religious beliefs, political opinions, health, sexual orientation, 
race, membership of past organisations) are being processed, 
extra restrictions apply. 

The Malaysian Personal Data Protection Act 2010

I am glad that Malaysia is making a leap forward to enact the 
Personal	Data	Protection	Act	2010	(“Act”).		However,	in	my	view	
there are certain grey areas that need to be scrutinised.  My points 
of scrutiny towards the Act are these:

(1)	 Section	 3(1)	 —	 the	 act	 shall	 not	 apply	 to	 the	 Federal	
Government and State Governments.  That means privatised 
bodies are still bound by the Act.  One major point of concern 

is that the governments, both 
the federal and state, are the 
biggest collectors of personal 
data.  As such the data 
protection law must bind 
them to prevent any misuse 
of such information. 

Since the Act is not yet in 
force, it can be argued that 
that there will be two different 
standards for data protection 
in Malaysia, that means 
there will be one standard 
based on the Bill for private 
companies and another 
standard for the government 
and governmental bodies. 

This could actually diffuse the strength of the Act, supposing a 
private company processed information and this company was 
dealing with the government, the risk is that whilst the personal 
data stored by the company would adhere to the Bill, what would 
happen to the same data in the event it was transferred to the 
government?  This would allow any third party to circumvent the 
effectiveness of the Act by simply accessing the personal data 
when it is sent to the governmental body in question.  The Bill 
would be rendered a toothless tiger.

(2) What are the standards for monitoring the government’s 
method of data protection?  This is of concern as the government 
is the largest collector of personal data in Malaysia.  What guiding 
principles will the government use in storing and processing the 
personal data of individuals?

(3) Does the Act include all measures in accordance with the OECD 
guidelines and the standard adopted by the EU and other nations 
such as Australia, New Zealand and Japan, to name a few?  A 
major concern here would be whether Malaysia has fulfilled the 
criteria for article 25 of the OECD guidelines.  Article 25 basically 
does not allow its member states to deal with non-member states 
that do not have adequate levels for data protection. 
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(4)  With regard to civil liberties and human rights , the Act 
imposes penalties such as heavy fines and imprisonment, this is 
even stricter than the Data Protection Act 1998 (UK) and the Hong 
Kong Data Protection Act.  Imprisonment should not be imposed. 
Instead it is suggested that the directors and shareholders be 
made to pay fines personally if the company is found guilty.  A 
comparison is made to the Data Protection Act 1998 (UK), where 
section 60(2) of the Act clearly imposes a fine on offenders. 

(5) Despite the fact that the Act imposes severe fines and 
sentences, an individual whose personal data has been exchanged 
or used has no direct recourse against the culprits involved.  The 
act has no civil remedies available.  There is no form of personal 
redress for any data subject who may want some legal recourse 
for damage occasioned upon him or her as a result of a breach of 
the Act.  There should be a test case as this is a new area of law. 

(6) The right to privacy is not recognised by the Federal Constitution 
or in any statute in Malaysia. There is no real recourse for an 
individual whose personal privacy has been compromised.  It is 
imperative that the Act is amended to include compensation and 
legal remedies to those whose rights have been infringed.  There 
must first be recognition of the right to privacy and then laws 
created to strengthen that right and give remedies to those in 
need.

In Sivarasa Rasiah v Badan Peguam Malaysia & Anor4, the Federal 
Court headed by His Lordship Datuk Gopal Sri Ram stated in 
determining whether the right to be a member of a statutorily 
created and regulated professional body, ie the Malaysian Bar, 
comes	within	“personal	liberty”	and	is	protected	by	article	5(1)	of	
the Federal Constitution:

It is patently clear from a review of the authorities that 
“personal liberty” in art 5(1) includes within its compass 
other rights such as the right to privacy…

Unless there are clear and express words used in the constitution, 
there is a great risk that article 5(1) of the Federal Constitution 
may be given a narrower interpretation in future.  There should be 
a test case on the right of privacy in order to determine whether 
the courts would allow the right of privacy to be protected by 
article 5(1) of the Federal Constitution.

(7) Section 47 of the Act creates a commissioner.  Unlike other 
jurisdictions, the commissioner reports directly to the minister.  
The commissioner’s office must be an independent one, as he 
holds a fiduciary duty to all data subjects under the Act.  The 
commissioner cannot be attached to the executive arm but should 
be made accountable to Parliament. 

(8) Section 70 creates the Personal Data Protection Advisory 
Committee.  The Committee’s function is to advise the 
commissioner.  However, it is a compulsory obligation for the 
commissioner to heed such advice.  An area of concern would 
be exactly who would be the members of the committee and 
would these members be able to give a broad representation of 
the rakyat.

(9) Section 83 is in regard to the formation and administration of 
the Appeal Tribunal.  The purpose of having an Appeal Tribunal 
is to decide on appeals by dissatisfied individuals towards rulings 

made by the commissioner.  It is probable that the drafters of the 
Act created the tribunal so that such disputes could be resolved 
without much expense on the part of applicants who wish to 
submit an appeal.  There are always two sides to a coin, by 
dispensing the right to go to court, the appellants will not be 
represented by lawyers.  It is a fundamental right of an individual 
to be represented by a lawyer, more so when the penalties under 
the Act include severe fines and even imprisonment.  Any person 
who is dissatisfied with the commissioner’s ruling should be able 
to take his case straight to court by way of judicial review. 

It is a fundamental right for an individual to be represented by 
a lawyer, if we have a system where lawyers are excluded, how 
would an individual get the benefit of a fair hearing? 

The purpose of creating a tribunal was to simplify things whereby 
applicants are not legally represented.  This intention for simplicity 
(and to save costs for appellants) is a double-edged sword.  Most 
layperson would be intimidated by legal proceedings and the 
tribunal would actually deprive the individual the right to a fair 
trial as enshrined under the Federal Constitution.

Standards of proportionality — striking a balance

Pending the enforcement of the Act, it is wondered as to what 
would be the standards applicable by the commissioner in 
exercising his duty and that of the Appeal Committee?

On one hand you would have the commissioner in the exercise of 
his duty.  On the other hand you will have the data subject whose 
personal data has been used, and on the third hand you will have 
a potential offender who would be charged under the Act and 
would be facing the harsh penalties under the law.

It is suggested that the Act should allow some form of private 
prosecution for individuals whose rights have been infringed.  The 
commissioner has powers to conduct prosecutions, but in reality 
it would take months if not years for a successful prosecution to 
be brought to court. Individuals whose rights have been violated 
will be denied the fruits of justice. 

The rights of the individual data subject — Proportionality 
revisited? The right to judicial review

In the light of the fact that individuals affected by the decisions 
of the Appeal Tribunal under the Act may seek recourse in the 
courts.  The attitude of the courts in deciding administrative 
actions should be noted, ie the doctrine of proportionality, which 
is essentially a balancing exercise used by the courts in determining 
whether the executive arm has misused its powers.  This equitable 
doctrine gives the courts a wide flexibility to review the actions of 
administrative bodies.

In Associated Provincial Picture Houses v Wednesbury Corporation5, 
the court set down the standard of unreasonableness of executive 
decisions which render them liable to be quashed on judicial 
review.		This	special	ground	is	accordingly	known	as	“Wednesbury	
reasonableness”.

Lord Greene MR said:

It is true the discretion must be exercised reasonably. 
Now what does that mean? Lawyers familiar with the 
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phraseology commonly used in relation to exercise of 
statutory discretions often use the word ‘unreasonable’ in a 
rather comprehensive sense. It has frequently been used and 
is frequently used as a general description of the things that 
must not be done. For instance, a person entrusted with a 
discretion must, so to speak, direct himself properly in law. 
He must call his own attention to the matters which he is 
bound to consider. He must exclude from his consideration 
matters which are irrelevant to what he has to consider. 
If he does not obey those rules, he may truly be said, and 
often is said, to be acting ‘unreasonably’. Similarly, there 
may be something so absurd that no sensible person could 
ever dream that it lay within the powers of the authority. 

(2) Irrationality

This means unreasonableness and if it relates to an administrative 
decision, it is a decision that no reasonable authority or person 
will ever make.  The same is also true, mutatis mutandis, if it is a 
rule or regulation (viz subsidiary legislation) which is challenged.8

(3) Illegality

It includes such substantive defects committed in the decision-
making process by an administrator such as mala fides9, 
ignoring relevant consideration10, taking into account irrelevant 
consideration11, improper purpose12 and others, and also 
encompasses non-exercise of discretion13.

The fourth principle that was discussed in the CCSU case was the 
doctrine of proportionality.

…It is so unreasonable that it might almost be described as 
being done in bad faith; and, in fact, all these things run 
into one another.

The	test	laid	down	in	this	case,	in	all	three	limbs,	is	known	as	“the	
Wednesbury	test”.		The	term	“Wednesbury	unreasonableness”	is	
used to describe the third limb, of being so unreasonable that no 
reasonable authority could have decided that way.  The principle 
laid down is cited as a reason for courts to be hesitant to interfere 
into the decisions of administrative bodies6.

This test or principle was later articulated in Council of Civil Service 
Unions v Minister for the Civil Service (“CCSU”) by Lord Diplock:

So outrageous in its defiance of logic or accepted moral 
standards that no sensible person who had applied his mind 
to the question to be decided could have arrived at it.

The three main grounds that arise from this decision, which 
are applicable by the court upon reviewing a decision of an 
administrative body are:

(1) Procedural impropriety

This refers to the breach of any of the rules of natural justice7 
thereby rendering an administrative action taken null and void.  
The breach of any mandatory procedure established by a statute 
or subsidiary legislation renders any administrative decision 
taken	null	and	void.		The	term	“fairness”	or	“acting	fairly”	may	
sometimes be used to denote this procedural aspect of the ultra 
vires doctrine. 
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(4) Proportionality

In CCSU, the House of Lords merely speculated this substantive 
ground of judicial review as a future possibility.  At common 
law, it has been used before in the limited sense of prohibiting 
excessive punishment or fine.14  Proportionality as used in the 
broader sense in the field of public law, whenever constitutional 
review is invoked in countries like South Africa and India.

Tracing the roots of the doctrine of proportionality

The Privy Council in de Freitas v The Permanent Secretary of 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, Lands and Housing15, Lord 
Clyde, when delivering the judgment of the Board said:

In determining whether a limitation is arbitrary or excessive 
he (Gubbay CJ) said in Nyambirai v National Social Security 
Authority16 that the Court would ask itself:

whether: 

(i) the legislative objective is sufficiently important to 
justify limiting a fundamental right;

(ii) the measures designed to meet the legislative objective 
are rationally connected to it; and 

(iii) the means used to impair the right or freedom are no 
more than is necessary to accomplish the objective.

Their Lordships accept and adopt this threefold analysis of 
the relevant criteria.

In India, the Indian Supreme Court in Om Kumar v Union of 
India17, Jagannadha Rao J said:

So far as Article 14 is concerned, the courts in India 
examined whether the classification was based on intelligible 
differentia and whether the differentia had a reasonable 
nexus with the object of the legislation.

In Malaysia, the case of Karam Singh v Menteri Hal Ehwal Dalam 
Negeri (Minister of Home Affairs), Malaysia18, the Federal Court 
held:

In my judgment, detention under an order of the Minister 
made under s 8 of the Internal Security Act is not illegal 
simply because the allegations of fact supplied to him in 
pursuance to article 151(1)(a) and s 11 of the Act are vague, 
insufficient or irrelevant. I do not see any justification for 
reading into the Constitution or into the Act any provision 
to the effect that any imperfection in the allegations of fact 
supplied to the detainee relates, as it were, to the original 
order of detention, and goes to its root, so as to render 
illegal the detention… Our law is quite different from that 
of India. First, as already stated, the power of detention 
is here given to the highest authority in the land, acting 
on the advice of Minister responsible to and accountable 
in Parliament, not to mere officials. Secondly, as already 
stated, here detention, in order to be lawful, must be in 
accordance with law, not as in India where it must be in 

accordance with procedure established by law… per Suffian 
FCJ 

Some recent decisions of the Federal Court have shown us that the 
judges have started to accept the doctrine of proportionality.

In Lee Kwan Woh v Public Prosecutor19, the Federal Court 
considered article 5(1) of the Federal Constitution and reversed 
the decision of the Court of Appeal.  His Lordship Gopal Sri Ram 
FCJ stated that:

When art 5(1) is read prismatically and in the light of art 
8(1), the concepts of ‘life’ and ‘personal liberty’ housed 
in the former are found to contain in them other rights. 
Thus, ‘life’ means more than mere animal existence and 
includes such rights as livelihood and the quality of life… 
And ‘personal liberty’ includes other rights such as the right 
to travel abroad. 

…We find ourselves in disagreement with the contrary 
view expressed by Suffian LP in the same case and in Karam 
Singh v Menteri Hal Ehwal Dalam Negeri (Minister of Home 
Affairs) Malaysia. In our judgment what art 5(1) strikes 
down is all forms of State action that deprive either life or 
personal liberty bearing a meaning of the widest amplitude 
in contravention of substantive or procedural law.

This broad approach was further expounded in Darma Suria 
bin Risman Saleh v Menteri Dalam Negeri, Malaysia & Ors20.  
The appellant was arrested on 4 Apr 2008 pursuant to the 
provisions of the Emergency (Public Order and Prevention of 
Crime)	 Ordinance	 1969	 (“Ordinance”).	 	 An	 order	 was	 made	
by the minister under section 4(1) of the Ordinance detaining 
the appellant for a period of two years.  The appellant made 
representations to the Advisory Board constituted under article 
151(2) of the Constitution. The Board dismissed his appeal by 
making the relevant recommendations to the Yang Di-Pertuan 
Agong.  The issue that arose was whether the minister had acted 
lawfully in classifying the activity the appellant was alleged to 
be involved in, which was the smuggling of stolen cars out of 
Malaysia, as constituting an act prejudicial to public order. 

His Lordship Gopal Sri Ram FCJ in dismissing his Appeal held: 

The only issue before the High Court and before us is 
whether the Minister acted lawfully in classifying the activity 
the appellant is alleged to be involved as constituting an act 
prejudicial to public order. In order to deal with this issue 
we must address our minds to the way in which s 4(1) of 
the Ordinance is constructed.

It is to be noted that the section says “if the Minister is 
satisfied”. The first question that has to be determined is 
whether that phrase imports a subjective or an objective 
element. …in the present instance it is insufficient if the 
Minister thought that he had reasonable grounds to be 
satisfied that the appellant had acted in a manner prejudicial 
to public order. The question that a court must ask itself is 
whether a reasonable Minister apprised of the material set 
out in the statement of facts would objectively be satisfied 
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that the actions of the appellant were prejudicial to public 
order…

The reasoning of the Federal Court shows that the courts was 
willing to take a broader approach in determining whether or 
not the minister had exercised his discretion correctly so as not to 
erode the rights of the individual. 

In Sivarasa Rasiah v Badan Peguam Negara Malaysia & Kerajaan 
Malaysia21, the appellant, an advocate and solicitor, wanted 
to stand for and, if elected, serve on Bar Council which is the 
governing body of the Malaysian Bar but was barred by section 
46A(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976.  The appellant challenged 
the constitutionality of section 46A(1) and raised three questions 
on appeal to the Federal Court.  First, whether the section violates 
his rights of equality guaranteed by article 8(1) of the Constitution.  
Second, that it violates his right of association guaranteed by 
article 10(1)(c).  Third, that it violates his right to personal liberty 
guaranteed by article 5(1).

The Federal Court dismissed his appeal on the grounds that 
section 46(1) of the Legal Profession Act 1976 did not vitiate 
the appellant’s rights.  In his judgment, Gopal Sri Ram FCJ, after 
taking into account numerous Indian authorities, discussed the 
doctrine of proportionality at length.  It was held that:

Returning to the present instance the first question to 
be asked is whether s 46A is a piece of discriminatory 
legislation. The answer must surely be in the affirmative 
because it discriminates against those advocates and 
solicitors who are either office bearers of a political party or 
a Member of Parliament or both. The next question to ask is 
whether the discrimination is arbitrary in the sense already 
discussed. …As earlier observed, it is in the public interest 
to have the governing body, namely, the Bar Council, 
free of any political influence. The section however does 
not prevent the appellant and those members of the Bar 
similarly circumstanced as him from attending and speaking 
at a general meeting of the Bar to put their views across for 
the purpose of influencing the Bar Council. It follows that 
the legislative measure under challenge is proportionate to 
the object it seeks to achieve. The result may have well been 
different if the section had prohibited the appellant and 
others in his position from practicing law or from attending 
the general meetings of the Bar. Such a measure may well 
have been disproportionate and therefore arbitrary and 
unconstitutional. In short, s 46A satisfies the threefold test 
…and hence does not violate art 8(1). It follows that it is 
a fair and just law within art 5(1) and therefore does not 
offend that article as well.

The application of the doctrine of proportionality in reviewing 
administrative decisions made pursuant to the Act.

Supposing the courts follow a strict approach, then it is certain 
that appellants who seek to appeal from the commissioners’ 
decisions would be faced with a serious dilemma.  If the courts 
follow the traditional view it will mean that any decisions made 
by the commissioner and any severe fines and penalties imposed 
thereon would not be easily reviewed.

Conclusion

The impact of the Act will only be seen in future.  The Act has 
failed to take into account the rights of the individual.  The harsh 
penalties imposed and the traditionalist approach of the courts 
will result in many issues that will require changes to be made in 
the law.  However, the full force of the Act will only be seen once 
the Commissioners Office is set up and enforcement begins. 
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Outsourcing Agents and Their 
Practices: An ‘Illegality’ and 
Injustice that Must End
Employment relationships must respect worker rights 
guaranteed by law
by Charles Hector

A worker who works in a factory, under 
the supervision and control of the employer 
using the tools provided by the factory or 
workplace, just like every other worker in 
the factory, and is remunerated for the 
work he does at the factory, is alleged 
to be not employed by the owner of the 
factory or the workplace but by some third 
party. 

In Malaysia, we have outsourcing agents 
that supply workers to factories, plantation 
companies, construction companies and 
all sorts of different workplaces to people 
who own and control these workplaces 
(after this referred to as ‘company’).  The 
workers supplied remain the workers of 
the outsourcing agents.  They are not 
employees of the company that they work 
at.  This practice is odd. It differs from the 
practice employed by private employment 
agencies and/or ‘head hunters’.

For the work done, the factory pays the 
outsourcing agent a fee that is calculated 
based on the days/hours of work, overtime, 
work on rest day and/or public holidays 
and which shift the individual worker 
works.  The outsourcing agent, after 
taking their share pays the worker their 
wages.  For example, in an eight-hour day, 
the company pays the outsourcing agent 
RM40.  He then pays the worker RM20 
only.  Sometimes the outsourcing agent 
may take more than 50%.  The more the 
worker works, the more the outsourcing 
agent gets.

In Malaysia, these practices that were 
previously used for migrant workers 
are now being used for local workers, 

including workers from Sarawak and 
Sabah.  Instead of employing the workers, 
many employers prefer to use workers 
supplied by outsourcing agents directly in 
order to avoid employment relationships.  
This reduces the duties and obligations 
imposed by law on employers such as 
ensuring that workers enjoy minimum 
legally guaranteed rights as provided for in 
the Employment Act 1955 and other laws 
in Malaysia.  Outsourcing agents market 
this employment set up by emphasising 
that the companies need focus only on 
their business without having to worry 
about their workers.

In this article, we consider, amongst 
others:

(a) whether the outsourcing agent is 
legal;

(b) whether what is being practised by 
these outsourcing agents, companies 
and workers is legal; and

(c) proposals about how to bring about 
more just situation especially for all 
workers in Malaysia.

Dawn of the ‘outsourcing’ concept

On 5 July 2005, the Cabinet Committee on 
Migrant Workers allowed the employment 
of migrant workers using the outsourcing 
concept1.  This did not simply mean the 
supply of migrant workers to a company 
but included the management of certain 
matters related to the employment of 
migrant workers including accommodation, 
transportation, paying wages, medical 
examination and also the obligations to 
get the necessary insurance coverage for 

these workers.  It was primarily intended 
for smaller companies who may lack the 
necessary resources to manage migrant 
workers full time, and also for bigger 
companies who may have a sudden 
need for extra workers by reason of peak 
seasonal harvest.  Its purpose was not to 
usurp the role of the employer from the 
companies these workers were supplied 
to.  It was about outsourcing some of 
the obligations an employer of migrant 
workers had. 

Alas, the practice of outsourcing agents 
has gone far beyond what the Cabinet 
Committee envisioned.  They gave the 
false impression that companies that 
used these workers avoided employment 
relationships.  More importantly, these 
employers did not have to adhere to any 
of the duties and obligations of employers 
under the law and ensuring that all these 
workers enjoyed the full rights provided 
for workers.

The intention of the government was not to 
make these outsourcing agents employers 
but mere suppliers of workers.  These 
outsourcing agents may assist employers 
with some of their obligations to the 
migrant workers; however, the employers 
would still be directly responsible for the 
workers.  The outsourcing agents would 
be merely agents of the employers taking 
care of, amongst others, accommodation, 
transportation, medical check-ups, getting 
the necessary insurances for workers and 
payment of wages. 

The Deputy Prime Minister, after chairing 
the Cabinet Committee on Foreign 
Labour and Illegal Foreign Workers, was 
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reported	in	May	2010	to	have	said,	“We	
feel that employers are the people who 
should be responsible for their foreign 
workers.  Outsourcing companies are 
only responsible for bringing them in.  
After that, employers must assume full 
responsibility.”2

Existing law also binds the government of 
the day.  Any decisions they do or make 
that are contrary to existing law will still 
be null and void ab initio. Likewise, any 
actions done pursuant to such decisions 
are also null and void. 

Legality of outsourcing agents

What outsourcing agents do is basically 
find and supply workers to companies; 
they are a ‘contractor for labour’.  The 
Employment Act 1955 has no provision 
for ‘contractor for labour’; only ‘sub-
contractors for labour’ which is defined 
as:

… any person who contracts with 
a contractor or sub-contractor to 
supply the labour required for the 
execution of the whole or any part of 
any work which a contractor or sub-
contractor has contracted to carry 
out for a principal or contractor, as 
the case may be.3

This does not assist in legalising outsourcing 
agents as they supply workers to the 
company as the principal, not a contractor 
or a sub-contractor.

The Malaysian Government came to 
realise that these outsourcing agents were 
illegal and tried to introduce ‘contractors 
for labour’ into our employment laws 
vide the Employment (Amendment) Bill 
2010 that was tabled in Parliament in July 
2010.  However, due to protests from 
many quarters including the trade union 
movement4 the said Bill was withdrawn in 
October 20105.  In any event, even if that 
Bill had become law, it would not have 
retrospective effect and could not have 
legalised these ‘contractors for labour’.  
Outsourcing agents are therefore still 
illegal. 

Another act of relevance would be the 
Private Employment Agencies Act 1981, 
and the definition section6 could have 
covered outsourcing agents.  Migrant 
workers could also be covered as the 
definition of worker7 does not distinguish 

between local or foreign worker.  What is 
good about this law is that the fees8 are 
fixed by law, and it cannot be arbitrarily 
decided by employment agencies.  Even if 
these outsourcing agents came into being 
pursuant to this Act, then still what they 
are practising, in respect the monies that 
they are getting from workers and/or their 
employers, would certainly be a breach of 
this law.

middlemen involvement in employment 
relationships ended.  The only permitted 
relationship was a direct employer-worker 
employment relationship. 

The Act also provided for a secure 
permanent employment relationship 
until retirement.  However, this could 
be earlier ended by very clear ways, 
being, the resignation of the worker, the 

closure of the company, the cessation 
or changes in the company’s operations 
that brought about redundancy and 
hence retrenchment and/or lay-offs, or 
by reason of misconduct committed by 
the worker whose termination would 
require a domestic inquiry.  Even in cases 

Legality of the practices of outsourcing 
agents and companies

With the introduction of the Employment 
Act 1955, a new era of a more just 
employment relationship and worker rights 
in Malaysia dawned.  Third parties and 
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of retrenchment not because of closure, 
the onus is placed on the employer to find 
some other suitable alternative work in the 
company before ending the employment 
relationship.  The law also provides for 
termination and lay-off benefits though 
the quantum depends on the number of 
years of employment.

The Employment Act 1955 also introduced 
minimum worker rights and employer 
obligations, and if an employment contract 
(contract of service) or an agreement 

provided for less favourable terms than 
what is provided by this law, then the more 
favourable terms in the Act prevails.9

In the case of the practices employed by 
some outsourcing agents and companies, 
workers seem to be paid only for the day/
hours that they work, but they do not 
get the other rights like paid one rest day 
per week, paid annual leave, paid public 
holidays, paid sick/hospitalisation leave 
and maternity leave and benefits.  This is 
contrary to law.

These practices often result in 
discrimination at the workplace.  
Workers supplied by these 
outsourcing agent are treated 
differently and often worse 
than other workers at the same 
company.  This, I believe, is 
contrary to article 8 of the Federal 
Constitution which guarantees 
equality to all persons.10  This 
concern about non-discrimination 
at the workplace is something 
that Parliament felt important 
enough to insert by amendment a 
prohibition against discrimination 
on the basis of whether one is a 
local worker or migrant worker.11 

As mentioned earlier, there can 
be no more middle-person in an 
employment relationship, and as 
such this also makes the practices 
of employment agents and 
companies also wrong in law.

Negative implication to 
workers and their unions

The practices employed by 
some outsourcing agents and 
companies are detrimental 
to other workers and/or their 
unions.  The influx of migrant 
workers weakens the bargaining 
powers of local unions when in 
disputes between employers and 
workers or when negotiating 
collective agreements.  For the 
company, outsourced workers are 
not considered as their workers 
so they would not be allowed 
to form and/or join unions, or 
participate in any negotiations 
and worker actions to get better 
terms and conditions for workers 
in the company. 

Even when these migrant workers 
complain and claim their rights, it is easy 
for the company to ‘terminate’ and dismiss 
them.  No due process is needed.  All they 
need to do is instruct the outsourcing 
agent to remove the worker.  Strikes or 
protests would be less effective as more 
and more workers working at companies 
are supplied by outsourcing agents.  These 
workers are often too fearful to stand up 
for rights for fear of losing their jobs at the 
company which can be done without any 
requirement of due process or domestic 
inquiries.  
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Attempts to evade employment 
relationship is not peculiar to 
Malaysia

The use of various arrangements and 
practices to evade or disguise employment 
relationship is becoming ubiquitous in 
many countries.  So serious is the concern 
that it led the International Labour 
Organisation	(“ILO”)	to	respond	by	coming	
out with R198 Employment Relationship 
Recommendation, 2006.

ILO’s	wants,	amongst	others,	to	“combat	
disguised employment relationships in the 
context of, for example, other relationships 
that may include the use of other forms of 
contractual arrangements that hide the 
true legal status, noting that a disguised 
employment relationship occurs when the 
employer treats an individual as other than 
an employee in a manner that hides his or 
her true legal status as an employee, and 
that situations can arise where contractual 
arrangements have the effect of depriving 
workers of the protection they are due… 
Where there has been an attempt to 
disguise the employment relationship, 
there is a particular danger that workers 
will be deprived of the protections due to 
them.”12

ILO provided guidelines that could be used 
to counter or unmask attempts to evade 
employment relationships so that worker 
rights can continue to be recognised and 
protected.

Unmasking the disguises – Examples 
from other jurisdictions

In United Kingdom, in the Dacas case,13 
which involved a worker, an employment 
agency (Brook Street) that supplied the 
worker, and the end user (Wandsworth 
Borough Council (the Council)), the Court 
of Appeal had this to say:

The totality of the triangular 
arrangements may lead to the 
necessary inference of a contract 
between such parties, when they 
have not actually entered into an 
express contract, either written or 
oral, with one another. Although 
there was no express contract 
between the applicant (worker) 
and the end-user (the Council) 

in this case, that absence does 
not preclude the implication of a 
contract between them… There may 
be an implied contract, which may 
be characterised as a contract of 
service or as a contract for services… 
That control was exercised by the 
Council, which supplied her clothing 
and materials and for whom she 
did the work. The fact that Brook 
Street agreed to do some things 
that an employer would normally 
do (payment) does not make it the 
employer…

The English Court of Appeal in the Cable 
& Wireless PLC case14 confirmed an earlier 
case in favour of implying a contract of 
employment as a matter of necessity 
(Dacas v Brook Street Bureau (UK) Ltd 
[2004] IRLR 359).  There, the Court of 
Appeal enforced a mutuality test which 
contains two elements to consider in 
deciding who is an employee in situations 
where there is a chain of relationships and 
triangular relationships.

The two elements are, firstly, an obligation 
to provide work and, secondly, an 
obligation to perform it coupled with 
control.  It does not matter whether the 
arrangements for paying are made directly 
or indirectly (as in the facts of this case, 
through an intermediary firm that paid 
invoices submitted to it).  An implied 
contract did exist between the worker and 
the end user because Cable & Wireless 
were obliged to provide Mr Muscat with 
work and Mr Muscat was obliged to 
attend the premises and do the work 
subject to the control of the company’s 
management.15

In Canada, the most frequently cited ‘test’ 
of who is an ‘employee’ in Canadian 
employment jurisprudence was articulated 
by Lord Wright in a Privy Council decision 
in Montreal v Montreal Locomotive Works 
Ltd et al, [1937] 1 DLR 161 at p 169 (PC).  
His Lordship stated: 

In earlier cases, a single test, such as 
the presence or absence of control, 
was often relied on to determine 
whether the case was one of master 
and servant, mostly in order to decide 
issues of tortious liability on the part 
of the master or superior. In the 

more complex conditions of modern 
industry, more complicated tests 
have often to be applied. It has been 
suggested that a fourfold test would 
in some cases be more appropriate, 
a complex involving (1) control; (2) 
ownership of the tools; (3) chance 
of profit; (4) risk of loss. Control in 
itself is not always conclusive... In 
many cases, the question can only 
be settled by examining the whole 
of the various elements which 
constitute the relationship between 
the parties.16

The Japanese courts have judged that an 
employment relationship exists when the 
actual work circumstance lends itself to 
an employment relationship regardless of 
the provisions of the contract (SAGA TV 
case: Fukuoka High Court Judgment 7 July 
1983, Hanrei Jiho No 1084, p 126; SEN-EI 
Case: Saga District Court Takeo Branch 
Judgment 28 Mar 1997, Rodo Hanrei No 
719, p 38).17

Following these decisions, the courts 
in Malaysia, I believe, should come to a 
similar conclusion, ie it is the company 
that is the employer; not the outsourcing 
agent.

When immigration department and 
official documents cloud the truth

In Malaysia, one other document that 
attempts to disguise employment 
relationship is the multiple entry visa or 
work pass/visa issued by the Immigration 
Department to the migrant worker.  This 
states the worker is employed as an 
‘Outsourced Worker’ in which sector 
with ‘[name of the outsourcing agent]’ at 
‘[address of the outsourcing agent]’.  It is 
also interesting that in the past, if migrant 
workers were found to be working at 
another company and address, they would 
most likely be arrested and action taken 
against them because they violated the 
conditions of the work pass/visa. 

Surely, this document issued by a 
department under the Ministry of Home 
Affairs, not even the Human Resource 
Minister, can be relied on for the 
determination of who is the real employer 
of a particular worker.
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‘Illegal’ unjust practices must end

It is sad that this practice of outsourcing 
agents and companies that continue 
to avoid employment relationships are 
allowed to exist for so long without any 
legal challenge.  This was probably because 
earlier on most of these ‘outsourced 
workers’ had been migrant workers.  Even 
if they tried to claim their rights they would 
have likely been terminated and sent back 
quickly to their home country.  There 
are still no clear provisions in Malaysia’s 
Employment Act 1955, like the one found 
in the Industrial Relations Act 1967,18 that 
prohibit employers from discriminating 
against and/or terminating workers that 
resort to claiming their rights, be it to 
the employer or by utilising some other 
legal avenue of access to justice like the 
Labour Department.  It is commendable 
though that some labour departments, 
when they do receive complaints from 
even ‘outsourced workers’ do consider the 
company as employer, and the outsourcing 
agent as agent.

The lack of transparency in government 
is another problem.  Though the decision 
to allow this ‘outsourcing’ concept by 
the Cabinet Committee was formulated 
in July 2005, it only came to light in a 
report in 2007.  Malaysia should emulate 
neighbouring Thailand where every 
Cabinet decision is immediately published 
and made available to the public as 
Cabinet Resolutions.

Malaysian Trade Union Congress 
(“MTUC”)19 and other groups have been 
calling for an end to outsourcing agents 
and their practices for many years but 
to no avail.  Workers and unions are 
losing out, as the Malaysian Government 
becomes more pro-employer.  The 
government have meetings with employers 
and workers representatives, being the 
Malaysian	Employers	Federation	(“MEF”)	
and MTUC20 but today whilst workers are 
still being represented by one organisation, 
the employers are represented by many 
more organisations.  This is unjust to the 
workers.

Outsourcing practices benefit employers 
to the detriment of workers.  The 
government’s statement about 10 
months ago that employers should be 

fully responsible for their workers, not 
outsourcing agents has proven to be 
empty talk.

The way forward

It is sad that there may be over 200 
outsourcing agents in Malaysia, which are 
not only illegal but also prejudicial in the 
practices they employ.  Short of eliminating 
them completely, the only solution 
may be to bring them under the Private 
Employment Agencies Act 1981.  This 
would restrict their role to just supplying 
workers to companies who would then 
enter into a transparent direct employment 
relationship with these workers.

Statements of intentions alone are 
insufficient.  What is urgently needed 
is immediate action for the good of 
all workers in Malaysia, both local and 
migrant workers, to ensure that justice 
be done.  As a caring nation that upholds 
the law, what is illegal and unjust must be 
discarded but not forgotten. 

23 Mar 2011

––––––––––––––––
1 Contracts of Employment in Malaysia and the role of 

Trade Unions by Bruno Periera,  citing as source the 
Report of the Round Table Conference on Migrant 
Workers in Malaysia 5/4/2007 ISMK-KSM. The 
reference of the Minutes of the Cabinet Committee 
on Migrant Workers was 33rd (JKK-PA) Bil. 2/2005.

2 Higher levies for foreign workers, New Straits Times, 
21 May 2010. 

3 Section 2(1) of the Employment Act 1955.

4 Labour law amendments by Syed Shahir Syed 
Mohamud (ALIRAN Monthly). Syed Shahir Syed 
Mohamud, president of the Malaysian Trades Union 
Congress	(“MTUC”),	delivered	this	speech	at	a	public	
forum	 ‘Labour	 Law	 Amendments?	 —	 What	 does	
it mean to you?’, organised by Bar Council in Kuala 
Lumpur on 21 Aug 2010.

5 Employment Bill withdrawn, the Star,13 Oct 2010. 

6 Section 3 of the Private Employment Agencies Act 
1981,	“private	employment	agency”	means	—		(a)	an	
employment agency conducted with a view to profit, 
that is to say, any person, company, institution, agency 
or other organisation which acts as intermediary for 
the purpose of procuring employment for a worker 
or supplying a worker for an employer with a view 
to deriving either directly or indirectly any pecuniary 
or other material advantage from either employer or 
worker; the expression does not include newspapers 
or other publications unless they are published wholly 
or mainly for the purpose of acting as intermediaries 
between employers and workers;  (b) an employment 
agency not conducted with a view to profit, that is to 
say, the placing services of any company, institution, 
agency or other organisation which, though not 

conducted with a view to derive any pecuniary or 
other material advantage, levies from either employer 
or worker from the above service an entrance fee, a 
periodical contribution or any other charge.

7 Section 3 of the Private Employment Agencies Act 
1981,	“worker”	means	any	person	who	works	for	hire	
or reward, whether as apprentice or not, and includes 
any person seeking such work.

8 Section 14(1) of the Private Employment Agencies Act 
1981,	 “No	 private	 employment	 agency	 shall	 charge	
for any service rendered a fee other than or in excess 
of that prescribed in the Schedule and for every fee 
received a receipt shall be issued.” And currently, item 
(iv) of the Schedule read as follows:

(iv) Placement Fee 

(i) Fee charged for local placement — Not more than 
20% of initial month’s pay 

(ii) Fee charged for overseas placement — Not more 
than 25% of initial month’s pay; 

 Provided where employers have already paid the 
agency for the services rendered, the worker shall not 
be charged on placement. 

9 Sections 7 and 7A of the Employment Act 1955

10	 Article	8(1)	of	the	Federal	Constitution	—	All	persons	
are equal before the law and entitled to the equal 
protection of the law.

11 Section 60L of the Employment Act 1955.

12 See also The Employment Relationship: An annotated 
guide to ILO Recommendation No 198.

13 Dacas v Brook Street Bureau (UK) Ltd [2004] IRLR 359 
(Court of Appeal).

14 Cable & Wireless PLC v Muscat [2006] IRLR 355.

15 Paragraph copied almost in toto from The 
Employment Relationship: An annotated guide to ILO 
Recommendation No 198.

16 Paragraph copied almost in toto from The 
Employment Relationship: An annotated guide to ILO 
Recommendation No 198.

17 The Employment Relationship: An annotated guide to 
ILO Recommendation No 198.

18	 Section	5(1)	of	the	 Industrial	Relations	Act	1967	“…	
No employer or trade union of employers, and no 
person action on behalf of an employer or such trade 
union	 shall	 —…	 (c)	 discriminate against any person 
in regard to employment, promotion, any condition 
of employment or working conditions on the ground 
that he is or is not a member or officer of a trade 
union; (d) dismiss or threaten to dismiss a workman, 
injure or threaten to injure him in his employment or 
alter or threaten to alter his position to his prejudice 
by	reason	that	the	workman	—		(i)	 is	or	proposes	to	
become, or seeks to persuade any other person to 
become, a member or officer of a trade union; or    (ii) 
participates in the promotion, formation or activities 
of a trade union; ...”

19 Malaysian Insider, 15 July 2008, MTUC wants licences 
of companies outsourcing foreign workers withdrawn, 
“MTUC	has	 repeatedly	 called	on	 the	government	 to	
ban the foreign workers outsourcing system which 
has subjected workers brought into the country to 
extreme hardship.”

20 MTUC represents less than 8% of the total workforce, 
and only a few of the 1.9 million migrant workers are 
members of unions.
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Islamic Wills and Faraid in Malaysia
by Amir Bahari1

Background

A will is an integral part of Islamic estate 
management.  It is explicitly recognised in 
the Sunnah (the acts and deeds of Prophet 
Muhammad PBUH), particularly the following 
ones below:

I was stricken by an ailment that led 
me to the verge of death. The Prophet 
came to pay me a visit. I said, “O 
Allah’s Apostle! I have much property 
and no heir except my single daughter. 
Shall I give two-thirds of my property 
in charity?” He said, “No.” I said, “Half 
of it?”  He said, “No.” I said, “One-
third of it?” He said, “You may do so, 
though one-third is also too much, 
for it is better for you to leave your 
offspring wealthy than to leave them 
poor, asking others for help ... (Sahih 
al-Bukhari, Sahih Muslim, Muwatta, 
Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah)

It is the duty of a Muslim who has 
anything to bequest not to let two 
nights pass without writing a will 
about it.  (Sahih al-Bukhari)

A man may do good deeds for 
seventy years but if he acts unjustly 
when he leaves his last testament, 
the wickedness of his deed will be 
sealed upon him, and he will enter the 
Fire.  If, (on the other hand), a man 
acts wickedly for seventy years but is 
just in his last will and testament, the 
goodness of his deed will be sealed 
upon him, and he will enter the 
Garden.  (Ahmad and Ibn Majah)

In 1999, Selangor became the first state 
in Malaysia to legislate the Muslim Wills 
Enactment. Malacca and Negeri Sembilan 
soon followed.  This enactment is a 
landmark because it authoritatively clarifies 
the fundamental rules and exceptions of 
Islamic wills.  Further, both the Syariah and 
civil courts recognise its existence. More 
importantly the Enactment challenges 
mistaken assumptions that a Muslim makes 
a will only if he wants to make a bequest, 
or worse that a Muslim is forbidden from 
making a will because there already exists 

the faraid (the rules of estate distribution 
in Islam) which provides the method of 
distribution to estate beneficiaries. 

So making a will is generally considered sunat 
muakkad (strongly recommended) although 
it has various levels of mandatoriness 
depending on various factual circumstance 
of the donor.  They are as follows:

(a) Wajib (Mandatory) if by not making a 
will would foster chaos and injustice;

(b) Sunat (Recommended) if a person 
makes a will because he sees it as part 
of his Ibadah (submission to Allah);

(c) Harus (Permissible) if a person makes 
a will with the intention to fulfil all his 
obligations;

(d) Makruh (Not encouraged) if a person 
makes a will without taking into 
account his debts and obligations; and

(e) Haram (Forbidden) when a person 
makes a will to evade payment of 
debts or to deny the rights of certain 
beneficiaries.

Before considering the relationship between 
the faraid and a will, the former has to be 
first understood.  Faraid, unlike a will, is 
provided for in the Quran itself and found in 
Surah An-Nisa’ verse 11, 12 and 176.  These 
verses set out whom and in what portion 
an individual can inherit and they are as 
follows:  

The Rights of Children and Parents to 
Inherit 

Allah (thus) directs you as regards your 
children’s (Inheritance): to the male a 
portion equal to that of two female: 
if only daughters, two or more, their 
share is two thirds of the inheritance; 
If only one, her share is a half.  For 
parents, a sixth share of the inheritance 
to each, if the deceased left children; 
if no children, and the parents are the 
(only) heirs, the mother has a third; if 
the deceased left brothers (or sisters), 
the mother has a sixth (The distribution 
in all cases is) after the payment off 
all legacies and debts. Ye know not 
whether your parents or your children 
are nearest to you in benefit.  These 

are settled portions ordained by Allah 
and Allah is all Knowing, all Wise.  
(An-Nisa’ 4:11)

The Right of the Husband and Wife, 
Brothers and Sisters to Inherit 

In what your wives leave, your share 
is a half, If they leave no child; If they 
leave a child, you get a fourth; after 
payment of legacies and debts in what 
ye leave.  Their share is a fourth if ye 
leave no child; But, if ye leave a child 
they get an eighth: after payment 
of legacies and debts.  If the man 
or woman whose inheritance is in 
question has left neither ascendants 
nor descendants, but has left a 
brother or a sister, each one of the 
two gets a sixth; but if more than 
two, they share in a third: After the 
payment of legacies and debts; so that 
no loss Is caused (to anyone):  Thus 
it is ordained by Allah, And Allah 
is All-Knowing Most Forbearing.”  
(An-Nisa’ 4:12)

The Right of Brother and Sister to 
Inherit

They ask thee for a legal decision.  Say: 
Allah directs (thus) about those who 
leave no descendants or ascendants as 
heirs. If it is a man that dies, leaving a 
sister but no child, she shall have half 
the inheritance.  If (such a deceased 
was) a woman, who left no child, 
her brother takes her inheritance.  If 
there are two sisters, they shall have 
two thirds of the inheritance (between 
them): if there are brothers and sisters, 
(they share) the male having twice, the 
share of the female, thus doth Allah 
makes clear to you (his law), lest Ye 
err. And Allah hath knowledge of all 
things. (An-Nisa 4:176)

These verses lay down the fundamentals in 
respect of inheritance.  Those that inherit 
under these verses are known as Quranic 
heirs.  They will be the first and foremost 
to inherit and they comprised the father, 
mother, husband, wife, son and daughter.  
The entitlements in numerical terms are  
as follows:
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(b) if a husband and wife die simultaneously 
or if it is impossible to determine the 
sequence of both their deaths, then 
both parties shall not inherit from one 
another. 

It is timely that all states in Malaysia 
debate, pass and legislate the Muslim Wills 
Enactment to ensure uniformity and smooth 
implementation of wills.  There is also a need 
to regulate the profession of will writers 
who are not lawyers to register with an 
institution or a government body to ensure 
that the will writers’ code of ethics is created 
and adhered to, because such a task often 
involves confidential information of valuable 
property.  

It is timely that a Will Registry is set up for 
the purpose of registering and updating 
the will written by the testator.  In this 
regard, the executor can discharge their 
duties effectively by ensuring that their 
appointment is final as stated in the will.  As 
will is an ambulatory document, it is subject 
to amendment, addition and revocation 
at any point of time of a person’s life.  In 
addition to that, the will may be written 
by legal practitioners, trustee corporations, 
professional will writers, franchised will 
writers or self written.  By submitting the 
information of the will to the Registry, the 
beneficiaries can at least know whether the 
deceased has a will and further information 
with regard to the will for the purpose of 
estate distribution.

In the contemporary 1Malaysia society, a will 
can also be an evidence for a declaration 
of faith that can be applied to determine 
a person’s religion, thus avoiding legal 
complication in claiming or performing 
burial rites.  It also facilitates the distribution 
of assets based on the applicable personal 
laws.  It is important that every citizen of 
Malaysia takes the responsibility to write 
and update their will from time to time to 
ensure that estate distribution is efficient 
and effective.

Conclusion

The saying “Plan when you can before you 
canned in the Plan” holds true in will writing.  
Everyone has a plan, there is a need to make 
it legal and they need professionals to assist 
them.  As a will is the basic form of estate 
planning, will-writing practice is definitely a 
sunrise industry in Malaysia, for Malaysians 
and expatriates alike. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––
1 Advocate and solicitor, Peguam Syarie, LLB (Hons) 

IIUM, MCL (IIUM), DSLP (IIUM),IFP (FPAM), CPT 
(MIM), MIM, LUTC (MII), MCT (BKI).

For a detailed calculation, visit: http://maths.
usm.my/faraid or http://app.syariahcourt. 
gov.sg/syariah/frontend/Inheritance_Main_E.
aspx.

So what is the nexus between Fara’id 
and a will?  A will actually facilitates the 
faraid distribution with the appointment 
of an executor.  Without an executor, an 
administrator would have to be appointed.  
This may be contentious if the beneficiaries 
are not on good terms with each other. 

More importantly a will also facilitates the 
faraid in that it allows the donor to provide 
for others who may not inherit under the 
faraid, for example, non-Muslims relatives, 
or friends, or distant relatives who may not 
inherit pursuant to the faraid.  So the will is 
an instrument that allows the donor to free 
up to 1/3 of his estate from the compulsory 
distribution under the faraid. 

The characteristics of a will are four, as 
follows:
(a) the testator;
(b) the beneficiary;
(c) the bequest; and
(d) the offer and acceptance.
The conditions of succession are as follows:
(a) death of a person;
(b) the survival of legal heirs; and
(c) they are not excluded from 

inheritance.
The conditions for inheritance are as 
follows:
(a) marriage;
(b) kinship/blood relationship; or
(c) Public Treasury (Baitul Mal).
The impediments to inheritance are:
(a) homicide; and
(b) non-Muslim.
There are other rights closely that would 
determine the actual inheritance under 
the will as well as faraid and they are as 
follows:
(a) the right of the spouse to claim harta 

sepencarian (jointly acquired assets) 
acquired during marriage;

(b) the appointment of guardian for 
minors;

(c) the appointment of individual or 
corporate executors to administer the 
estate;

(d) the preference of the jurisdiction in 
which the will is operative is important 
for expatriate Muslims; and

(e) the establishment of wakaf (enduring 
charity) through a will for the purpose 
of charity.

There are cases where the donor draws up a 
will based solely on his/her preference, ie all 
assets will go to the wife, or all children will 
receive equal distribution instead of based 
on faraid calculation.  When this happens, 
the will becomes voidable, ie the heirs or 
beneficiaries who could inherit collectively 
agree to the request of the donor.  If the 
beneficiaries agree with the will during the 
donor’s lifetime the agreement is morally 
binding only.  It is only legally binding if the 
agreement is reached after the death of the 
donor.

It is important to feature in the Enactment 
that after the death of the donor, the will 
must be endorsed by the Syariah High Court 
to verify the following: 
(a) whether the will is Syariah compliant;
(b) if not, whether the beneficiaries agree 

to the proposed distribution;
(c) whether there are claims for harta 

sepencarian on the subject matter of 
the will; and

(d) the issuance of Faraid Certificate.
There have also been fatwas (jurist opinions 
which are non binding) with regards to 
inheritance and they are as follows:
(a) the position of Wasiyyah Wajibah 

(obligatory will) occurs where a son 
passes away before his father. In such 
circumstances, the son’s children can 
apply to the Syariah Court for a share of 
their grandfather’s estate to a maximum 
of 1/3 upon their grandfather’s demise.  
A check whether the deceased has any 
son that predeceased him is necessary 
for legal practitioners to include in their 
checklist before proceeding with the 
estate distribution; and

No Beneficiary Portion

1 Father
1/6 or 1/6 + Residue or balance  

of the estate
2 Mother 1/6 or 1/3
3 Husband 1/4 or 1/2
4 Wife 1/8 or 1/4
5 Son 2:1 or residue / balance of the estate
6 Daughter 1/2 or 2/3 or 1:2
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Background

The United Nations Human Rights 
Council’s Working Group on Arbitrary 
Detention	(“WGAD”) carried out a mission 
to Malaysia from 7 to 17 June 2010 at the 
invitation of the Malaysian Government.  

During the mission, the WGAD visited 
Lenggeng Detention Centre, 
Kajang Prison, Puncak Borneo 
Prison, Pengkalan Chepa Prison, 
Kamunting Detention Centre, 
Simpang Renggam Detention 
Centre, Cyberjaya Police Station, 
a drug rehabilitation centre, 
the Psychiatric Department 
of the Kuala Lumpur General 
Hospital, an integrity school 
and a rehabilitation programme 
in Kelantan.  They interviewed 
prisoners and detainees in 
private.

The WGAD also met with the 
Minister for Home Affairs, the Deputy 
Minister and Deputy Secretary-General II 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Chief 
Justice, the Attorney General, members 
of the Advisory Board (for those held in 
preventive detention) and Human Rights 
Commission	of	Malaysia	(“SUHAKAM”).		
They had meetings with civil society 
representatives, former detainees and 
members of their families, as well as with 
Bar Council. 

UN Working Group on Arbitrary 
Detention Questions the 
Independence of the  
Malaysian Judiciary
by Andrew Khoo Chin Hock

The WGAD Report

Based on their visit, a report was issued 
dated 8 Feb 2011.  It was presented to 
the Human Rights Council in Geneva 
on 7 Mar 2011, and was followed by 
an interactive dialogue.  As part of the 
interactive dialogue, the Permanent 
Mission of Malaysia read out a statement 
and submitted an information document 

entitled	 “Statement	 by	 Malaysia	 –	
Annexe”.

In paragraphs 12 and 13 of the report, 
the WGAD had this to say about the 
independence of the Malaysian judiciary:

The country does not have a solid, 
fully independent judiciary based on 
the principle of separation of powers 
and composed of independent and 

impartial judges and magistrates.  
The amendment to clause 1 of article 
121 of the Federal Constitution, 
which eliminated the term “judicial 
power”, seriously affected the 
hierarchy between the three 
powers of the State, as the judiciary 
is no longer at the same level as 
the executive or the legislative.  
According to the authorities, the 

position and effect of clause 
1 of article 121 of the Federal 
Constitution prior to and after 
the amendment remained the 
same, as both subject the judicial 
power of the courts to federal 
law.  The jurisdiction and powers 
of the courts were at all times 
subjected to federal law.

The Working Group notes, 
however, that Government 
a c t i o n ,  c o n s t i t u t i o n a l 
amendments, legislation and 
other factors undermine judicial 
independence.  As the courts 

now only have judicial power as 
accorded to them by Parliament, 
recourse to judicial review has 
been severely restricted, despite 
the fact that article 128 of the 
Constitution foresees judicial 
review of governmental actions on 
constitutional grounds.  As a result, 
the checks and balances on the 
actions of the executive power and 
law enforcement agencies are very 
weak.

Focus on restoring 
separation of powers as 
a constitutional doctrine 

rather than rushing justice 
through courts
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The government’s response

Clearly, this is a damning indictment 
against the Malaysian Government.  In 
response to the WGAD’s report, the 
Malaysian Government stated as follows:

4. In the case of PP v. KOK WAH 
KUAN [2007] 6 CLJ 341 the 
Federal Court held inter alia 
as follows with regards to 
the doctrine of separation of 
power:

The doctrine of separation of 
powers is a political doctrine under 
which the legislative, executive and 
judicial branches of government 
are kept distinct, to prevent 
abuse of power. However, 
Malaysia has its own model. 
Whilst our Constitution 
does have the features of 
the separation of powers, 
it also contains features 
which do not strictly 
comply with the doctrine. 
To what extent the 
doctrine applies, therefore, 
depends on the provisions 
of the Constitution.

5. In determining the 
constitutionality or otherwise 
of a statute under our 
Constitution, it is the provision 
of the Constitution that 
matters, not a political theory 
expounded by some thinkers.  
The doctrine of separation of 
powers is not a provision of the 
Malaysian Constitution.  Thus, 
a provision of the Constitution 
cannot be struck out on the 
ground that it contravenes 
the doctrine.  Similarly, no 
provision of the law may be 
struck out as unconstitutional 
if it is not inconsistent with the 
Constitution, even though it 
may be inconsistent with the 
doctrine.

In case readers of this article are not 
immediately familiar, the case of Public 
Prosecutor V Kok Wah Kuan [2008] 1 
MLJ 1; [2007] 6 CLJ 341 dealt with a child 

who was convicted of killing his tuition 
teacher’s daughter.  He was ordered to be 
detained at the pleasure of the Yang di-
Pertuan Agong pursuant to section 97(2) 
of the Child Act 2001.  The question that 
arose at the Federal Court was whether 
his sentence was unconstitutional, on 
the grounds that it gave to the executive 
branch of government the function of the 
judicial branch of government, namely 
the determining of the duration of the 
sentence.  The issue of the existence and 
applicability of the doctrine of separation 
of powers within the Malaysian Federal 
Constitution thus had to be decided.  

under	 federal	 law”	—	did	not	 alter	 the	
meaning and intent of article 121(1).  The 
government had this to say:

Malaysia wishes to inform that 
according to the legislative history 
of Clause (1) of Article 121 of the 
Federal Constitution, regardless 
of the terminology used to refer 
the jurisdiction and powers of the 
courts, the position and effect of 
Clause (1) of Article 121 of the 
Federal Constitution prior and after 
the amendment to Article 121(1) 
via Act A704, remains the same as 
both subject the judicial power of 
the courts to Federal law. In fact, 
the post amendment position states 

the law in clearer terms.

The above is the official position 
of the Malaysian Government, 
announced to the whole 
world.  But contrast this to 
the following different view 
(emphasis added):

Prior to the amendment to 
Article 121(1) of the Federal 

Constitution, there existed 
a definitive declaration 

that the judicial power of 
the Federation shall be vested 

in the two High Courts.  The 
provision also then provided for the 
two High Courts to have jurisdiction 
and powers conferred by or under 
federal law.  After the amendment 
(vide Act A704), there no longer 
exists a declaration that the ‘judicial 
power of the Federation’ — as the 
term was understood prior to the 
amendment — vests in the two 
High Courts.  The jurisdiction and 
powers of the two High Courts are 
now prescribed by federal law and 
not dependent on the interpretation 
of the term ‘judicial power’ as prior 
the amendment.  To say that the 
amendment had no effect did not 
make sense.

Where, readers may ask, was this second 
view taken from?  Well, none other than 
from the judgment of Abdul Hamid 
Mohamad PCA in the very same case of 
Public Prosecutor v Kok Wah Kuan.

The particular quotation referred to in 
the Malaysian Government’s document 
was culled from various paragraphs of 
the judgment of Abdul Hamid Mohamad 
PCA, writing for the majority in Public 
Prosecutor v Kok Wah Kuan on the issue 
of separation of powers. 

Now	earlier	 in	 the	 same	“Statement	by	
Malaysia – Annexe”, the government was 
at pains to explain that the amendment 
to article 121(1) of the Malaysian Federal 
Constitution	—	which	replaced	the	words	
“judicial	power	of	 the	Federation”	with	
the	 words	 “shall	 have	 such	 jurisdiction	
and powers as may be conferred by or 
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A lack of sense

The Malaysian Government ought not treat 
the law as a buffet spread or smorgasbord 
in a hotel restaurant, where we pick and 
choose which parts of a judgment of a 
case we like and will follow, and which 
we will not.

After having relied heavily on the judgment 
of Abdul Hamid Mohamad PCA to support 
its position that there is no such thing as 
the doctrine of separation of powers in the 
Malaysian Federal Constitution, it is sheer 
folly to then go on to say, implicitly, that 
the same Abdul Hamid Mohamad PCA 
got	it	wrong	when	he	concluded	that,	“To	
say that the amendment (to Article 121(1) 
of the Malaysian Federal Constitution) had 
no effect did not make sense”.

It is respectfully submitted that it is the 
Malaysian Government’s position that 
does not make sense.  This is an error that 
even a first-year law student would have 
been able to spot and avoid.

It is interesting to note that in Public 
Prosecutor v Kok Wah Kuan, four out 
of the five judges who heard the case 
agreed that the doctrine of separation 
of powers (and therefore, implicitly, the 
independence of the judiciary) did not apply 
to the Malaysian Federal Constitution.  
There was Abdul Hamid Mohamad PCA 
himself, who wrote the judgment, Ahmad 
Fairuz CJ, Alauddin CJ (Malaya) and Zaki 
Azmi FCJ, all of whom concurred.  In 
respect of the doctrine of separation of 
powers and the independence of the 
judiciary, Richard Malanjum CJ (Sabah 
and Sarawak) dissented.

Perhaps the learned current Chief Justice 
should focus more on correcting this 
decision and restoring separation of powers 
as a constitutional doctrine rather than 
rushing justice through our courts.  The 
former is of far more critical importance 
towards the long-term development of a 
truly independent judiciary.

Indeed, the words of Richard Malanjum 
CJ (Sabah and Sarawak) are instructive to 
all those who hold judicial office:

The courts, especially the superior 
courts, are a separate and 
independent pillar of the Federal 

Constitution and not mere agents 
of the federal Legislature.  In the 
performance of their function they 
perform a myriad of roles and 
interpret and enforce a myriad of 
laws.  Article 121(1) is not, and 
cannot be, the whole and sole 
repository of the judicial role in this 
country for the following reasons: 
(i) the amendment to Article 121(1) 
seeks to limit the jurisdiction and 
powers of the High Courts and 
inferior courts to whatever ‘may be 
conferred by or under federal law’; 
(ii) the courts cannot be confined 
to ‘federal law’ as their role is to be 
servants of the law as a whole; (iii) 
it is not legally possible in a country 
with a supreme Constitution and 
with provision for judicial review to 
prevent the courts from examining 
constitutional questions; (iv) despite 
the amendment (to Article 121(1)), 
the common law powers of the 
courts are intact (see Ngan Tuck 
Seng v Ngan Yin Hoi [1995] 5 MLJ 
509 referred).  Further, the inherent 
powers of the courts are a separate 
and distinct source of jurisdiction; 
(v) the courts cannot be prevented 
from interpreting the law creatively; 
(vi) past or earlier statutes have to 
be applied to modern or current 
circumstances; (vii) in interpreting 
constitutional provisions, a judge 
cannot afford to be too literal.  He 
is to be creative and not passive to 
enable the constitutional provisions 
to be the guardian of people’s rights 
and the source of their freedom; 
(viii) the role of a judge is not just 
to deliver what is already there but 
it is also constitutive and creative 
and goes far beyond a mechanical 
interpretation of pre-existing law, 
extending to direct or indirect 
law-making in the several ways 
mentioned in the judgment.

The response of the Malaysian 
Government to the report of the WGAD 
has exposed our government’s inadequate 
understanding of, and appreciation 
for, the rule of law.  One must assume 
that such a response would not have 
been issued without clearance from the 
highest level.  It is therefore evidence of 
the Malaysian Government’s thinking, 
based on the best legal advice to which 
the Malaysian Government has access.

It comes as no surprise therefore to 
read that the Malaysian Government 
has stoutly maintained that preventive 
detention legislation should continue to 
exist in Malaysia.  It has attempted to 
suggest to the international community 
that our preventive detention legislation 
has adequate safeguards by way of 
habeas corpus applications made before 
an independent judiciary, knowing 
full well that legislation has restricted 
the scope of such applications only to 
errors of procedure and not to issues of 
substance.  Judges cannot delve into the 
actual reasons for detention, but may 
only point out where the government 
has failed to dot the ’i’s and cross the ’t’s.  
Such a limited and superficial jurisdiction 
is symptomatic of the respect shown to 
our courts in matters of justice.  And our 
judges do not seem to be protesting, but 
have apparently happily gone along with 
this.

We eagerly anticipate the release of 
proposed amendments to our preventive 
detention laws.  A review of our preventive 
detention legislation was announced by 
the Prime Minister when he took office in 
April 2009.  A series of five consultations 
involving civil society was undertaken by 
the Ministry of Home Affairs.  However, 
things then went rather quiet.  

It is arguable that the Malaysian 
Government held back from announcing 
the amendments it was proposing pending 
first the visit, and then the report, of the 
WGAD.  But now that the report is out, 
and we have seen the response of the 
Malaysian Government, any little hope for 
a repeal of preventive detention legislation 
is clearly gone.  Whether there will be much 
positive change to preventive detention 
legislation remains to be seen, especially 
on the issue of what role the judiciary 
will be allowed to play in reviewing such 
legislation and any detentions thereunder.  
But again, can much be expected from a 
government that fails to acknowledge 
that the courts act as a check and balance 
on the executive and the legislature, and 
which is so used to a supine and obliging 
judiciary.

The author is the Chairperson of the Bar 
Council Human Rights Committee, but 
writes here in his personal capacity.
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Why WRITTEN Grounds of Judgment 
should be Made Mandatory
by Kevin Kam Soon Aun1

per Elias CJ in Lewis v Wilson & 
Horton Ltd [2000] 3 NZLR 5462

Putting the cart before the horse

To illustrate further, in a situation after a 
full trial at a subordinate court, the law 
suggests that a notice of appeal must be 
filed before one can obtain the written 
grounds of judgment.

Order 49 rule 2(3) of the Subordinate 
Courts Rules 1980 reads:

The notice of appeal shall be 
filed within 14 days from the 
day on which the decision was 

pronounced.  The Court appealed 
from shall THEREUPON supply to 
the appellant… a certified copy of 
the judgment, or, in case no written 
judgment has been delivered, of the 
grounds of decision.

This is akin to putting the cart before 
the horse.   How can one possibly 
determine the grounds on which to 
appeal when one does not know 
the underlying reasoning for the 
judgment in the first place?

It also defeats the purpose of 
litigating in court when, as the 
law suggests, written grounds are 

Suppose you get yourself tangled up in a 
civil dispute.  You then take the matter to 
court.  After a long battle, which dragged 
for months, maybe even years, the judge 
finally delivers his decision.  You lose.  And 
you are ordered to pay costs to the other 
side.  Would you not want to know WHY 
such a ruling was made? The answer is 
obvious.

If people avail themselves to the judicial 
system in order to resolve their disputes, 
surely the judiciary must not let them 
down by delivering judgments without 
any reasoning.  

But is it mandatory for judges to pen their 
grounds of judgment?

Ironically, in our judicial system, the answer 
seems to be no.  

The Federal Court agreed to a certain 
extent with this position in the case of 
Board of Trustees of the Sabah Foundation 
& 2 Ors v Datuk Syed Kechik Bin Syed 
Mohamed & Anor where YA Tan Sri Dato’ 
Zulkefli Ahmad Makinudin FCJ opined as 
follows:

We also take the view that there is 
no legal requirement for a delivery 
of a reasoned judgment although 
generally it is good to give reasons 
in a judgment… On this point we 
would refer to the case of English v 
Emery Reimbold & Strick Ltd.  [2002] 
3 All ER 385 wherein Lord Philips MR 
at page 392 inter alia had this to say: 
“There is a general recognition in the 
Common law jurisdictions that it is 
desirable for judges to give reasons 
for their decisions, although it is not 
universally accepted that this is a 
mandatory requirement – There is 
no invariable rule established by the 
New Zealand case law that Courts 
must give reasons for their decision,’ 
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only prepared after a judgment 
is delivered.   Should it not be the 
other way round? Otherwise, how 
did the judge arrive at his decision in 
the first place?

Appreciation of the case at the 
Appellate Court

To make matters worse, without the 
written grounds of judgment, how can 
the appellate court then detect what went 
wrong during the trial stage? 

In the case of HongKew Holdings (M) Sdn 
Bhd v Hyundai Heavy Industries Co Ltd, 
Gopal Sri Ram JCA (as he then was) said:

No grounds of judgment were 
ever written by the learned judge.  
As such, this court was put to the 
trouble of trawling through the 
appeal record to appreciate the 
respective parties’ cases in the court 
below.3

Absence of the grounds at the time that 
the judgment is delivered is bad.  Delay in 
some, if not many cases, in providing the 
same thereafter is worse.

This aggravates the injustice as appeals 
are not only delayed but are unable to be 
properly heard as well.

In 2007, a newspaper highlighted the case 
of two death row prisoners who were 
languishing in prison.  Their appeals to 
the Court of Appeal could not be heard 
due to the absence of the written grounds 
of judgment from the trial judges.  For 
instance, in the case of Baha Jambol, who 
was sentenced to death for drug trafficking 
in 1998, he was still waiting in 2007 for 
his appeal – a long wait of more than 
nine years.  Despite numerous reminders, 
the High Court judge nevertheless 
failed to provide the written grounds of 
judgment.4

Development of the law and knowing 
where one stands

Written grounds of judgments find 
their way into the law journals, creating 
precedents.  

Judicial precedents establish consistency in 
the application of the law, thus developing 
the law into a comprehensive set of rules 
from which to follow when deciding 
future cases.

Also, from these established cases, lawyers 
can better advise clients as to where they 
stand.  Litigation may not always turn out 
to be the best option.  

Saving time and costs

If written grounds are mandatory, it is 
suggested that much judicial time and 
costs can be saved by cutting down the 
number of unnecessary appeals given 
that litigants will be in a better position to 
gauge where they stand and also decide 
whether or not to appeal.

This will help reduce the backlog of appeal 
cases waiting to be heard and precious 
judicial time may be poured into the more 
deserving cases.

Who should bear costs of litigation

Grounds of judgment are also important 
in relation to the issue of costs.  Who 
should bear the costs will be reflected in 
the written judgment.

If the judge finds that a particular party 
is responsible for launching a frivolous 
application for instance, then it is only 
right that that blameworthy party should 
be penalised by costs.

This means that parties would be more 
cautious before proceeding with further 
steps in litigation as this would affect their 
pockets.  

Proper application of principles

Just like mathematics, disposal of a case 
by a judge is an application of established 
formulas to arrive at a certain answer by 
applying legal principles.

If the outcome of a case is dependent on 
just a simple ‘Dismissed’ or ‘Allowed’, any 
child with the ability of exercising mere 
choice based on ‘yes’ or ‘no’ can do the 
job.

A judgment is certainly not child’s play 
as judges decide on matters that affect 
the rights and liberties of his fellow 
countrymen.

Dispensing justice by applying the correct 
law is a duty owed by the judge to the 
taxpayers.  And he must discharge this duty 
by giving litigants proper accountability by 
penning down the grounds of judgment.  
This makes sense in a proper judicial 
system.

Of facts and laws

In our country, we do not have a jury 
system.  Our judges are not only triers of 
law but also triers of fact.

So, the judge in our country is required to 
perform a careful examination of the facts 
– scrutinising the evidence, oral, written or 
otherwise, and eventually determining the 
veracity or the truth of the facts.

And the judge will be the only person to 
decide as such.

What this perceived truth is must be 
reflected by the grounds on which the 
case is decided.  Only then can we see 
the correct appreciation of the facts and a 
harmonious application of the law to the 
facts.

Ong J in Augustine v Public Prosecutor5 
held:

I do not consider the simple ipse 
dixit of the Magistrate sufficient 
to constitute proper grounds of 
judgement.  It is not enough to use 
the words of Shelly,’ I cannot argue, 
I can only feel,’ as the foundation of 
the judgement (See Holroyd Pearce 
LJ in Oliver v.  Ashman [1961] 3 WLR 
669).  Except in the most straight 
forward type of cases, where the 
facts clearly establish all the necessary 
ingredients for an offence, it is the 
duty of the Magistrate to state at 
least what were his findings of fact.  
The learned Magistrate has failed 
to do anything of the sort although 
he had seven days in which to write 
his judgment and innumerable 
precedents exist showing what his 
predecessors had invariably done.  
Surely past Magistrates were not 
indulging in literary compositions 
merely for the edification of judges 
and others for whom the grounds of 
judgments were written.

Applying discretion

The law sometimes affords discretion 
to the judges.  How such discretion is 
exercised must be based on logic and 
reasonableness.  And there is no other 
way to reflect this than by the judge 
recording his grounds for such exercise of 
discretion.
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So, the judge must expressly state that, 
in dismissing an application for extension 
of time, the party so applying had been 
guilty of inordinate delay, and is thus not 
entitled to such an order.

Likewise, the judge should also note in 
writing if the judge allows an adjournment 
when there are good excuses like ill-health 
or other unavoidable circumstances.

Encourage transparency and instil 
public confidence in the judicial 
system

Grounds of judgment, when put in writing, 
goes a long way towards reducing the 
number of decisions tainted by prejudice, 
bias or favouritism.

This leads to the most important aspect of 
having written grounds of judgment.  It is 
to create public confidence in the judiciary 
as a system under which the people’s 
rights are properly, and more importantly, 
correctly upheld.

Judges must provide a detailed explanation 
as to why a litigant succeeds or fails.  
Whether it is a decision after full trial or in 
an interlocutory application (applications 
made to court before a suit is finally 
disposed of), judges must satisfy the 
litigants as to the outcome of a case – that 
cases are decided according to the rule of 
law and without fear or favour.

A platform to measure the abilities of 
judges and judicial officers

The	 Key	 Performance	 Indicator	 (“KPI”)	
for the judiciary which aims to clear 
the backlog of cases in the courts is a 
worrying trend as disposing cases may be 
reduced to merely an administrative task 
of registering and de-registering numbers 
on statistics sheet.

An emphasis on numbers alone destroys 
the fairness of the case as the package 
must be completed with the reasons which 
come with such decision.

It is therefore argued that a judge’s ability 
should be decided not by how many 
cases he or she has disposed of, rather it 
should be by how many quality grounds of 
judgment he or she has written.

In this respect, written grounds of judgment 
actually create a platform from which to 
gauge the performance of judges.

The promotion of judges should be based 
on ability, experience and seniority.  Not in 
the reverse order.

This would be in tandem with Clause 
13 of the United Nations Basic Principles 
of the Independence of the Judiciary 
which	states	 that	“Promotion	of	 judges,	
wherever such a system exists, should be 
based on objective factors, in particular 
ability, integrity and experience”.  

A good criterion for the newly-established 
Judicial Appointments Commission, this 
approach also serves to instil and fortify 
public confidence in our judges as judges 
are promoted transparently and based on 
merit.

Buck up or ship out

The Judges’ Code of Ethics 1994 provides, 
among	 others,	 that	 a	 judge	 shall	 “not	
inordinately and without reasonable 
explanation delay in the disposal of cases, 
the delivery of decisions and the writing of 
grounds of judgments”.6

Shocking allegations of judges falling 
below this level of conduct was exposed 
after an English daily front-paged a report 
regarding a former High Court judge who 
did not write grounds of judgment in 33 
criminal and civil cases.7

This was most appalling as writing the 
grounds of decision is perhaps one of the 
most basic and fundamental aspect of the 
judicial process.  Yet, a High Court judge, a 
person of such a high office could further 
breach	 the	 Code	 for	 “lack	 of	 efficiency	
and industry”.8

About the same time, Gopal Sri Ram 
JCA (as he then was) also ticked off High 
Court judges who did not write grounds 
of judgment as well as those who are slow 
in writing them.  He was quoted as saying 
“It	is	a	matter	of	pure	amazement	that	it	
has taken this length of time for this case 
to reach us.  If law is to be castigated for 
its delays, then this case surely proves the 
rule.”9

In view of such an appalling situation, one 
cannot help but agree with Datuk Syed 
Ahmad Idid Syed Abdullah, a former high 
court judge who said:

“Those	judges	who	don’t	or	cannot	write	
decisions, are not competent in deciding 

or are corrupt must be taken off the 
Bench.”10

Grave effects of not writing grounds 
of judgment

The practice of not writing the grounds 
of judgment, though perceived by many 
to be negligible in one-off cases, in actual 
fact, has far-reaching effects.

Former Lord President, Tun Salleh Abas 
in the case of Wong Chee Hong v Cathay 
Organisation once advised:

We hope that judges should 
endeavour to write their grounds 
of decision and take delight in this 
aspect of judicial work as a matter of 
personal pride and satisfaction and 
not as a burdensome task.  Failure 
on the part of judges to write their 
grounds of decision will certainly 
undermine their authority to insist 
upon magistrates and presidents of 
Sessions Courts to write theirs.  If 
the practice of not writing grounds 
of judgment is widespread, the 
system of administration of justice 
will tumble down.11

It must be stressed time and again that 
the practice of not writing grounds of 
judgment, when condoned, will erode and 
ultimately diminish the people’s trust in the 
courts as a pillar of dispute resolution and 
the judicial system will inevitably, descend 
into chaos.

Suffice to say, the requirement for written 
grounds of judgment must never be 
treated as a burden.

Rather it is an integral part of the judicial 
process of a civilised society and it should 
therefore be made mandatory in our 
own.
––––––––––––––––––––––––
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7 Judges fail written test: Just write it, judges, The 

New Straits Times, 23 July 2007.
8 Judges’ Code of Ethics 1994, section  

3(1)(e).
9 Sri Ram slams judges who don’t write judgments, 

The Star, 28 July 2007.
10 Two is not enough to restore judiciary’s image, The 

Malay Mail, 8 Sept 2009.
11 [1988] 1 MLJ 92 at p94.
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Opening of the Legal Year 2011  
(15 Jan 2011)
by Nik Waheeda Nik Kamarulzaman and photos by Mazni Ibrahim

The	 “Opening	 of	 the	 Legal	 Year	 2011”	
ceremony, hosted by the Malaysian 
Judiciary, took place at the Putrajaya 
International Convention Centre on 15 
Jan 2011.

It was attended by, among others, YAA 
Tun Dato’ Seri Zaki b Tun Azmi (Chief 
Justice of Malaysia), YAA Tan Sri Dato’ 
Seri Alauddin Mohd Sheriff (President 
of the Court of Appeal), YAA Tan Sri 
Ariffin b Zakaria (Chief Judge of the High 

Court of Malaya), YAA Tan Sri Datuk Seri 
Panglima Richard Malanjum (Chief Judge 
of the High Court in Sabah and Sarawak) 
and members of the Judiciary.  Also 
present were YB Tan Sri Abdul Gani Patail 
(Attorney General), Ragunath Kesavan 
(then-President of the Malaysian Bar), 
Khairil Azmi b Mohd Hasbie (President 
of Advocates’ Association of Sarawak), 
Datuk John Sikayun (President of Sabah 
Law Association) and invited guests from 
foreign judiciaries and 

law societies.  About 200 members from 
the three law associations witnessed the 
proceedings. 

The ceremony began with the singing 
of the National Anthem, followed by 
Ragunath Kesavan’s speech.  Ragunath 
Kesavan stated that the steps taken by 
the Chief Justice of Malaysia to introduce 
and bring about judicial reformation, in 
addition to improving the administration 
of justice, was very much welcomed by the 

legal fraternity.  He pointed out, 
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however, that such reform should not 
be at the expense of qualitative justice, 
which is what administration of justice is 
ultimately about.

YB Tan Sri Abdul Gani Patail took to 
the stage next and spoke about the 
achievements of the Attorney General’s 
Chambers	(“AGC”),	which	included	being	
conferred	with	the	“5	Stars-Organisation”	
award in the Star Rating System applied 
to all public sectors, the establishment 
of the Centre of Excellence For Law and 

Legal Studies within the AGC, and their 
aspirations, future plans and initiatives 
being taken to improve the organisation.

In his speech, YAA Tun Dato’ Seri Zaki b 
Tun Azmi took the opportunity to explain 
that the policies and changes that had 
already been, and will be implemented 
during his tenure, was for the benefit of 
both the Judiciary and the public, although 
it may not be apparent now.  He reminded 
all relevant bodies to work together to 
reduce the crime rate in Malaysia, which he 

believes is still a cause for concern despite 
the slight decline in the past years.

YABhg Tun Mohamed Dzaiddin b Hj 
Abdullah, former Chief Justice of Malaysia, 
was also invited to deliver a speech.  In 
his address, he expressed his delight with 
how much the Judiciary has evolved over 
the years.

The ceremony ended in a high note for the 
Judiciary	with	 the	 launch	of	 its	“Judicial	
Journal”. 
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2nd Asian Mediation Association 
Conference (24 and 25 Feb 2011)
by Marianna Laureen Tan

The topics featured at AMAC covered 
three main categories:

(1) Law and mediation, which 
included	the	topics	of	“Practice	
of Sulh in the Syariah Courts”, 
“Perspectives	on	Court-Annexed	
Mediation”,	“Confidentiality	is	a	
Myth	in	Mediation”	and	“Horses	
for Courses: Designing the 
Appropriate Conflict Resolution 
System”;

(2) Mediation in specific practice 
areas, which included the topics of 
“Mediating	Intellectual	Property	
Disputes”,	 “Transforming	 the	
Landscape of Resolving Franchise 
Disputes by Mediation”, 
“Mediat ing	 Employment	
Conflicts: Preserving, Nurturing 
and Harnessing Human Capital 
in	 Organisations”,	 “Victim-
Offender Mediation:  A Place in 
the Criminal Justice System?” 
and	 “Foreclosure	 Mediation:	 A	
Step in the Right Direction?”; 
and 

(3) Mediation skills and training, 
which included the topics 
of	 “Lawyers’	 Resistance	
to	 Mediation”,	 “Trial	 or	
Therapy: Rights or Interests?”, 
“Accreditation	of	Mediators	and	
Mediator Training: Developing 
a Unified Assessment and 
Accreditation System” and 
“Ethical	Dilemmas	in	Mediation:	
Do the Ends Justify the 
Means?”.

A total of 460 delegates, including 
local and foreign mediators; legal 
practitioners; officers from the Judicial 
and Legal Services and banking 
industries; university students; 
representatives from the Industrial 

The 2nd Asian Mediation Association 
Conference	 (“AMAC”),	 themed	
“Rediscovering	Mediation	in	the	21st 
Century”, was hosted by the Bar 
Council Malaysian Mediation Centre 
(“MMC”),	at	the	Sheraton	Imperial	
Hotel, Kuala Lumpur, on 24 and 25 
Feb 2011.  AMAC was attended by 
more than 460 participants from 
over 18 countries.

The objective of AMAC was mainly 
to promote mediation in as many 
practice areas as possible as well as 
encourage the exchange of latest 
practices and developments in 
mediation in the Asian Mediation 
Association	 (“AMA”)	 member	
countries.
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Court, Financial Mediation Bureau and 
Attorney General’s Chambers; members 
of the Judiciary; and representatives from 
the corporate sectors from Australia, New 
Zealand, Cambodia, Singapore, Thailand, 
Indonesia, Philippines, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia and Malaysia, registered and 
participated in AMAC.

YAA Tun Dato’ Seri Zaki b Tun Azmi, 
Chief Justice of Malaysia, had, in his 
opening address acknowledged AMAC 
as the first of its kind in Malaysia as 
well as the unique effort contributed by 
the AMA member countries to gather 
collectively to promote mediation in this 
region.  The Chief Justice identified that 
the key to enhancing the understanding 
of mediation and appreciating its benefits 
is through education.  He felt that lawyers 
have a duty to advise their clients about 
using mediation as an alternative means 
of resolving their disputes.

Stressing the need to develop mediation 
at a faster pace, the Chief Justice said 
that the quality of mediators should not 
be compromised since this would have 
some bearing on the success of promoting 
mediation.  He urged the AMA member 
countries to cooperate to develop this 
benchmark, which should be of high 
quality and comparable to countries where 
mediation is mature.

The Chief Justice, in recognising mediation 
as the way forward, assured the audience 
of the Judiciary’s commitment in 
developing and promoting mediation in 
Malaysia.  He added that the Judiciary may 
have to foster working relationships with 
MMC and Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre 
for	Arbitration	(“KLRCA”)	to	expand	the	
horizons of conducting court-annexed 
mediation in Malaysia.  He reckoned that 
this could be achieved by using the services 
of trained and accredited mediators of 
the MMC and KLRCA in the courts.  This, 
he said would leave judges to deal with, 
and focus on, disputes which were to be 
litigated.

The AMAC Organising Committee wishes 
to place on record its appreciation to 
the supporting organisations which had 
rendered their assistance.

He reported that the Malaysian Judiciary 
has played a role in promoting mediation 
in this country since 2010.  Justice Clifford 
Wallace, Senior Judge and Former C 
Judge, US Court of Appeal, USA, had been 
invited to speak to a group of judges and 
judicial officers in March and November 
2010.  After the seminar, the Judiciary 
has been promoting the use of judicial-led 
mediation at the Subordinate Courts, High 
Courts and even at the Appellate Courts.  
A practice direction has been issued to 
judges at all levels for suitable cases to 
be referred to mediation before trial is 
commenced.  The Malaysian Judiciary had 
also moved forward by having mediation 
via video conferencing recently at the 
Court of Appeal.
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It was revealed in Parliament 
last year that accused persons 
were unrepresented in 84,376 
out of 108,528 criminal trials 
that took place in the magistrates 
court in 2009.  When it came to 
juveniles, a total of 4,726 out of 
5,562 juveniles were unrepresented 
in criminal trials in the same period.

Yayasan Bantuan Guaman 
Kebangsaan (National Legal Aid 
Foundation,	 “YBGK”)	 was	 launched	
by the Prime Minister of Malaysia, YAB 
Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib b Tun Abdul Razak, 
on 25 Feb 2011.

YBGK is an independent body that will fund 
the provision of legal aid, enhance services 
for lawyers to represent those needing legal 
representation, determine the guidelines 
for the administration of the national legal 

a i d 
s c h e m e , 

and initiate and carry 
out educational programmes 

designed to promote understanding 
amongst members of the public of their 
rights and duties under the laws of 
Malaysia.

YBGK will provide free legal assistance to 
all Malaysians (irrespective of their financial 
means) at the police station, the remand 

hearing and when they are charged in 
court.  Insofar as hearings are concerned, 
a means test will be applied and only those 
who pass the means test will qualify to 
receive legal assistance from YBGK.  The 
means test is as follows:

•	 Malaysians	 whose	 income	 do	 not	
exceed RM25,000 per year will be 
entitled to receive legal aid (without 
having to make any payment); and 

•	 Malaysians	who	have	income	which	
exceeds RM25,000 but does not 

exceed RM36,000 per year will 
be entitled to receive legal aid, 
although they may be required 
to make certain minimum 
payments which will be 
established by the Board of 
the Foundation.

Company limited by 
guarantee

YBGK is a public company 
limited by guarantee.  It 
has a 11-member Board 
of Directors – with the 
Attorney General as 
the Chairman and the 

Chairman of Bar Council 
as the Vice-Chairman.

YBGK has received a five million ringgit 
grant from the government and lawyers 
who do work for YBGK will be paid. 

Cooperation between the Bar and the 
YBGK

Bar Council has lobbied for many years 
for the establishment of a comprehensive 
legal aid scheme and the establishment of 
YBGK is an important breakthrough. 

Launch of YBGK: Giving Real 
Meaning to Article 5(3)
of the Federal Constitution  
(25 Feb 2011)
by Rajen Devaraj
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The	Bar	Council	Legal	Aid	Centres	(“LAC”)	
will work closely with YBGK to assist it in 
its delivery of services, which means that 
Malaysians who require legal assistance 
from YBGK need to contact the nearest 
LAC.

The types of legal representation provided 
by YBGK will be introduced in stages.  In 
the first phase, the emphasis will be on 
providing legal representation to persons 
when they are arrested. 

Each LAC will prepare a daily schedule of 
duty solicitors who will be on standby to 
go to various police stations.  In accordance 
with the MoU signed between YBGK and 
the police on the day of the launch, the 
police will inform the state LAC when an 
arrest takes place.  The LAC will inform 
the duty solicitor in respect of arrests that 
take place at the police station to which 
he/she has been assigned and the duty 
solicitor will go to the police station at a 
pre-determined time to meet the persons 
detained there.

It is estimated that some 39,000 
Malaysians are arrested by the police 
every year. The vast majority of them do 
not have the financial means to engage 
a lawyer.  The establishment of YBGK 
will give real meaning 
to article 5(3) of the 
Federal Constitution, 
which states that when 
a person is arrested he 
“shall be allowed to 
consult and be defended 
by a legal practitioner of 
his choice”. 

Volunteers and training

The establishment of YBGK provides, 
for the first time, a comprehensive and 
sustainable legal aid programme for those 
ensnared in the criminal justice system. 

In order to make this work, we require the 
assistance and support of Members of the 
Bar.  We thus invite all Members to register 
to offer their services with YBGK.  Even 
Members who have not handled criminal 
matters before are encouraged to sign up 
as training will be provided.

Several trainings have already been 
conducted; on 26 March, 48 lawyers 
attended a training in Kuala Lumpur and 
on 2 April, 70 lawyers attended a training 
i n  K u a l a 
Te rengganu .  
Similar one-day 
trainings are 
scheduled to 
take place in 
Perak on 16 
April, Selangor 
on 23 April 
and Kelantan 
on 14 May 
2011. 

For further information about YBGK or 
to register, kindly contact Kamala Thakar 
Singh at the Bar Council Secretariat by 
telephone at 03-2031 4787 or 03-2031 
3003 ext 213 or by email at kamala@
malaysianbar.org.my.

Star Online 5 May 2010
In Johor Bahru, 21-year-old kueh 
seller Mohd Qayyum Ibrahim was 
sentenced to three years’ jail and 
three strokes of the rotan after 
he admitted to robbing a student 
of RM40. He was charged under 
section 395 of the Penal Code.  
He was unrepresented. 
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The highly-anticipated launch of the revival 
of Praxis: Chronicle of the Malaysian Bar, a 
collaboration between the Malaysian Bar 
and LexisNexis Malaysia, took place at the 
Bar Council Auditorium on 3 Mar 2011. 

The event, organised by the Bar Council 
Publications	 Committee	 (“PC”),	 was	
attended by Ragunath Kesavan (then-
President of the Malaysian Bar), George 

Launch of Praxis Collaboration 
Agreement between the Malaysian 
Bar and LexisNexis Malaysia 
(3 Mar 2011)
by Anis Taufik and Chua Ai Lin, and photos by Ng Kwan Wee 

Varughese (then-Secretary of the 
Malaysian Bar), Rajen Devaraj (Chief 
Executive Officer of Bar Council), Chin 
Oy Sim (Deputy Chief Executive Officer of 
Bar Council), Bart Sjoerdsma (Managing 
Director (Southeast Asia) of LexisNexis) 
and Doug Kaplan (Chief Executive Officer 
of LexisNexis Asia Pacific). Other attendees 
comprised Members of the Bar, staff of 
LexisNexis Malaysia, invited guests and 

members of the media from theSun, Berita 
Harian, Sin Chew Daily, New Straits Times, 
The Star, Makkal Osai, Radio 24 Bernama 
and NTV7. 

The event began with Syamsuriatina Ishak, 
Chairperson of PC and editor of Praxis, 
going on stage to deliver her introductory 
remarks.  In her enthusiastic speech, she 
provided a brief introduction to Praxis, and 
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noted that the new publication aims to 
keep abreast of events and developments 
related to the legal profession and 
industry. Ragunath Kesavan, when invited 
to present his speech, expressed his 
delight at the collaboration between the 
Malaysian Bar and LexisNexis Malaysia.  He 
also lauded Syamsuriatina and PC for their 
efforts in producing Praxis, commenting 
that they had done a fantastic job.  Bart 
Sjoerdsma, on the other hand, addressed 
the audience by highlighting Praxis’s 
special features. Commenting that it is a 
publication produced by Malaysian lawyers 
for Malaysian lawyers, he pointed out that 

members of the legal fraternity are able to 
benefit from the publication as it features 
articles and contributions from peers and 
colleagues. 

The climax of the launch was the unveiling 
of the A2-sized cover of the Jan-Mar 2011 
issue of Praxis by Ragunath Kesavan, 
George Varughese, Bart Sjoerdsma and 
Doug Kaplan, to the music of Vanessa 
Mae’s	 “Storm”.	 	 Amidst	 thunderous	
applause, all four gentlemen proceeded to 
place their signatures on the cover before 
posing for photographs.  There was 
also an exchange of souvenirs between 
the Malaysian Bar and LexisNexis before 

Ragunath Kesavan and Bart Sjoerdsma 
signed the publishing collaboration 
agreement, thus cementing the five-year 
partnership.

As the launch drew to a close, all guests 
were invited to a scrumptious afternoon 
tea – a wonderful conclusion to the 
groundbreaking event.  As everyone 
mingled and gushed with excitement 
over the glossy pages of the latest issue of 
Praxis, there was an unmistakeable sense 
of positivity in the air – that the new era of 
Praxis: Chronicle of the Malaysian Bar, had 
indeed begun.
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65th Annual General Meeting of the 
Malaysian Bar (12 Mar 2011)
by Anis Taufik and Chin Oy Sim, and photos by Shan Theivanthiran and Moh Kok Wai

The 65th	Annual	General	Meeting	(“AGM”)	
of the Malaysian Bar was held on Saturday, 
12 Mar 2011 at the Grand Ballroom of 
the Legend Hotel, Kuala Lumpur.  The 
Chairman, Ragunath Kesavan, called the 
AGM to order when the required quorum 
of 500 Members was achieved at 10:43 
am.  

Members rose to observe a moment of 
silence to honour the 34 Members who 
had passed away during the previous term, 
and another minute of silence in memory 
of the victims of the recent tsunami and 
earthquake in Japan.  Subsequently, the 
minutes of the 64th AGM, which had taken 
place on 13 Mar 2010, were considered, 
approved and adopted and subsequently 

Sulaiman Abdullah and numerous other 
Members voiced their appreciation for the 
work of the President and Bar Council of 
the 2010/2011 term.

Five motions that had been proposed 
for consideration at the AGM were then 
discussed:

(1)	 “Motion	 regarding	 quality	 and	
administration of justice” proposed 
by Ragunath Kesavan (then-
Chairman, Bar Council), on behalf of 
Bar Council; 

(2) Motion regarding the Advocates and 
Solicitors Disciplinary Board, proposed 
by MS Murthi and jointly seconded 

by 40 Members of the Bar (Motion 
withdrawn);

(3)	 “Motion	 on	 inquiries	 into	 deaths”,	
proposed by Andrew Khoo Chin Hock 
(Chairperson, Bar Council Human 
Rights Committee), on behalf of the 
Committee, and seconded by Brendan 
Navin Siva (Co-Deputy Chairperson, 
Bar Council Human Rights Committee 
(Motion unanimously carried);

(4)	 “Proposed	motion	calling	upon	 the	
Government of Malaysia to regulate 
the Will Writing Enterprises/Agencies 
in Malaysia”, proposed by Richard 
Wee Thiam Seng and seconded 
by Sarah bt Kambali (Motion, as 
amended, unanimously carried); and
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(5) Motion regarding the legal suit 
against Charles Hector Fernandez, 
proposed by M Rajkumar and 
seconded by Gladys Liew Kim Leng 
(Motion, as amended, unanimously 
carried).

There was a lengthy and lively debate on 
Motion (1) which was heard last, where 
Members provided examples of egregious 
behaviour by judges in the implementation 
of Key Performance Indicators-related 
measures. The Members also made 
impassioned pleas that strong action be 
taken to object to such incidents.  Criticism 
was also directed at the recent imposition 
of the e-filing system in the Kuala Lumpur 
courts. 

The motion was amended and put to a vote 
and was carried by a large majority, with 
285 votes in favour, one against, and two 
abstentions.  It resolved that the Malaysian 
Bar	“has	no	confidence	in	the	KPI	measures	
introduced by Chief Justice YAA Tun Dato’ 
Seri Zaki b Tun Azmi, which do not serve 
the interest of justice and litigants, and 
calls upon him to immediately withdraw 
the same, failing which the Malaysian Bar 
directs the Bar Council to take appropriate 
steps to protest”.

The AGM, which was adjourned at 2:25 
pm, was followed immediately by the first 
Bar Council meeting for the 2011/2010 
term where Lim Chee Wee, Christopher 
Leong, Tony Woon Yeow Thong and 
Steven Thiru were elected President, 
Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer 
respectively for the 2011/2012 term. 
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The Annual Dinner and Dance of the Malaysian Bar took the limelight on 
12 Mar 2011 (Saturday) at Doubletree by Hilton, Kuala Lumpur.  The theme 
chosen	for	this	year’s	dinner	was	retro,	and	its	slogan,	“Can’t	Stop	the	Beat!”,	
was well received by all invited guests, as they turned up in psychedelic colours, 
polka dots and platform shoes.

The evening started with registration and a pre-dinner reception at 7:00 pm.  
As guests were ushered into the ballroom, they gushed with exhilaration at 
how festively decked it was, with colourful balloons and traces of sparkles and 
confetti glittering across the tables.  The guest of honour, YAA Tun Dato’ Seri 
Zaki b Tun Azmi, Chief Justice of Malaysia, arrived at 7:45 pm. 

Annual Dinner and Dance of the 
Malaysian Bar (12 Mar 2011)
by Rachel Tan Mei Chien, and photos by Elias Phung and Shan Theivanthiran 
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The opening gambit for the evening was 
a superb dance routine by D’Artz Dance 
School.  As the troop performed to the 
song	“Grease	Lighting”,	a	classic	hit	from	
the cult film Grease, it not only succeeded 
in drawing applause from delighted guests, 
but also firmly established the retro theme 
of the night.  

The emcee for the evening, Paul Fernandez, 
then invited the Immediate Past President 
of the Malaysian Bar, Ragunath Kesavan, 

to give his speech.  Ragunath Kesavan 
thanked the Office Bearers, Bar Council 
members and staff members of the Bar 
Council Secretariat for their support and 
commitment during his term as President.  
He then presented the sports personalities 
of the year awards to Muralee Nair and 
Goh Toh Jen, Kevin.

The dinner was accompanied by music 
from the band Five & Dime, and also 
featured a stand-up comedy routine by 

Douglas Lim, a local comedian who kept 
the audience in fits of laughter with his 
witty jokes. 

As the evening drew on, the guests 
mingled and interacted with one another, 
basking in the spectacular event that had 
kicked off the new term of the Malaysian 
Bar. 
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The final launch of MyConstitution 
Campaign was celebrated with deafening 
sounds of electrifying rock music and 
shouts of ecstasy from the people of 
Penang on 2 Apr 2011 at Fort Cornwallis.  

Final Launch of the MyConstitution 
Campaign (2 Apr 2011)
by Lim Ka Ea and photos by Woon King Chai

More than 500 people turned up at the 
12-hour rock concert called Rock 4 Rights, 
jointly organised by the Bar Council 
Constitutional Law Committee, Saya Anak 
Bangsa	Malaysia	(“SABM”)	and	Frinjan.	

The event saw a slow start as people 
shied away from the blistering heat of the 
afternoon sun but got better as the night 
began to fall on the city.  By the end of the 
concert, most people were up on their feet 
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dancing away to Bittersweet’s closing act 
and asking for more.

Since the theme of the launch was on 
Elections and Democracy, SABM and the 
Elections Commission took to the task of 
registering voters at the event.  Apart from 
that, SUARAM, Amnesty International, 
Women Centre for Crisis, LoyarBurok, 
Penang Legal Aid Centre and miscellaneous 
arts and crafts, food and beverage booths 
were opened to the public.

17 bands displayed stellar showmanship 
as they entertained the crowd with their 

The event was made 
memorable with  energetic 
performances by Amirah Ali, 
An Honest Mistake, Asang, 
Azmyl Yunor, Barcode, 
Bittersweet, Car Crash 
Hearts, Couple, Hocy, Iqbal 
M, Keladak, Ksatriya, Lord 
Bobo’s Minions, Maharajah 
Commission, MC Stiff, 
Nik Izrin and the Casual 
Passengers, Nurul Izzah, Paid 
in Fiction, Petak Daud and 
Project Ei8ht.

original songs; many carrying messages of 
human rights and democracy.  All bands 
have either contributed to the Radio 
Demokratika CD produced by Bar Council, 
Bangkit CD by SABM or Pekan Frinjan, 
except for Couple, Bittersweet and Nurul 
Izzah, who all appeared as special guests.  
There was also poetry reading by Asang. 

The concert was launched by YB Prof Dr 
P Ramasamy, Deputy Chief Minister of 
Penang, on behalf of the Chief Minister of 
Penang.  YES and Malaysiakini participated 
as sponsors.
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Upcoming Events
Organised by Bar Council

Malaysia/Singapore Bench and Bar Games 2011

Date: 29 Apr to 1 May 2011 (Friday to Sunday)
Venue: Singapore
Contact: Sumitra Penesar (03-2026 0864)

Conference on Legal Education

Date: 29 and 30 July 2011 (Friday and Saturday)
Venue: Taylor’s University College, Lakeside Campus, 

Selangor
Theme: Qualifying for the Bar – Standards Across the 

Jurisdiction
Contact: Sumitra Penesar (03-2026 0864)

Organised by Kelantan Bar Committee

Kelantan Bar Extraordinary General Meeting 

Date: 15 May 2011 (Sunday)
Time: 12:30 pm to 2:00 pm
Venue: Kelantan Golf and Country Club, Kelantan
Contact: Yeap Kuang Wei, Andrew  

(09-744 8660/09-744 9339)

Organised by Kuala Lumpur Bar Committee

Children’s Nature Camp 

Date: 3, 4 & 5 June 2011 (Friday to Sunday)
Venue: FRIM 
Contact: Environmental and Humanities 

Subcommittee, KL Bar

11th KL/Selangor Bar Games 2011

Date: 11 June 2011 (Saturday) 
Contact: Sports Subcommittee, KL Bar

21st “Sports Carnival” - KL Bar vs RSC

Date: 30 June 2011 (Thursday) & 2 July 2011 
(Saturday) 

Contact: Sports Subcommittee, KL Bar

Visit to Orang Asli Settlement

Date: 30 July 2011 (Saturday)
Contact: YLC & Social Arts and Culture Subcommittee, 

KL Bar

Organised by Penang Bar Committee

Penang Legal Aid Centre Annual General Meeting

Date: 20 May 2011 (Friday)
Time: 4:00 pm
Venue: Hotel Penaga, Hutton Lane, Penang
Contact: Vitushini Sivakumar (04-261 7451)

Penang-Perak Bar Games

Date: July 2011 (To be confirmed)
Time: To be confirmed
Venue: To be confirmed
Contact: Selvi Neelakandan (04- 261 5669)

Organised by Perak Bar Committee

Tripartite Games between Polis DiRaja Malaysia, 
Courts and Perak Bar

Date: 27 and 28 May 2011 (Friday and Saturday)
Venue: Ipoh
Contact: Zaizuraimy b Abd Rahim (019-554 1661)

Organised by Selangor Bar Committee

Malam Suai Mesra 

Date: 11 June 2011 (Saturday) (To be confirmed)
Time: 7:30 pm
Venue:  Kelab Shah Alam, Psn Hishamuddin Alam 

Shah, Seksyen 13, 40000 Shah Alam, 
Selangor

Contact: Ramesh Lachmanan (03-7956 0588)

Upcoming Events
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I have been fortunate enough to 
experience the evolution of legal research 
in Malaysia within this past decade and 
the journey has been a fascinating one.  
I was recruited by LexisNexis fresh out of 
law school to train our customers on Lexis.
com, our online legal research platform at 
that time.  

It was a time when the internet was still 
fairly new to us and lawyers preferred 
referring to printed copies of the Malayan 
Law Journal.  Indexes were a crucial part 
of a lawyer’s research process as they had 
to sieve through volumes of law reports to 
find the right case law.  This was the year 
we first introduced Lexis.com to Malaysian 
lawyers and I was tasked with training the 
growing number of legal professionals 
who became subscribers. 

It was an exciting time where everything 
seemed to happen faster with the internet. 
We used dial-up internet connection and 
I have clear memories of unplugging the 
cable out of a telephone and connecting 
it to my laptop on many 
occasions to conduct a case 
law search and it was good 
enough.  As I was sent to train 
judges, prosecuting officers 
and lawyers, I learnt that we 
all have a common goal when 
conducting legal research.  
We want to ensure that we 
understand what the law is and 
how it is interpreted.  This is the 
fundamental basis upon which 
we practise law, how we argue 
our case in court, how we advise 
our client when an opinion is 
required and ultimately how a 
case is decided in court. 

Two years ago, LexisNexis 
offered me an exciting 
challenge; a chance to be 
a part of developing a new 
online legal research platform 
specifically for Malaysian legal 
practitioners  This was the most 

Legal Research Made Easy
by Gaythri Raman, Associate Director for Marketing, 
LexisNexis Southeast Asia

exciting time for the company as we knew 
that we were changing the landscape 
of legal research in the country and we 
wanted to get it right. 

We systematically conducted focus groups 
on our customers and included them in 
the process of creating this new platform.  
We wanted to create the ideal research 
experience for Malaysian lawyers and we 
asked them which of our publications they 
wanted to access online.  We decided to 
upload our premier secondary content 
publications online into an easy-to-use 
interface and make this affordable to all 
legal professionals in Malaysia.  With a 
lot of planning, brainstorming and with 
the whole organisation believing in it and 
working towards creating it, we launched 
Lexis® Malaysia last year.  

Users now no longer need to think too 
hard about their research process.  When 
they are faced with an unfamiliar area 
of law, they start the research with an 
encyclopedic work or a secondary text.  

As they understand it better, they click 
on case law and legislation which are 
referenced and the hyperlink takes them 
directly to the judgment and they journey 
further into their research.  As our users 
prepare to go against an opponent in 
court, they want certainty of the law 
as it stands today.  With access to both 
local and international up-to-date case 
law, oour users are assured that they are 
able to represent their clients in the best 
manner possible.

It has been a successful year for Lexis® 
Malaysia.  We have doubled the number 
of online subscribers compared to our 
old platform, Lexis.com.  A customer 
exclaimed to me recently that we have 
“leveled	the	playing	field	for	law	firms	in	
this country”. Evidenced by the fact that 
two thirds of our customers consist of 
small law firms, we are proud to say that 
we wholeheartedly agree. 

For more information on Lexis® Malaysia, 
go to http://www.lexisnexis.com.my/
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Riding with Passion – An Interview 
with Farrandy Iskandar
by Azman Thaiyub Khan

Farrandy Iskandar b Norshahid, or Fin, as 
he is fondly known to most of his friends, 
is a 34-year-old lawyer from Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor. Having been in practice for seven 
years, Fin has found his passion on dirt 
trails as an avid mountain biker. A hobby 
he picked up in 2008, mountain biking 
has taken him around the country and all 
the way to Thailand to ride in the Kona 
Bikepark Downhill Challenge at Saraburi. 

As someone who loves the great 
outdoor, Fin was 

quickly drawn to cycling and all that came along with it. He started his passion humbly 
with a Le Run full suspension entry level bicycle and soon after added to his collection a 
mid-range Kona Caldera hard trail mountain bike, a Yeti ASX free ride bike and later a 
downhill	Intense	Socom,	commonly	referred	to	as	“rig”.	He	now	uses	the	Kona	Caldera	
for	cross	country	riding,	the	“rig”	for	downhill	riding	and	the	Le	Run	for	free	rides	but	
has since sold off the Yeti ASX.

Fin explained that there are different disciplines in riding, ranging from cross country 
(“XC”),	trail,	all	mountain,	free	ride	and	downhill,	which	are	different	ranging	from	being	
either purely leisure riding to competition/endurance races on one end to terrain riding/
aggressive riding on the other. Fin claims the cross country and downhill challenges as 
his favourite.

Due to the extreme nature of the sport, Fin stresses the importance of 
having good safety equipment as part of the cycling gear. Fin never 

rides without a full face helmet, goggles and body armour, which 
includes elbow pads, gloves and knee guards and proper shoes 

with ankle protectors and sticky rubber soles. He says that a 
good neck brace is also required. Fin learnt this important 
lesson when he broke a wrist and dislocated his knee at 
Saraburi, Thailand.

“Part of the charm of cycling is the ability to go far and 
see place”, says Fin. In fact, riding has taken Fin all around 
the country including Johore (Mount Austin Downhill 
Challenge), Penang (Penang Downhill Challenge), Ipoh 
(Ipoh Downhill Race), Putrajaya (Putrajaya Challenge Park 
Downhill Race), Klang (Bukit Ramlee Downhill Race) and 
Kuantan (Kuantan Downhill Race) among others. 
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Fin’s most frequented riding spot is the 
nearby Bukit Kiara where he also took 
part in the Kiara Downhill Domination.

Although Fin’s main motivation for riding 
is as a way to take his mind off work, he 
does push himself to take part in many 
competitive challenges, some of which 
can be financially rewarding. In fact, Fin 
was once sponsored by a cycling apparel 
brand to join a race. 

Fin terms cycling as an expensive hobby 
equivalent to golf due to the steep 
prices of equipment, apparel and safety 
equipment. However, Fin continues to say 
that he has no regrets for the satisfaction 
he gets from it.  

Fin keeps up to date on scheduled races 
at www.mygravityriders.com and updates 
on equipment at www.fakawitribe.com.
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For more than a century, Brother has won recognition as a brand synonymous with delivering product innovation 
and customer satisfaction. A Japanese company founded in 1908, Brother has 19 production facilities and 43 
sales companies operating in 41 countries in different regions today.

Brother is now a leading brand that produces quality innovative products for the print and imaging, labelling and 
sewing markets. Key products include laser printers, Multi-Function Centres (MFCs), fax machines, labellers, label 
printers, and a wide range of home and industrial sewing machines. A trusted brand worldwide that believes in 
the	“Customer	First”	approach	in	all	aspects	of	our	business,	Brother	has	continuously	met	the	varied	needs	of	
our customers through our comprehensive range of quality solutions.

As an environmentally responsible corporate citizen, Brother’s printing solutions are all friends of the earth. In 2002, 
Brother	became	the	first	printer	manufacturer	to	achieve	the	coveted	TCO	standard	—	the	toughest	environmental	
standard in the world. This is a globally recognised benchmark for excellence in ecology, energy, emissions and 
ergonomics. 

Our machines’ eco-friendliness is determined by the RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) Directive. There is 
restricted use of certain hazardous substances such as lead, mercury and cadmium in the manufacture of our products. 
On	top	of	that,	our	machines	are	labelled	“Energy	Savers”,	which	means	they	consume	less	power,	and	therefore	
contribute to our holistic approach to being environmentally friendly. At Brother, we provide the ideal solutions that 
exceed	expectations	now	and	into	the	future.	We	aim	to	be	“At	Your	Side”	every	step	of	the	way.

Brother: Reliability  
that Takes you Further

Brother’s Top Choice Products

The World’s First A3 Inkjet MFC

Tagged	 as	 the	 “Ultimate	 All-in-one	 Office	
Companion with up to A3 Capabilities 

and Wireless Connectivity”, the most 
amazing thing about the MFC-6490CW 

is that it offers full features. It prints, 
scans, faxes over a network, works as 
a standalone fax machine and copier 
and can attach a scanned document 
to an e-mail. 

The selling point of the MFC-6490CW 
is its A3-sized capability for both 

printing and scanning at the A4-size all 
in one’s price with full features and good 

output quality. 

Other important features include a 50-page 
automatic document feeder (ADF), which 
can handle up to A3 documents, an A3-size 

6-in-1 A3 Colour Inkejet Multi-Function Centre with Wireless Networking
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P-touch — the Labelling Solution 

Brother P-touch Electronic Labelling System is simply the fastest, 
most efficient way to create adhesive-backed labels for 
virtually any home, office, business, school or 
industrial application. Organise your home, 
office, or industry with a P-touch 
labelling systems. Millions of 
people have already 
found the P-touch 
labeller to be an 
effective way to 
organise their home 
and business. Label 
a lmost anything, 
anywhere. 

The two models featured 
here, PT-2030 and PT-2730 
are suitable for office use. 
As high performance labelers, 
these two models are designed 
to suit the office environment. 

flatbed, and both an Ethernet and Wi-Fi support. Two paper 
drawers, for 150 and 250 sheets, which offer the flexibility 

to keep two different kinds or sizes of paper loaded at 
once.

It can also print photo directly from PictBridge cameras, 
memory cards, and USB keys, and it lets you preview 
photos on a colour LCD before printing.

Because size does matter, this machine is not much bigger 
than the A4-size all in one machine. The MFC-6490CW’s 
case is surprisingly compact (12.7x21.3x19.2 inches) and 
it is probably the smallest that prints and scans at A3 size. 
At 15.6 kg, it is one of the few A3-sized all in one that can 
be carried by one person. With the small size and the big 
features that it has, this printer is an investment.

They are extremely useful to label all sorts of office 
equipment, stationeries and other office items. 

The labellers are suitable for both small and large 
offices, corporations, libraries, shops and small 
businesses. The end users could use the labelers for 
file folders, envelopes, binders, cables, keyboards, 

disks, file cabinets/boxes, stacking trays/shelves, 
book cases and anything else that you could think of. 

Just use your imagination.
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Highlights of Sports Events
by Kanarasan Ghandinesen, Logendran K Narayanan and Jaspal Singh

In keeping up with the motto of “Bridging 
the Divide Through Sports”, the Sports 
Committees of the Bar held two main 
sports events in the last quarter.  The 
following events brought our Members 
away from their desks and into their 
sporting gear:

Annual Selangor Bar vs Negeri 
Sembilan Bar/Malacca Bar (Combined) 
Games

The annual Games between Selangor 
Bar and Negeri Sembilan Bar/Malacca 
Bar was hosted by the Negeri Sembilan 
Bar Committee on 21 and 22 Jan 2011.  
Selangor Bar as defending champion 
travelled to Seremban where eight events 
were held. 

The Games ended in a draw with both 
sides winning four events each (Selangor 
Bar took wins in futsal, badminton, 
volleyball and bowling, while the Negeri 
Sembilan/Malacca combined Bar emerged 
victorious in netball, golf, darts and pool).  
Thus, both teams were declared joint 
champions.

Malaysian Bar Closed Golf Tournament 
2011

As a curtain raiser for the 2011/12 term 
Malaysian Bar Sports Committee, the 
Malaysian Golf Closed Tournament 
was recently hosted by the Malacca Bar 
Committee over two days on 26 and 27 
Mar 2011 at Tiara Melaka Golf & Country 
Club and Orna Golf & Country Club.

64 Members of the Bar from as far north 
as Alor Setar and down south from Johor 
Bahru took part in the competition to 
determine the best golfer in the country 
and to select the top golfers to represent 
the Malaysian Bar team in the upcoming 
Malaysia/Singapore Bench and Bar Games 
in Singapore from 29 Apr to 1 May 2011.

Under desert-like conditions with the sun 
mercilessly blazing down, a few Members 
succumbed to the heat and did not 
manage to complete the mandatory 36 
holes.  Those that completed the gruelling 
two-day event found welcome relief in the 
cold drinks and sumptuous lunch that was 
provided.

The Nett Category Champion was S 
Mahendran of the Kuala Lumpur Bar who 
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was presented with the Walter Abraham 
Trophy from Jaspal Singh Gill, the Bar 
Council Sports Committee Chairperson. 
Runner-up was Arif Lokman (Pahang Bar), 
third placing was Song Kok Full (Selangor 
Bar), fourth placing was P Param (Selangor 
Bar) and fifth placing was L Parthiban 
(Johore Bar).

The Gross Category Champion was Anuar 
Hafiz of the Selangor Bar with a gross 
score of 161.  He received his trophy from 
Tony Woon, the newly-elected Secretary 
of the Malaysian Bar.  Runner-up was Ng 
Cheng Kiat (Kuala Lumpur Bar) with a 
score of 167, third placing was Kevin Goh 
(Selangor Bar), fourth placing was Tan 
Fong Luen (Negeri Sembilan Bar) and fifth 
placing was T Sunther (Kuala Lumpur Bar), 
all with a score of 169.  K Puspalingam 
from the Selangor Bar and the Malaysian 
Bar Golf Captain, finished a credible sixth 
placing with a score of 172.

In the Senior Category, Tan Foong Luen 
of the Negeri Sembilan Bar emerged 
as champion while K Puspalingam was 
runner-up.  For the Novelty Prizes, Anuar 
Hafiz won the longest drive prize with a 
drive of 240 metres, while the Nearest Pin 
prizes were won by R Vijay (Selangor Bar) 
and Amran Parimon (Kuala Lumpur Bar).

Special credit must go to K Puspalingam, 
the Golf Captain, and Khairil Aznan Azizi 
of the Malacca Bar for their tireless efforts 
in securing the reservation for the beautiful 
golf courses, prizes and sponsors, and 
ensuring the competition was a success.
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Johore Bar Committee

The	Annual	General	Meeting	(“AGM”)	of	
the Johore Bar was held on 25 Feb 2011, 
wherein the Annual Dinner and Dance 
was held the next day at the Mutiara 
Hotel in Johor Bahru.  The Chief Justice 
of Malaysia, YAA Tun Dato’ Seri Zaki b 
Tun Azmi was the guest of honour.  All 
the Johor Bahru High Court Judges and 
Judicial Commissioners were present. Lim 
Chee Wee, the then-Vice-President of the 
Malaysian Bar, and George Varughese, 
the then-Secretary of the Malaysian Bar, 
represented Bar Council. The event was 
well attended by members of the Johore 
Bar, their spouses and friends.

On 17 Mar 2011, the newly-elected Johore 
Bar Committee paid a courtesy call on the 
Judges and Judicial Commissioners of the 
High Court in Johor Bahru.  During the 
hour-long meeting, the Committee, inter 
alia, highlighted some of the outstanding 
problems and difficulties faced by members 
in court and sought the assistance of the 
Judges to resolve them as soon as possible.  
The Judges agreed to do so.  The Bar 
and the Bench also agreed to maintain 
a good rapport and to extend the fullest 
cooperation to each other in discharging 
their respective functions towards the 
administration of justice.

On 1 Apr 2011, the Johore Bar Committee 
paid a similar courtesy call upon the Judge 
and Judicial Commissioner of the High 
Court in Muar.  This was followed by a 
high tea for lawyers practising in the 
Northern Johore region, comprising Muar, 
Batu Pahat, Segamat and Kluang.

On 7 Apr 2011, the Johore Bar Committee 
organised a high tea at Thistle Hotel, Johor 
Bahru, to welcome the Honourable Dato’ 
Abdul Halim b Aman, who had been 
posted as a High Court Judge in Johor 
Bahru with effect from 1 Nov 2010.  The 
event was attended by all seven judges and 
judicial commissioners in Johor Bahru.

On 8 Apr 2011, the Johore Bar Committee 
held its first dialogue session with Judges 
of the Sessions Court in Johor Bahru, 
which was presided by Justice Vernon 
Ong Lam Kiat, Senior High Court Judge 

in Johor Bahru. The primary purpose of 
the meeting was to discuss and thrash 
out problems faced by members in court.  
There was a healthy exchange of views 
and ideas.  It was agreed that the Chief 
Judge of Malaya’s Practice Directions 
No 1/11 and 2/11 have prescribed clear 
directives on critical areas of concern and 
that they would help resolve many of the 
outstanding issues.

Kedah/Perlis Bar Committee

On 16 Oct 2010, the Young Lawyers 
Fishing Competition was held at MJ 
Fishing Sport Centre, Teluk Kechai, Jalan 
Kuala Kedah, at 8:00 am to 12:30 pm. The 
competition was designed to encourage 
members to take up fishing actvities as a 
hobby and light recreation. 15 different 
species of fish were freed to launch the 
event. The Chairman of Kedah/Perlis Bar 
Committee (”KPBC”), Ahmad Taufiq b 
Baharum, also joined the event. The 1st 
place went to Wan with the catch of three 
(Siakap, Jenahak and Bawal) and the 2nd 

place went to the Chairman himself! Faiz 
was in 3rd place.

From 26 to 31 Oct 2010, 37 members 
and their families took part in a study tour 
to Beijing, China. Among the interesting 
places visited were the Tian’anmen Square, 
Forbidden City, 2008 Beijing Olympics 
Stadium & Complex and the Great Wall 
of China. In the six days spent in China, 
members were able to get to know and 
nourish a closer relationship between the 
young and old, sharing past experiences 
and stories, and created new, beautiful 
memories. 

From 2 to 7 Nov 2010, members in Kedah 
and Perlis suffered from floods due to the 
heavy rains – 16 members from Kedah and 
eight members from Kangar were gravely 
affected. The Welfare Bureau through 
the State Bar Representative, Nazira 
Abd Rahim, requested for contributions/
monetary assistance for the members and 
submitted the names of members who 
were affected to Bar Council.

On 27 Nov 2010, a futsal competition 
participated by KPBC, Alor Setar High 
Court, Sg Petani Lower Courts & PTD 

(Kuala Muda), were held at Padang 
Temusu Futsal Field, Sg Petani, Kedah, at 
8:30 am to 12:30 pm. The Sungai Petani 
Courts team was led by Tuan Haji Zainol b 
Haji Saad, Judge, Sungai Petani Sessions 
Court 3; the Sungai Petani lawyers team 
was led by Faisal Abdullah; the Alor Setar 
lawyers team was led by Ahmad Nazlan 
b Abu Hassan; and the team from Messrs 
Harusin Azuar & Partners who called 
themselves	 “Boleh Makan” ultimately 
won the competition. The runner up was 
the Sungai Petani Courts team.

On 10 Dec 2011, a dialogue was held 
between YAA Perlis Syariah Chief Judge 
and Chief Registrar with the committee 
members (Raudhah, Azira, Siti Razasah and 
Ahmad Zaini). Amongst issues discussed 
were the Syarie lawyers’ ethics, the fees 
and costs structures, rules as to the taking 
of oaths, practice directions, renewal of 
Syarie practising certificate, special cases 
and other matters meant to ensure a 
smooth flow of cases in the Syariah Courts. 
It is hoped that the dialogue session can 
continue to be held from time to time in 
order to elevate the practice of Syariah 
and Syariah Courts itself.

On 17 and 18 Dec 2010, the Family Day 
celebration was held at Batu Pahat, Perlis. 
The celebration started with dinner in a 
relaxed atmosphere ala barbecue at the 
Sungai Batu Pahat rest house compound. 
Members and families wind down and 
enjoyed the cool and quiet night away from 
the city. A light informal talk and advice 
was given by an invited speaker to remind 
members how important it is to take care 
of their health. Early the next morning, 
the activities started with senamrobik and 
then members were given a free hand 
in their choice of activities, inter alia, 
horseback riding, fishing, darts or soccer, 
followed by lunch cooked by the mothers 
and ladies (normally and otherwise known 
as ”lawyers”) ala gotong royong in the 
style of a kampung kenduri. After lunch, 
the members participated in telematch 
activities of musical chair, running in 
gunny sacks, coconut bowling, tug-o-
war, etc, played by parents and children 
alike. After the prize-giving ceremonies 
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with members and guests in spite of a foot injury which kept him in pain whilst holding 
court in the ballroom.

On 17 Feb 2011, the State Bar AGM was held. 159 members attended and the quorum 
was reached way before the meeting was scheduled to be convened.  Two candidates 
stood for election for the post of Chairman – Victor Paul a/l Dorai Raj, who garnered 48 
votes and Rao Suryana bt Abdul Rahman, who obtained 79 votes. The post of the State 
Bar Representative was not contested and Ahmad Taufiq b Baharum was duly elected to 
the position. Eight committee members were nominated and duly elected.

Kelantan Bar Committee

The opening event for Kelantan Bar Committee in 2011 was the Majlis Bacaan Tahlil for 
Allahyarham Nik Suhaimi b Nik Hassan and Allahyarham Tuan Dir b Tuan Soh. The event 
was held on 17 Mar 2011 at Masjid Al-Mukhlisin, Padang Perdana Kota Bharu, Kelantan. 
Ustaz Hj Ropien b Hassan, Head Deputy Director, Community Development Department, 
Majlis Perbandaran Kota Bharu Bandaraya Islam, gave a tazkirah and led the prayers for 
the 40 attendees.

and a short speech, members and families 
waved goodbye to the land of Perlis Indera 
Kayangan.

On 19 Dec 2010, a discussion on 
”Apostacy & Its Implications from the 
Legal Perspective” was held. The KPBC 
Syariah Law Committee engaged in the 
discussion, held with the cooperation 
of Majlis Agama Islam Negeri Kedah at 
Pusat Bimbingan Saudara Baru, Sungai 
Petani, Kedah, with about 100 mualafs 
(new brothers and sisters in Islam) from 
the districts of Sungai Petani and Kulim. 
Siti Razasah Abd Razak and Nawal Harun 
represented KPBC in this discussion.

On 10 Feb 2011, a dialogue was held with 
the Office of the Kedah Mufti in respect 
of matters related to Majlis Fatwa Kedah. 
Nine representatives from the KPBC 
Syariah Law Committee participated in 
the majlis attended by Yang Berbahagia 
Sahibus Samahah Dato’ Mufti of Kedah, 
his Deputy and Research Officer. 

On 12 Feb 2011, the annual dinner of 
KPBC was held at the Sungai Petani Inn, 
attended by approximately 100 members 
and honoured by the attendance of YA 
Dato Azman b Hussin, YA Puan See Mee 
Chun and YA Dato’ Zakiah bt Kassim, as 
well as YB Dato’ Anas b Ahmad Zakie, the 
State Legal Adviser. Other guests included 
the judges, magistrates, registrars and 
SARs of the Kedah Judiciary. Najib Hanif, 
the Malaysian Tom Jones succeeded in 
mesmerising the members with his popular 
and ‘trademark’ songs. A slide show of the 
year’s activities was also presented to the 
members. KPBC was especially touched 
that YA Dato Azman had graced the 
dinner and stayed long enough to engage 
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EHC also organised a forum on climate 
change on 22 Feb 2011 at Bar Council.

The Criminal Practice Committee organised 
a	seminar	on	“Overview	of	 the	Criminal	
Procedure Code (Amendments 2010)”, 
presented by Datuk Baljit Singh Sidhu and 
Datuk V Sithambaram on 30 Nov 2010.

The Professional Development Committee 
organised 10 seminars between October 
2010 and February 2011.

The	 Pupils	Welfare	Committee	 (“PWC”)	
organised monthly civil litigation and 
criminal litigation workshops 
for  pupi l s , 

the aim of 
which was to introduce 

pupils to basic legal practice. The PWC 
also organised monthly dialogues on the 
Ethics	and	Professional	Standards	(“EPS”)	
examination where pupils were briefed on 
the purpose for the EPS course and the 
usual problems relating to examination 
failure, and also a legal career fair at Corus 
Hotel on 12 Feb 2011, which also saw the 
launching of the Pupillage Handbook & 
Directory. The publication was sponsored 
by CrimsonLogic.

The Social, Arts and Culture Committee 
(“SACC”)	 organised	 the	 annual	 dinner	
and dance, themed Legally Glamorous, on 
13 Nov 2011 at Prince Hotel. SACC also 
organised a screening of Harry Potter 7 at 
GSC Pavillion on 18 Nov 2010. 

The Conveyancing Practice Committee 
organised a high tea and get together 
on 25 Jan 2011. Held at Annexe Central 
Market, it was also attended by the heads 
of various related government agencies 
involved in conveyancing matters.

The	Young	Lawyers	Committee	 (“YLC”)	
organised	 a	 “Day	 with	 the	 Young	
Lawyers” at Taylor’s University College on 
30 Oct 2010. YLC also organised a Sports 

Carnival on 31 Oct 2010 at the Challenger 
Sports Centre, Petaling Jaya.

Malacca Bar Committee

The Malacca Bar annual dinner was held 
on 30 Oct 2010 at Renaissance Hotel. The 
dinner was graced by the presence of High 
Court Judge, YA Datuk Halijah bt Abbas 
and her husband Dr Saleh b Abdullah, 
Tuan Abu Bakar b Katar and spouse and 
Elesabet Paya Wan. The entertainment 
was by Comedy Court, who put on an 
80-minute performance. In addition, the 
pupils in chambers (under the capable 

leadership of Nizam Bashir, 

Chairperson of the 
Young Lawyers and Chambering Pupils 
Subcommittee) also entertained with a 
medley of songs and dances.

The Malacca Bar Futsal Tournament (Ng 
Kong Peng Challenge Trophy) was held 
at the A Sport Arena Klebang Besar, 
Malacca, on 27 Nov 2010. The challenge 
trophies were donated by Ng Kong Peng. 
Four teams registered (each with six 
players) and took part in the tournament. 
All Star FC won this 1st Malacca Bar Futsal 
Tournament.

As part of the outreach programme under 
the Bar Council Human Rights Committee, 
a training workshop was organised in 
Straits Malacca Hotel on 18 Dec 2010. 
Approximately 25 members of the 
Malacca Bar, including pupils in chambers, 
attended the half-day workshop. Trainers 
from KL made the trip down to Malacca 
to share and encourage members to get 
involved in human rights work.

The Bar Council Legal Aid Centre Malacca 
held	its	“Law	Awareness	Campaign	2010”	
on the 16 and 17 Oct 2010 at Giant 
Hypermarket, Bachang, Malacca, at 10:00 
am to 5:00 pm. A total of 82 enquiries 
were attended to by 25 volunteer lawyers 

Kuala Lumpur Bar Committee 

The	KL	Bar	Committee	 (“KLBC”)	 held	 a	
reference proceeding on 10 Feb 2011 in 
memory of six departed members of the 
KL Bar, namely Allahyarham Mohamed 
b Dato’ Mahbob, Allahyarham Tan Sri 
Dato’ Seri Haji Mohamed Yusoff b Haji 
Mohamed, the late Leong See Ming, the 
late Sng Kim Kuay, the late Ngae Koh 
Kieng, the late Rajasingam Ratnasingam 
and the late Satish PS Nair.

KLBC, in collaboration with the Bar Council 
Constitutional Law Committee, launched 

the MyConstitution Campaign 

for the Federal 
Territory at HELP University College 
on 16 Feb 2011.

The Civil Court Liaison Committee 
organised	a	dialogue	entitled	“The	State	of	
our Practice” on 26 Oct 2010. The topics 
discussed	 were	 “Speed	 over	 Justice”,	
“Efficiency	and	Quality	of	Judiciary”	and	“Is	
the Bar Council Meeting its Responsibility 
to the Bar”. The panellists were Tommy 
Thomas, Lim Chee Wee, Fahri Azzat and 
the session was moderated by Ambiga 
Sreenevasan. 

The Information Technology Committee 
organised an IT Law Forum at KDU 
University College on 12 Nov 2010, 
officiated by YB Dato’ Maglin Dennis 
D’Cruz, Deputy Minister II of Information 
Communications and Culture. The topics 
discussed	 were	 “Green	 Dam	 –	 Internet	
Censorship … A Cat and Mouse Game?”, 
“Personal	 Data	 Protection	 Act	 –	 Where	
Do	We	Go	from	Here”	and	“The	Future	of	
Social Media”.

The Environmental and Humanities 
Committee	 (“EHC”)	organised	a	 talk	by	
Tony	Oposa	on	“What	Lawyers	Can	Do	for	
Climate Change” on 27 Jan 2011.
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from the Malacca Bar. The pupils in chambers assisted by 
publicising the event and they also honed their interviewing 
skills by observing the volunteer lawyers. Pamphlets (including 
the Red Book) on various legal issues were handed out.

Negeri Sembilan Bar Committee

The annual law awareness programme was held at the Centre Point, Seremban, on 25 
and 26 Sept 2010, where experienced volunteer lawyers and pupils in chambers were on 
duty to advise on the sale & purchase of property, divorce, drugs, stolen property, traffic 
offences and employment matters.

On 17 Dec 2010, the Human Rights/Welfare Committee, and the Bar Room and Library 
Committee jointly decided to sell items such as secondhand story books, magazines, etc, 
which have been donated by members. A total sum of RM1,109 was collected during the 
jumble sale, which was held at the Ground Floor of the Negeri Sembilan Bar Building.

The Human Rights Committee handed financial assistance of RM200 to single mothers in 
Negeri Sembilan and RM1,000 for the purchase of four wheelchairs for the disabled.

The following sporting events were held:

Annual Bowling Tournament at Seremban Parade on 11 June 2010;

Golf Challenge was held at Bukit Unggul Golf and Country Resort, Bangi, on 25 Sept 
2010; and

Annual Tripartite Bar Bench Games 2010 on 21 and 22 Jan 2011.

The Negeri Sembilan Bar also held a courtesy call to the State Treasurer on 7 Jan 2011 
and subsequently a courtesy call to the CPO on 12 Jan 2011.

The opening event of the Social Committee was the karaoke contest which was held on 
26 June 2010, followed by Majlis Berbuka Puasa on 20 Aug 2010 and the annual dinner 
and dance on 2 Oct 2010 at the Klana Resort, Seremban. The dinner was attended by 
Yang Arif Dato’ Rosnaini Saub and members of the Judicial and Legal Services. The 
highlight of the dinner was the performance of Lina Hangat.

N	Nahendran,	author	of	the	book	entitled	“Trial	Lawyers	Companian”	gave	a	talk	on	the	
finer aspects of advocacy on 23 July 2010 while T Sudharsanan gave an interesting talk 
on	“The	Interpretation	of	Contracts	–	Current	Trend”	on	22	Sept	2010.

Pahang Bar Committee

The Pahang Bar annual dinner was held at the Sultan Ahmad Shah International 
Convention Centre, Kuantan, Pahang, on 29 Jan 2011. The guest of honour was His 
Royal Highness the Sultan of Pahang, Sultan Haji Ahmad Shah. Other prominent guests 
included the Mentri Besar of Pahang, Dato Sri Diraja Dr Haji Adnan Bin Yaakob; High 

Court Judges of Kuantan, Dato Mariana bt 
Yahya and Dato Haji Akhtar b Tahir. Lim 
Chee Wee and George Varughese were 
also present.

The Pahang Bar 41st AGM took place at 
Vistana Hotel, Kuantan, Pahang, on 26 
Feb 2011. Hon Kai Ping was elected as the 
Chairman and R Sarengapani, the State 
Bar Representative.

Penang Bar Committee

A	talk	on	“Intellectual	Property:	Industrial	
Design, Patent, Trade Mark and Copyright” 
was co-organised with the Bar Council 
Intellectual Property Committee on 29 Oct 
2010, which featured Gerald Samuel and 
Brian Law as the speakers.

An Islamic Finance Workshop was 
conducted on 10 and 11 Nov 2010 whilst 
the Syariah Subcommittee held a Majlis 
Bacaan Tahlil & Yasin on 13 Nov 2010.

The National Legal Aid 30th anniversary 
dinner was held on 19 Nov 2010 at E&O 
Hotel Penang. 

A farewell dinner was organised in honour 
of YA Dato’ John Louis O’Hara and the 
event was held at Penang Club on 17 Dec 
2010.

The Penang Bar Badminton Championship 
was held on 29 Jan 2011. This was also 
in preparation of the upcoming Malaysia/
Singapore Bench & Bar Games.

Perak Bar Committee

The Perak Bar annual dinner was held on 
27 Nov 2010 at Le View Yuen Hotel.  This 
year the Social Subcommittee came up 
with	a	theme	“Retro	Chic”.		The	emcees	
for the night were the bewitching Amber 
Tan (with neon pink tights) and the 
dashing Ahmad Yani (with his retro batik 
prints).
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Terengganu Bar Committee

The Faculty of Law and International 
Relations of University of Sultan Zainal 
Abidin, Terengganu, collaborated with the 
Terengganu Bar Committee in organising 
the Tan Sri Harun M Hashim’s National 
Client Consultation Competition 2011 
on 19 Feb 2011. The competition saw 
participation from the law faculty of 
seven local universities. The judges for 
the competition were lawyers from the 
Terengganu Bar. Yang Arif Dato’ Haji 
Mohamad Yazid b Haji Mustafa, High 
Court Judge of Terengganu, was invited to 
judge the final round of the competition. 
University Utara Malaysia won the 
competition and will represent Malaysia 
to the Louis M Brown International Client 
Counseling Competition at University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas.

On 9 Mar 2011, the Terengganu Bar 
Committee organised their annual dinner 
at the Permai Hotel Kuala Terengganu. The 
dinner was held to welcome the new Kuala 
Terengganu High Court Judge, Yang Arif 
Dato’ Haji Mohamad Yazid b Haji Mustafa, 
and Sessions Court Judge, Tuan Zainal 
Abidin b Kamarudin. It was also held to bid 
farewell to outgoing Sessions Court Judge, 
Tuan M Bakri b Abd Majid who had been 
transferred to the MACC Court.

As part of activities for the members, the 
Terengganu Bar Committee arranged for 
practice session with the help of Persatuan 
Menembak Negeri Terengganu.

The night was also enlivened by 
performance from Aris Ariwatan and the 
Permata Band.  Audiences were tickled 
pink when YB Thomas Su and the gang 
were called on stage.  The luckiest person 
that night was Norazali Nordin aka Azali 
Arumugam (Alleycat) who won the 40-inch 
LCD and the 2D1N stay in Penang.

Selangor Bar Committee

The Selangor Bar Committee hosted, 
organised and participated in various 
events over the past five months. As part 
of continuing legal education initiative, 
the Committee organised talks and 
forums on the following areas, namely 
“Conveyancing	 Matters”,	 “Tracing	
& Discovering Matrimonial Assets”, 
“Penceraian Secara SMS dan Hak-Hak 
Wanita Selepas Penceraian Mengikut 
Perundangan Syariah & Sivil”,	 “Syariah	
Wills”,	“Taxation	Law”,	“Nikah Sindiket 
& Kahwin Lari Menurut Perspektif Syarak 
dan Undang-Undang Pentadbiran Agama 
Islam di Negeri-Negeri Malaysia” and 
“Amendments	to	the	Criminal	Procedure	
Code”. All talks were well attended.

Selangor Bar’s premier social event, the 
annual dinner and dance was held at 
Concorde Shah Alam on 30 Oct 2010. The 
event,	themed	“License	to	Chill:	007”,	was	
a resounding success with more than 500 
guests in attendance.  The guests enjoyed 
a wonderful evening where they were 

entertained by Rienna Barr, Jo Kukathas 
and salsa dancers.

The Legal Aid Centre carried out three law 
awareness programs in this period. Our 
volunteers visited Sekolah Kebangsaan 
Jugra Banting to speak on aspects of the 
criminal law to the students, many of 
whom are involved in criminal activities 
and have been arrested by the police. 
Volunteers also reached out to residents in 
Kota Kemuning, particularly on land and 
syariah issues. The last programme was 
held in Sabak Bernam.

In sports, Selangor Bar wrested back the 
Lall Singh Muker Trophy by winning the 
annual Selangor-KL Bar Games which they 
hosted in December. Selangor Bar then 
tied the annual Selangor-Negeri Sembilan/
Malacca Bar Games hosted by Negeri 
Sembilan Bar in January, where both were 
declared joint champions. Finally, the 
Selangor Bar hockey team first foray in 
the Selangor hockey league finished with 
a credible fourth-place finish.

The Selangor Bar’s AGM was held on 17 
Feb 2011. Kanarasan Ghandinesen was 
elected as Chairman while Rajpal Singh was 
elected as the State Bar Representative. 
Among the issues discussed at the AGM 
were matters relating to the courts and 
the Land Office.
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Johore Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson S Gunasegaran
Secretary P Sunthara Jothi
Committee 
Members

Andrew Wong Fook Hin
Kuna Nadasen
Mazni bt Mohamad Ikhwan
Norhayati bt Mohamed
R Jayabalan
Shahareen Begum bt Abdul Subhan
Sujata L d/o M P Lakshmanan
Syed Ismail b Syed Omar
Tho Kam Chew
Yvonne Young Ai Peng

Representative 
to Bar Council

K Mohan

Kedah/Perlis Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson Rao Suryana bt Abdul Rahman
Secretary Aniqah bt Zakaria
Committee 
Members

Ahmad Zaini b Samsudin
Mohamad Khairuddin b Mohamad  
 Amin
Mohamad Zulkifli b Osman
Rozakiah bt Arifin
Rusdiah bt Hassan
Sharifah Noor Ainaa bt Syed Nasir
Siti Hajar bt Ahmad
Siti Razasah bt Abd Razak

Representative 
to Bar Council

Ahmad Taufiq b Baharum

Kelantan Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson Aziz b Haniff
Secretary Andrew Yeap Kuang Wei
Committee 
Members

Fazuny b Mohd Noor
Maziana bt Hussin
Mohd Alami b Lazin
Mohd Allaudin b Mat Nor
Muhammad Hasif b Hasan
Nik Bahrum b Nik Abdullah
Noor Azizah bt Abdullah
Norah bt Abu Bakar
Roshayati bt Hassan

Representative 
to Bar Council

Aaron Abraham

Kuala Lumpur Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson Brendan Navin Siva
Secretary Baljit Singh Sidhu
Committee 
Members
(*Co-opted)

Agnes Chan Kim Hong*
Choo Dee Wei
Harleen Kaur d/o Tarjeet Singh
Jason Kong*
Jeremiah R Gurusamy
Kenneth Wong Poh Lim
Khaizan Sharizad bt Ab Razak
Muhendaran Suppiah
Ravinder Singh Dhalliwal
Roger Chan Weng Keng
Syahredzan Johan

Representative 
to Bar Council

Dipendra Harshad Rai

State Bar Committees 2011/2012
Malacca Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson Ng Kong Peng
Secretary Jason Kay Kit Leon
Committee 
Members

Jaspal Singh Gill
Karen Cheah Yee Lynn
Kesavan s/o P Krishnan
Mahaiyuddin b Musa
Valerie Choo Huae Ling

Representative 
to Bar Council

Desmond Ho Chee Cheong

Negeri Sembilan Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson Zainuritha-Alfa bt Datuk Abu  

 Hassan
Secretary Francine Cheryl d/o Rajendram
Committee 
Members

Hanif b Hassan
Indran Kumaraguru
Joseph Mathews
Maishiah bt Hj Hasan
Manian Raju
Mohamad Nor Hisam b Hussain
Ridzmann Chee Abdullah
Tee Kim Chan
Vasagarajan s/o Sinivasagam

Representative to 
Bar Council

Tony Woon Yeow Thong

Pahang Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson Hon Kai Ping
Secretary Muthu Kumar s/o Suya Kumanan
Committee 
Members

Abdullah Johari b Hamzah
Bob Arumugam
Kevin Kam Soon Aun
Larry Yeoh Soon Lai
Mohamed Sazali b Abd Aziz
Mohammad Hamizey b Mat Taib
Mohd Izhan b Razali
Muzamil Alif Mohamad
Nurul Aznie bt Ibrahim
Zaharman b Zainal Abidin

Representative 
to Bar Council

Sarengapani Rajoo

Penang Bar Committee

Title Name
Chairperson Gnasegaran s/o Egamparam
Secretary Devkumar s/o K Kumarendran
Committee 
Members
(*Co-opted)

Abdul Fareed b Abdul Gafoor*
Harcharan Singh s/o Najar Singh
Jo-Anne Leslie De Vries
Lee Guan Tong
Mohamed Ezri b Abdul Wahab
Navinder Kaur Jeey 
Nazriah bt Shaik Alawdin*
Nicholas Tan Soon Teik
Parthipan s/o K Vairavan
Simon Tan Hong Jin
Tengku Hezrul Anuar b Tengku  
 Abdul Samad

Representative to 
Bar Council

Murelidaran s/o M Navaratnam

Perak Bar Committee

Title Name

Chairperson Mad Diah b Endut

Secretary Hemalatha Parasa Ramulu

Committee 
Members

Adham Jamalullail Hj Ibrahim
Danial Rahman b Yang Razali
Kenny Lai Choe Ken
Khairilazwar Khalil
N P Ramachandran
Noorehan bt Zakaria
Norazali b Nordin
Surindar Singh s/o Chain Singh 
Zaireen bt Zainal 
Zaizuraimy b Abd Rahim

Representative to 
Bar Council

Shamsuriah bt Sulaiman

Selangor Bar Committee

Title Name

Chairperson Kanarasan Ghandinesen

Secretary Sumathi Murugiah

Committee 
Members
(*Co-opted)

A Vishnu Kumar
Komathi Arunasalam
Logendran s/o K Narayanan
Mohan Ramakrishnan
Noor Suhaila Saad
Ramesh Lachmanan*
Ramesh Supramaniam
Sally Chee Lai Yan*
Suraj Singh
Tejindarpal Kaur
Christina Teoh Ai Chin

Representative to 
Bar Council

Rajpal Singh

Terengganu Bar Committee

Title Name

Chairperson Amirruddin b Abu Bakar

Secretary Salwa bt Mansor

Committee 
Members
(*YL Representative)

Abdul Hadi b Ahmad @   
 Mohamed
Anuwar b Mohd
Asmadi b Awang
Faridah bt Yusoff
Hazri b Haris*
Juna bt Jusoh
Mazlan b Md Zain
Mohd Hayyatuddin b Muhamad*
Mohd Hisham b Hashim
Mohd Zamri b Md Jail
Rosnah bt Zakaria
Ubaidillah b Dato’ Hj Awang

Representative to 
Bar Council

Mukhtar b Abdullah
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Swimming Lessons 
for Baby Sharks 
The Essential Guide to Thriving  
as a New Lawyer 
Author: Cleveland, Grover E

Review by Louis D’Souza, Singapore Legal Aid Bureau

Books for new lawyers often deal with 
advocacy only. There are hardly any books 
which offer practical advice after you graduate 
from law school. That is why *Swimming 
Lessons for Baby Sharks is like an oasis in the 
parched desert. It only contains 146 pages 
but is filled with invaluable tips, checklists and 
useful advice for new lawyers which will not 
only ensure their success in the profession, but 
more importantly, their survival. 

The book is useful not only for new lawyers 
in private practice (whether in a big or small 
firm), in government, in-house, and I daresay, 
even for non-lawyers. Although it was written 
for attorneys in the United States, the advice 
is universal. After all, all sharks behave in the 
same manner anywhere.

The book is designed to provide relevant 
information quickly and starts with the day 
you graduate from law school and ends with 
the day you leave the firm. Each chapter 
starts with an indispensible piece of advice 

illustrated by one or two real life anecdotes followed by bulleted checklists which 
have	convenient	boxes	for	checking.	Tantalising	chapters	like	“Making	Yourself	
Indispensible	with	Exceptional	Legal	Work”,	“Building	Relationships	with	Other	
Lawyers”,	“Managing	Your	Life”	together	with	an	affable	writing	style	makes	this	
book an engaging read. Swimming Lessons for Baby Sharks really lives up to its 
hype	as	providing	“useful,	practical	advice	that	law	schools	never	teach”.

As a shark for over 20 years, I can relate to the stories that illustrate the points 
the writer makes. I can even volunteer similar stories. I wished the book was 
around when I first started out. This book should be essential reading for any 
new lawyer. 

The author was a former partner at a large firm, Foster Pepper PLLC. He speaks 
from experience. The author has a website www.swimminglessonsforbabysharks.
com which, unfortunately, is only for you to give him feedback on the book. 
Maybe he will start a blog soon.

* Swimming Lessons for Baby Sharks is available at 
www.amazon.com or 
www.swimminglessonsforbabysharks.com

** Published in the Singapore Law Gazette April 2011
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Across

1. promise to tell the truth (4)

6. evidence put before the court (7)

7. believable (8)

8. grouping of documents (6)

12. court clerk and default  
translator (11)

16. answer to charge (4)

17. repeat what he said (7)

18. argue on law and fact (6)

19. person giving factual evidence (7)

Down

2. statement on oath (9)

3. witness of authority on subject matter (6)

4. exchange/obtain evidence (9)

5. somewhere else at the time (5)

9. second examination (2)

10. submit as evidence (6)

11. written version of parties’ case (9)

13. hearing with witnesses (5)

14. getting up (4)

15. questions disallowed during EIC (7)

16. pre-trial case management (4)

Crossword Puzzle – Advocacy
by Syamsuriatina Ishak

Answers

Across

1. OATH — promise to tell the ruth 
(4)

6. EXHIBIT — evidence put before 
the  
court (7)

7. CREDIBLE — 
believable (8)

8. BUNDLE — grouping of 
documents (6)

12. INTERPRETER — court clerk and 
default translator (11)

16. PLEA — answer to charge (4)
17. HEARSAY — repeat what he 

said (7)
18. SUBMIT — argue on law and 

fact (6)
19. WITNESS — person giving 

factual evidence (7)

Down

2. AFFIDAVIT — statement on oath 
(9)

3. EXPERT — witness of authority 
on subjectmatter (6)

4. DISCOVERY — exchange/obtain 
evidence (9)

5. ALIBI — somewhere else at the 
time (5)

9. RE — second examination (2)
10. TENDER — submit as  

evidence (6)
11. PLEADINGS — written version of 

parties’  
case (9)

13. TRIAL — hearing with witnesses 
(5)

14. PREP — getting up (4)
15. LEADING — questions 

disallowed during EIC (7)
16. PTCM — pre-trial case  

management (4)
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Sudoku is a game of logic and deduction, 
with the objective of filling all the 
blank squares with the correct numbers 
in the 9x9 game square, subject to the 
following rules: 

•	 Every row and every column of nine 
numbers must include all digits, 1 
through 9, in any order; and 

•	 Every	 3x3	 subsection	 of	 the	 9x9	
square must include all digits, 1 
through 9.

Sudoku



  
    
  

  
    

  
  

    
  



  



 

 

1-KIND-1 
MALAYSIAN

by Cecil Rajendra

(written for a 1Malaysia Poetry Recital to which I was not invited)

i am a Tamil first

Indian second

Hindu third

and dan, and dan …

i am a Hakka first

Chinese second

Buddhist third

and dan, and dan …

i am Dutch first

Eurasian second

Christian third

and dan, and dan …

i am Malay first

Bumi second

Muslim third

and dan, and dan …

And then, you know, lah

like DPM also, i am

one hunnert per sen

1-kind of Malaysian, mah!
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SUMMARY OF CIRCULARS  
(December 2010 - March 2011)

Circular No Title Summary

278/2010 Classification of Appeal and Application Codes in the Court of 
Appeal for Cases Registered at the New High Courts of the Civil 
Division (NCvC)

Appellants or applicants for cases registered at the NCvC Court should include 
the	letters	“NCvC”	when	filing	the	Notice	of	Appeal	or	Notice	of	Motion	for	
those cases at the Court of Appeal.

291/2010 Amendment to Bar Council Ruling 3.02(7) – Names on letterhead 
and stationery

Access this circular to view the amendment to Bar Council Ruling 3.02(7) – 
Names on letterhead and stationery, which took effect from 16 Dec 2010.

293/2010 Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing Act 2001: 
Checklist for Legal Firms

Bar Council has formulated a checklist to assist Members in working their way 
through	the	“Know	Your	Client”	guidelines	issued	by	Bank Negara Malaysia 
pursuant to the Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing Act 
2001.

296/2010 Directory of all Chiefs of District Criminal Investigation 
Department

Access this circular to view a directory of the contact details of all Chiefs of 
District Criminal Investigation Department in Malaysia. 

303/2010 Service of Petitions for Admission on Attorney General’s 
Chambers

The service of Petitions for Admission should be served at the Attorney General’s 
Chambers	(“AGC”)	Putrajaya	office	and	not	at	AGC’s	state	offices.	Documents	
can be served in person or by post.

313/2010 Copy of Cases Included in the Pilot Project of the Digital Recording 
System in the Industrial Courts in CD/DVD Format

YA Puan Susila Sithamparam, President of the Industrial Court, informed that 
any party who wishes to obtain copies of the cases included in the pilot project, 
in CD/DVD format, should submit an official request to the relevant court.

317/2010 Implementation of e-Appellate System in Kuala Lumpur High Court 
(Appellate and Special Powers Division) 3

The e-Appellate System will be fully implemented at the Kuala Lumpur High 
Court (Appellate and Special Powers Division) 3, which involves appeal cases 
from the Magistrates Court (Code 11A and 11B) and Sessions Court (Code 12A 
and 12B), with effect from 3 Jan 2011.

009/2011 Implementation of Tracking System at Kuala Lumpur, Selangor and 
Shah Alam Criminal High Courts

A tracking system was implemented at all Kuala Lumpur, Selangor and Shah 
Alam Criminal High Courts beginning on 3 Jan 2011.

014/2011 Malaysian Code on Take-overs and Mergers 2010 The Malaysian Code on Take-overs and Mergers 2010 and the Practice Notes 
on the 2010 Code replaced their 1998 counterparts, while the Guidelines and 
Contents of Applications relating to Take-overs and Mergers replaced the 
Guidelines on Offer Documentation, and the Format and Contents Applications. 
The 2010 documents, which came into effect on 15 Dec 2010, are available 
from the Securities Commission’s website at www.sc.com.my.

020/2011 Meeting and Dialogue Between Bar Council and the Judiciary This circular provides a summary of the issues agreed upon between the Judiciary 
and Bar Council from a meeting and dialogue that took place on 29 Sept 2010 
and 8 Jan 2011, respectively.  

026/2011 List of Managing Judges, Senior Judges and State Director of the 
High Court of Malaya and Announcement of 14 Mahkamah Khas 
Rasuah

Access this circular to view: 
(1) List of Managing Judges, Senior Judges and State Director of the High 

Court of Malaya; and
(2) Locations of 14 Mahkamah Khas Rasuah that will be in operation from 16 

Feb 2011.

038/2011 Practice Direction No 1 of 2011: Period of Claim for Services of 
Lawyers Appointed by the Court in Death Penalty Cases

Access this circular to view a copy of Practice Direction No 1 of 2011: 
Period of Claim for Services of Lawyers Appointed by the Court in Death Penalty 
Cases. 

041/2011 Meetings Between Bar Council and the Judiciary During the 
2010/2011 Term

This circular contains a list of eight issues regarding court matters and the 
administration of justice that was agreed upon between Bar Council and the 
Judiciary from meetings held during the 2010/2011 term.

042/2011 Practice Direction No 2 of 2011: Commencement of Court Sitting Access this circular to view Practice Direction No 2 of 2011: Commencement of 
Court Sitting, which took effect from 1 Mar 2011.

045/2011 Launch of E-filing System The e-filing system, a component of the Judiciary’s e-Kehakiman initiative, affects 
the registration of cases, and necessitates that payments be done online.  
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NEW BOOKS
Anandan Krishnan. Words, Phrases & Maxims: Legally & Judicially 

Defined, Vol 16 [A – C], Vol 17 [D – I], Vol 18 [J – P],  
Vol 19 [Q – Z] & Consolidated Index, Petaling Jaya, Selangor: 
LexisNexis, 2010.

Arnould, Joseph. Arnould’s Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 
17th ed, London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2008.

Arnould, Joseph. Arnould’s Law of Marine Insurance and General 
Average: 1st supplement to the 17th ed, London: Sweet & 
Maxwell, 2010.

Ashgar Ali Ali Mohamed.  Sexual Harassment at the Workplace in 
Malaysia. Ampang, Selangor: CLJ Publication, 2011

Bugden, Paul M. Goods in Transit and Freight Forwarding, 2nd 
ed, London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2010.

Cordery, Arthur. Cordery on Legal Services. (title changed from 
Cordery on Solicitors), 9th ed, London: LexisNexis, 2010.

Fong, JC.  Law on Native Customary Land in Sarawak, Petaling 
Jaya, Selangor: Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 2011.

Hudson, Alfred Arthur. Hudson’s Building and Engineering 
Contracts. 12th ed, London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2010.

Kelly, James Henry. Kelly’s Legal Precedents (formerly known as 
Kelly’s Draftsman), 20th ed, by Roderick Ramage,  London: 
LexisNexis, 2010.

LIBRARY UPDATES

Kok, SY. The Torrens System and Equitable Principles, Petaling 
Jaya, Selangor:  Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 2010.

Lee, Chong Fook. The Process Of Criminal Justice: Part I: 
Investigation and Pre-trial Proceedings. Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor: LexisNexis, 2010.

Mohammad Naqib Ishan Jan. Mediation in Malaysia: the Law and 
Practice, Petaling Jaya, Selangor: LexisNexis, 2010.

Mohammad Naqib Ishan Jan. Use of Force in International Law. 
Ampang, Selangor: CLJ Publication, 2011.

Mohammad Rizal Salim. Malaysian Law on Partnership, 2nd ed, 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor: Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 2010.

Nasser Hamid, Powers of Attorney. Petaling Jaya, Selangor: Gavel 
Publications, 2010.

Strong, Malcolm. Sale of Ships: The Norwegian Saleform, 2nd ed,  
London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2010.

Syed Ahmad SA Alsagoff. Principles of the Law of Contract in 
Malaysia, Petaling Jaya, Selangor: LexisNexis, 2010.

Wong, Adrian. Interlocutory Injunctions, 2nd ed, Hong Kong: 
LexisNexis, 2010.

046/2011 Outcome of Dialogue with the Judiciary on 21 Feb 2011 Access this circular to view: 
(1) The outcome of the dialogue; and 
(2) A copy of the Memorandum on the State of Affairs of Criminal Courts/

Criminal Justice System in Malaysia submitted to the courts on 21 Feb 
2011.

055/2011 New Ruling Made Under Section 57(a) of the Legal Profession Act 
1976 – Advocate and Solicitor Acting as Registered Patent, Trade 
Mark and/or Industrial Design Agent

Access this circular to view the new ruling, which took effect immediately. 

056/2011 New Ruling Made Under Section 57(a) of the Legal Profession 
Act 1976 – Business Card Used by Non-Practising Advocate and 
Solicitor

Access this circular to view the new ruling, which took effect immediately.

059/2011 Mesyuarat Antara Majlis Peguam dan Pihak Kehakiman bagi Sesi 
2010/2011

Pekeliling ini mengandungi senarai lapan isu-isu berkenaan mahkamah dan 
pentadbiran keadilan sepanjang sesi 2010/2011 yang telah dipersetujui antara 
Majlis Peguam dan pihak Kehakiman.

061/2011 Update on the Proposed Amendments to the Legal Profession Act 
1976

Access this circular to view the updates. 

063/2011 Polis DiRaja Malaysia Pledges Its Commitment to Observe Section 
28A of the Criminal Procedure Code

Polis DiRaja Malaysia	(“PDRM”)	pledged	its	commitment	to	the	following:
(1) Set up a special room in 776 police stations nationwide where an arrested 

person can have a private conversation with his or her legal counsel; and
(2) Assign a special liaison officer from PDRM to work closely with Bar 

Council. 

062/2011 Proposed Conditional Fee Rules Access this circular to view the proposed Conditional Fee Rules, which have been 
forwarded to the Attorney General’s Chambers to be approved, and gazetted 
under section 77 of the Legal Profession Act 1976.

The list above highlights some of Bar Council’s circulars sent out to Members of the Bar between December 2010 and March 2011 via email.  Access 
the Malaysian Bar website at www.malaysianbar.org.my to view these, and many other circulars in full.  Please note that some circulars are only 

accessible if you are a registered user of the Malaysian Bar website. 
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LEGISLATIONS
(December 2010 – March 2011)

BILLS 2010
TITLE PUBLICATION 

DATE

Arbitration (Amendment) Act 2010  [DR. 42/2010] 30/12/2010

Agensi Inovasi Malaysia Act 2010  [DR. 41/2010] 23/12/2010

Copyright (Amendment) Act 2010  [DR. 46/2010] 23/12/2010

Co-operative College (Incorporation) (Amendment) Act 2010  [DR. 48/2010] 16/12/2010

International Islamic Liquidity Management Corporation Act 2010 [DR. 
40/2010]

23/12/2010

Kampong Bharu Development Corporation Act 2010 [DR. 45/2010] 15/12/2010

Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Bill 2010  [DR. 24/2010] 9/12/2010

Malaysian Quarantine and Inspection Services Act 2010  [DR. 44/2010] 15/12/2010

Merchant Shipping (Amendment and Extension) Act 2010  [DR. 38/2010] 23/12/2010

Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) (Amendment) Act 2010  [DR. 39/2010] 23/12/2010

Renewable Energy Act 2010  [DR. 47/2010] 23/12/2010

Sustainable Energy Development Authority Act 2010  [DR. 43/2010] 15/12/2010

BILLS 2011
TITLE PUBLICATION 

DATE
Promotion of Investments (Amendment) Act 2011  [DR. 2/2011] 17/3/2011

Veterans Act 2011  [DR. 1/2011] 17/3/2011

PRINCIPAL ACTS 2010
ACT 
NO:

TITLE

ACT 711 WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT 2010
An Act to combat corruption and other wrongdoings by encouraging and 
facilitating disclosures of improper conduct in the public and private sector, to 
protect persons making those disclosures from detrimental action, to provide for 
the matters disclosed to be investigated and dealt with and to provide for other 
matters connected therewith.
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010 – [P.U.(B) 537/2010]

ACT 715 LAND PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACT 2010
An Act to provide for and regulate land public transport and for matters incidental 
thereto.
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011 – [P.U.(B) 43/2011]- all sections except sections 6 to 12.

ACT 716 WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT 2010
An Act to provide for the protection and conservation of wildlife and for matters 
connected therewith.
Notes: - Repeals the Protection of Wildlife Act 1972 [Act 76]
w.e.f.: - 28.12.2010 – [P.U.(B) 545/2010]

ACT 717 PERBADANAN STADIUM MALAYSIA ACT 2010
An Act to establish the Perbadanan Stadium Malaysia, to make provisions in respect 
of the development, operation and management of stadiums, sports complexes 
and facilities, and to provide for consequential and incidental matters.
Notes: - Repeals the Merdeka Stadium Corporation Act 1963 [Act 433].
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011 – [P.U.(B) 92/2011]

ACT 718 AGENSI INOVASI MALAYSIA ACT 2010
An Act to incorporate the Agensi Inovasi Malaysia, to stimulate and develop the 
innovation eco-system in Malaysia towards achieving Vision 2020, and to provide 
for matters connected and incidental thereto.
w.e.f.: - Not yet in force

PRINCIPAL ACTS 2011
ACT 
NO:

TITLE

ACT 719 FINANCE ACT 2011
An Act to amend the Income Tax Act 1967, the Stamp Act 1949, the Petroleum 
(Income Tax) Act  1967, the Real Property Gains Tax Act 1976, the Finance Act 2007 
and the Finance Act 2009.
Notes: - The Income Tax Act 1967 [Act 53], the Stamp Act 1949 [Act 378], the 
Petroleum (Income Tax) Act 1967 [Act 543], the Real Property Gains Tax Act 1976 
[Act 169], the Finance Act 2007 [Act 683] and the Finance Act 2009 [Act 693] are 
amended in the manner specified in Chapters II,III,IV,V,VI and VII respectively. 
w.e.f.: - 28.1.2011 and various dates as specified in the respective chapters for 
each act amended.

ACT 720 MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011
An Act to provide for the continuing existence of the Malaysia Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, the administration of a deposit insurance system and a takaful and 
insurance benefits protection system under this Act and for matters incidental 
thereto or connected therewith.
Notes: - Repeals the Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2005 [Act 642].
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010  

ACT 721 INTERNATIONAL ISLAMIC LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT CORPORATION ACT 2011
An Act to enable Bank Negara Malaysia to become a member of the International 
Islamic Liquidity Management Corporation, to give effect to the agreement 
establishing the International Islamic Liquidity Management Corporation, to 
confer certain powers, privileges and immunities upon the International Islamic 
Liquidity Management Corporation and its subsidiaries and to provide for matters 
connected therewith.
w.e.f.: - 25.10.2010  

ACT 722 FEES (MALAYSIAN METEOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT (VALIDATION) ACT 2011
An Act to validate the collection of fees in respect of any meteorological service 
and publication by the Malaysian Meteorological Department during the period 
from 1 January 1973 to 31 December 2009.
w.e.f.: - 28.1.2011

ACT 723 PRICE CONTROL AND ANTI-PROFITEERING ACT 2011
An Act to control prices of goods and charges for services and to prohibit  
profiteering and to provide for matters connected therewith or incidental 
thereto.
Notes: - Repeals the Price Control Act 1946 [Act 121]
w.e.f.: - Not yet in force.

ACT 724 NATIONAL VISUAL ARTS DEVELOPMENT BOARD ACT 2011
An Act to establish the National Visual Arts Development Board and National 
Visual Arts  Gallery, to provide for the acquisition, preservation, exhibition and 
advancement of works of visual arts in Malaysia and for matters connected 
therewith, to repeal the National Art Gallery Act 1959, to dissolve the Board of 
Trustees of the National Art Gallery andto provide for consequential and incidental 
matters.
Notes: - Repeals the National Art Gallery Act 1959 [Act 516]
- Dissolves the Board of Trustees of the National Art Gallery.
w.e.f.: - Not yet in force.

ACT 
A1388

SUPPLY ACT 2011
An Act to apply a sum from the Consolidated Fund for the service of the year 2011 
and to appropriate that sum for the service of that year.
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

AMENDING ACTS 1985
ACT 
NO: TITLE

ACT A636 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (AMENDMENT) ACT 1985 
w.e.f.: - 10.1.1986 –  ss.2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,14,15,17,18(a)
w.e.f.: - 28.12.2010 [P.U.(B) 548/2010] - ss.9,16,18(b),18(c),18(d),18(e)

AMENDING ACTS 2010
ACT 
NO:

TITLE

ACT 
A1374

TOURISM VEHICLES LICENSING (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010
Notes: - Amends s.1
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011 – [P.U.(B) 47/2011]

ACT 
A1375

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (DISCIPLINE) (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010
Notes: - Amends s.2,5,9,10,,11,12,14,21
- Deletes s.4,13,15,16
w.e.f.: - 1.12.2010 – [P.U.(B) 524/2010]

ACT 
A1376

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES LICENSING BOARD (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010
Notes: - Amends s.1A,2,3,9,27
- Deletes s.4
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011 – [P.U.(B) 44/2011]

ACT 
A1379

DIRECT SALES (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 
Notes: - Amends long title, short title, ss.2,4,6,11,12,Part.III,29,30,31,32,33,34,35
,36,38,39,41,42.
- Inserts new ss.19A, Part.VA (ss.27A,27B),29A,29B,29C,29D,33A,33B,33C,36A,43

A,45, New Sch.
- Deletes s.7
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011 – [P.U.(B) 91/2011]

ACT 
A1381

CONSUMER PROTECTION (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 
Notes: - Amends ss.2,9,11,23,53,98,146
- Inserts new ss.21A, Part IIIA (ss.24A-24J), Part XIA (ss.84A-84D), New Sch.
- Deletes s.103
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011 – [P.U.(B) 48/2011]
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ACT 
A1386

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS (EMPLOYMENT) (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 
Notes: - Amends ss.1A,2,7,14 and 16.
- Inserts new s.9A
- Deletes Sch.1
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011 – [P.U.(B) 87/2011]

ACT 
A1387

MALAYSIAN TIMBER INDUSTRY BOARD (INCORPORATION) (AMENDMENT) ACT 
2010 
Notes: - Amends ss.2,4,9,12,13,14,15,19,20,20A,21,27J,29,30,30A,30B,32,33,33A,3
4,Sch.1,Sch.2,Sch.3
- Inserts new ss.9c,12A,18A,18B,Part.IVA (ss.26A-26W),29B 29F,30C,30D,30E,Sch.4
- Deletes ss.13A,27,27A,27B,27C,27D,27E,27F,27G,27H,27I,27K,28,33B
w.e.f.:- Not yet in force.

AMENDING ACTS 2011
ACT 
NO:

TITLE

ACT 
A1389

BANK SIMPANAN NASIONAL (AMENDMENT) ACT 2011
Notes: - Amends ss.2,5,6,8,9,13,35 and 36
-Inserts new ss.11A,14A,14B,14C and 14D.
w.e.f.: - 24.2.2011 – [P.U.(B) 79/2011]

ACT 
A1390

MONEYLENDERS (AMENDMENT) ACT 2011
Notes: - General Amendment:- Substitutes for the words “holder of the licence” 
wherever they appear, with the words “licensee”.
- Amends ss.1,2,2A,4,4A,5,5F,6,8,9A,9F,9H,10B,10D,10E,10F,10G,10H,10J,10K,10P,

11,11A,16,17,17A,18,19,20,21,23,25,26,29A,29B,29F,29H, Sch.1
- Inserts new ss.9H,10GA,10GB,10OA,10OB,10OC,27A,27B,29AA,29I,29J,29K, 

ch.1A
- Revokes Federal Territory of Labuan (Extension and Modification of the 

Moneylenders Act 1951) Order 2007 [P.U.(A) 413/2007] and States of Sabah and 
Sarawak (Extension and Modification of the Moneylenders Act 1951) Order 2007 
[P.U.(A) 414/2007].

w.e.f.: - Not yet in force.

ACT 
A1391

ROAD TRANSPORT (AMENDMENT) ACT 2011
Notes: - Amends ss.2,5,7,10,11,14,17,21,22,23,34,35,3A, 36,37,38,48,53,56,60,62,6
3,64,65,66,69,71,88,108,109,112,117,118,122,125,
 - Inserts new ss.4A,4B,27A,53A,53B,53C,58A, New Part IIB (ss.66H-66K), 

66H,66I,66J,115A,119B,127A, New Sch.1,2,3 
 - Deletes s.110A 
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011 – [P.U.(B) 37/2011]

LATEST INDEX TO P.U.(A) SERIES 2010
[P.U.(A) 391/2010 - P.U.(A) 485/2010]

As At 31 Dec 2010

Title P.U.(A) 
NO.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND ANTI-TERRORISM FINANCING ACT 2001  
[ACT 613]
ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND ANTI-TERRORISM FINANCING 
(AMENDMENT OF FIRST SCHEDULE) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.85, Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing Act 2001 
Notes: - Amends Sch.5, Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing Act 
2001 [Act 613]
w.e.f.: - 7.12.2010

402/2010

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND ANTI-TERRORISM FINANCING ACT 2001 [ACT 
613]
ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND ANTI-TERRORISM FINANCING 
(INVOCATION OF PART IV) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.8(1), Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing Act 2001 
Notes: - Invocation of Part IV in respect of
- Institutions licensed or registered to carry on gaming business under the Common 

Gaming Houses Act 1953 for cash transactions of any person for the amount of 
fifty thousand ringgit and above in a day.

- dealers of precious metals or precious stones registered under the Companies Act 
1965 and Registration of Businesses Act 1956.

- Bank Pembangunan Malaysia Berhad and Export-Import Bank of Malaysia Berhad, 
both of which are prescribed institution as defined in the Development Financial 
Institutions Act 2002.

- buying and selling of foreign currency with an authorized dealer under the 
Exchange Control Act 1953, a money-changer licensed under the Money-Changing 
Act 1998 [Act 577] or any person outside Malaysia, as the case may be; and

- importing foreign currency notes from, and exporting foreign currency notes to, 
any person outside Malaysia or any licensed financial institutions outside Malaysia, 
as the case may be.

w.e.f.: - 7.12.2010

403/2010

CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES ACT 2007 [ACT 671]
CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES (DISPUTE RESOLUTION) REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.378(1), Capital Markets and Services Act 2007
w.e.f.: - 30.12.2010

437/2010

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ACT 1984 [ACT A585]
FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LABUAN (EXTENSION AND MODIFICATION OF 
ENTERTAINMENT (FEDERAL TERRITORY OF KUALA LUMPUR) ACT 1992) ORDER 
2010
Issued under s.7, Constitution (Amendment) (No.2) Act 1984 
Notes: - The Entertainment (Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur) Act 1992 [Act 493], 
which is referred to as the “extended Act” in this Order, is extended to the Federal 
Territory of Labuan.
- The extended Act is modified in the manner set out in the First Schedule.
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

395/2010

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ACT 1984 [ACT A585]
FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LABUAN (EXTENSION AND MODIFICATION OF HOUSING 
DEVELOPMENT (CONTROL AND LICENSING) ACT 1966) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.7, Constitution (Amendment) (No.2) Act 1984
Notes: - Repeals the Housing (Control and Licensing of Developers) (Enactment 1978 
[Sabah No.24 of 1978] in its application to the Federal Territory of Labuan.
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

441/2010

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ACT 1984 [ACT A585]
FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LABUAN (EXTENSION AND MODIFICATION OF TOWN AND 
COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1976) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.7, Constitution (Amendment) (No.2) Act 1984
Notes: - Repeals the Town and Country Planning Ordinance 1950 [Sabah Cap.141]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

442/2010

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ACT 1984 [ACT A585]
FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LABUAN (EXTENSION AND MODIFICATION OF LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT 1976) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.7, Constitution (Amendment) (No.2) Act 1984
Notes: - Repeals the Local Government Ordinance 1961 [Sabah No.11 of 1961]
- All subsidiary legislation made under the repealed Ordinance are revoked in its 

application to the Federal Territory of Labuan except for the subsidiary legislation 
specified in this Order.

w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

439/2010

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ACT 1984 [ACT A585]
FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LABUAN (EXTENSION AND MODIFICATION OF STREET, 
DRAINAGE AND BUILDING ACT 1974) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.7, Constitution (Amendment) (No.2) Act 1984 
Notes: - The Street, Drainage and Building Act 1974 [Act 133] referred to as the 
“extended Act” in this Order, is extended to the Federal Territory of Labuan.
- The extended Act is modified in the manner as set out in the Schedule.
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

394/2010

CONTROL OF SUPPLIES ACT 1961 [ACT 122]
CONTROL OF SUPPLIES (CONTROLLED ARTICLES) (NO.6) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.5, Control of Supplies Act 1961 
w.e.f.: - 23.12.2010

427/2010

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT 1993 [ACT 502]
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.86, Co-operative Societies Act 1993
Notes: - Revokes the Co-operative Societies Regulations 1995 [P.U.(A) 551/1994]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

422/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (IMPORT LICENSE FEE FOR MOTOR VEHICLE) (AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 
2010
Issued under ss.142(15) and 142(28), Customs Act 1967
Notes: - Amends reg.2,3,4 & Sch, [P.U.(A) 491/2009]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

440/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (PROHIBITION OF IMPORTS) (AMENDMENT) (NO.5) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.31(1), Customs Act 1967
Notes: - Amends Sch.1 & 2, [P.U.(A) 86/2008]
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

477/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (PROHIBITION OF EXPORTS) (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.31(1),  Customs Act 1967 
Notes: - Amends Sch.2, [P.U.(A) 87/2008]
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

407/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (PROHIBITION OF IMPORTS) (AMENDMENT) (NO.4) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.31(1),  Customs Act 1967 
Notes: - Amends Sch.2, [P.U.(A) 86/2008]
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

406/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) (NO.24) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 2.12.2010 - 15.12.2010

400/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) (NO.25) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - 16.12.2010 – 29.12.2010

421/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) (NO.26) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 30.12.2010-12.1.2011

436/2010
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CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM KERNEL) (NO.12) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 1.12.2010-31.12.2010

393/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.49) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 6.12.2010-12.12.2010

404/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.50) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - 13.12.2010-19.12.2010

409/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.51) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - 20.12.2010 – 26.12.2010

424/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.52) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - 27.12.2010 – 2.1.2011

433/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS DUTIES (AMENDMENT) (NO.4) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.11(1), Customs Act 1967
Notes:- Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 441/2007]
w.e.f.:- 1.12.2010

391/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS DUTIES (GOODS OF ASEAN COUNTRIES ORIGIN) (ASEAN HARMONISED 
TARIFF NOMENCLATURE AND ASEAN TRADE IN GOODS AGREEMENT) 
(AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.11(1), Customs Act 1967
Notes:- Amends Sch.2, [P.U.(A) 440/2007]
w.e.f.:- 1.12.2010

392/2010

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS DUTIES (GOODS UNDER THE EARLY HARVEST PROGRAMME AND THE 
FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT ON COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION 
BETWEEN ASEAN AND CHINA) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.11(1), Customs Act 1967
Notes: - Amends Sch.1 & 2, [P.U.(A) 228/2008]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

434/2010

EMPLOYEES PROVIDENT FUND ACT 1991 [ACT 452]
EMPLOYEES PROVIDENT FUND (AMENDMENT OF THIRD SCHEDULE) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.74, Employees Provident Fund Act 1991
Notes: - Amends Sch.3, Employees Provident Fund Act 1991. 
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

479/2010

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.13) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - The admission ticket for the From Jack To A King show which was held at 
the Grand Ballroom, Hilton Hotel Kuala Lumpur from 12 May 2010 until 14 May 
2010 is exempted from entertainments duty.
w.e.f.:- 3.12.2010

396/2010

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.14) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - The admission ticket for The Wiggles Live In Malaysia show which was held 
at the Plenary Hall, Kuala Lumpur from 8 June 2010 until 10 June 2010 is exempted 
from entertainments duty.
w.e.f.:- 3.12.2010

397/2010

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.15) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - The admission ticket for the Orianthi Live In Kuala Lumpur show which 
was held at the KL Live, Kuala Lumpur on 4 August 2010 is exempted from 
entertainments duty.
w.e.f.:- 3.12.2010

398/2010

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.16) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - The admission ticket for the 12 Hours Live with Chivalry Featuring Pitbull, 
Benny Benassi, Roger Shah And Xu & Blink show which was held at the Bukit Kiara 
Equestarian & Country Club Kuala Lumpur on 15 May 2010 is exempted from 
entertainments duty.
w.e.f.:- 3.12.2010

399/2010

FEDERAL ROADS ACT 1959 [ACT 376]
FEDERAL ROADS (WEST MALAYSIA) (AMENDMENT) (NO.8) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.3, Federal Roads Act 1959 
Notes: -  Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 401/1989]
w.e.f.:- 30.12.2010

431/2010

FEDERAL ROADS ACT 1959 [ACT 376]
FEDERAL ROADS (WEST MALAYSIA) (AMENDMENT) (NO.9) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.3, Federal Roads Act 1959 
Notes: -  Amends Sch.1 and 4, [P.U.(A) 401/1989]
w.e.f.:- 28.12.2010

432/2010

FEES ACT 1951 [ACT 209]
FEES AND PAYMENTS (SERVICES, SURVEY AND MAPPING DATA AND 
REPRODUCTION) ORDER 2010
Issued under ss.3 and 10, Fees Act 1951 
Notes: - Revokes the Fees (Reproduction of Maps) Order 1955 [LN. 301/1955],
- Revokes the Fees and Payments (Maps, Survey, Survey Informations and 

Reproductions) Order 1991 [P.U.(A) 179/1991]
- Revokes the Fees and Royalties (Survey Data and Digital Mapping) Order 1997 

[P.U.(A) 354/1997].
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

410/2010

FOOD ACT 1983 [ACT 281]
FOOD (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.34, Food Act 1983
Notes: - Amends reg.38,39(4),285(1A),Sch.14 & 15, [P.U.(A) 437/1985]
w.e.f.:- 31.12.2010

435/2010

FOOD ACT 1983 [ACT 281]
APPROVED LABORATORY ORDER 2010
Issued under s.3A(1), Food Act 1983 
Notes: -  The Minister approves the Public Health Laboratory Kota Bharu, Kelantan 
as approved laboratory for the purposes of the Act.
w.e.f.:- 17.12.2010

420/2010

INCOME TAX ACT 1967 [ACT 53]
INCOME TAX (DEDUCTION FOR PREMIUM FOR EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE BASED 
ON TAKAFUL CONCEPT) RULES 2010
Issued under s.154(1)(b), Income Tax Act 1967 
Notes: - In ascertaining the adjusted income of person from its business in the basis 
period for a year of assessment, there shall be allowed a deduction of an amount 
equal to the premium incurred by that person for export credit insurance based 
on takaful concept.
w.e.f.: - y/a 2011—

428/2010

INCOME TAX ACT 1967 [ACT 53]
INCOME TAX (DETERMINATION OF KNOWLEDGE WORKER, QUALIFIED ACTIVITY 
AND SPECIFIED REGION) RULES 2010
CORRIGENDUM
Notes: - Corrigendum to [P.U.(A) 344/2010] Corrects the schedule in the national 
language text.

429/2010

INCOME TAX ACT 1967 [ACT 53]
INCOME TAX (EXEMPTION) (NO.2) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.127(3)(b), Income Tax Act 1967
Notes: - Exempts a company incorporated under the Companies Act 1965 [Act 
125] and resident in Malaysia in the basis period for a year of assessment from 
the payment of income tax in respect of income received from the sale of certified 
emission reduction.
w.e.f.: - y/a 2011 - y/a 2012

478/2010

INSURANCE ACT 1996 [ACT 553]
INSURANCE (TAHAN INSURANCE MALAYSIA BERHAD) (ASSUMPTION OF CONTROL) 
(REVOCATION) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.59(4)(a), Insurance Act 1996
Notes: - Revokes the Insurance (Tahan Insurance Malaysia Berhad) (Assumption of 
Control) Order 2009 [P.U.(A) 189/2009] 
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

480/2010

LABUAN COMPANIES ACT 1990 [ACT 441]
LABUAN COMPANIES REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.146, Labuan Companies Act 1990 
Notes: - Repeals the Offshore Companies Regulations 1990 [P.U.(A) 324/1990]
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

414/2010

LABUAN FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY ACT 1996 [ACT 545]
LABUAN FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY (PROCESSING AND APPROVAL FEES) (LABUAN 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.32A, Labuan Financial Services Authority Act 1996 
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

413/2010

LABUAN FINANCIAL SERVICES AND SECURITIES ACT 2010 [ACT 704]
LABUAN FINANCIAL SERVICES AND SECURITIES REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.196, Labuan Financial Services and Securities Act 2010 
Notes: - Repeals the Labuan Trust Companies Regulations 1990 [P.U.(A) 315/1990], 
Offshore Banking (Annual Licence Fees) Regulations 1990 [P.U.(A) 320/1990], 
Offshore Insurance (Annual Licence Fees) Regulations 2001 [P.U.(A) 262/2001] and 
the Labuan Offshore Securities Industry Regulations 1999 [P.U.(A) 55/1999]
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

416/2010

LABUAN FOUNDATIONS ACT 2010 [ACT 706]
LABUAN FOUNDATIONS REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.80, Labuan Foundations Act 2010
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

418/2010

LABUAN ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SERVICES AND SECURITIES ACT 2010 [ACT 705]
LABUAN ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SERVICES AND SECURITIES REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.156, Labuan Islamic Financial Services and Securities Act 2010 
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

417/2010

LABUAN LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS AND LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS ACT 2010  
[ACT 707]
LABUAN LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS AND LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS 
REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.89, Labuan Limited Partnerships and Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2010
Notes: Repeals the Labuan Offshore Limited Partnerships Regulations 1999 [P.U.(A) 
165/1999]
w.e.f.:- 15.12.2010

419/2010
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LABUAN TRUSTS ACT 1996 [ACT 554]
LABUAN TRUSTS REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.57, Labuan Trusts Act 1996 
Notes: - Repeals the Labuan Trust Regulations 1999 [P.U.(A) 164/1999]
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

415/2010

MERCHANT SHIPPING ORDINANCE 1952 [Ord. 70/52]
MERCHANT SHIPPING (TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION) (AMENDMENT) RULES 2010
Issued under s.71, Merchant Shipping Ordinance 1952
Notes: - Amends rule 3,5(2)(b)(ii),6(2)(b),7,8(2)(b),9,10,11(2)(a),12,13(2)(a),14,15,17,
18,19,20,21,22,23,28,Part II (subheading), Part III (subheading).
- Deletes Part II (subheading) 
- Inserts new rule 13A,17A,22A,23A,34A,34B,44A,44B,New Sch. 
- Revokes the Merchant Shipping Fees Rules 1994  [P.U.(A) 332/1994]
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011

438/2010

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES ACT 1988 [ACT 342]
PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES (AMENDMENT OF  FIRST 
SCHEDULE) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.30, Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases Act 1988 
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases Act 1988. 
w.e.f.: - 10.12.2010

408/2010

PRICE CONTROL ACT 1946 [ACT 121]
PRICE CONTROL (FIXING OF MAXIMUM PRICE) (NO.7) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.4, Price Control Act 1946
Notes: - Revokes the Price Control (Fixing of Maximum Price) (No.4) Order 2009 
[P.U.(A) 237/2010]
w.e.f.: - 4.12.2010

401/2010

PRICE CONTROL ACT 1946 [ACT 121]
PRICE CONTROL (FIXING OF MAXIMUM PRICE) (NO.8) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.4, Price Control Act 1946 
w.e.f.: - 23.12.2010-27.12.2010

426/2010

PRISON ACT 1995 [ACT 537]
PRISON (PAROLE) REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.67, Prison Act 1995
w.e.f.: - 24.12.2010

430/2010

PRICE CONTROL ACT 1946 [ACT 121]
PRICE CONTROL (PRICE-CONTROLLED GOODS AND LABELLING OF PRICE-
CONTROLLED GOODS) (NO.3) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.13, Price Control Act 1946
w.e.f.: - 23.12.2010

425/2010

ROAD TRANSPORT ACT 1987 [ACT 333]
ROAD TRANSPORT (FEE AND CHARGE FOR ERECTING STRUCTURES FOR BILLBOARD 
ON FEDERAL ROAD) RULES 2010
Issued under s.85A(3), Road Transport Act 1987
w.e.f.: - 6.12.2010

405/2010

SERVICE TAX ACT 1975 [ACT 151]
SERVICE TAX (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.41, Service Tax Act 1975
Notes: - Amends Sch.2, [P.U.(A) 52/1975], 
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

412/2010

SERVICE TAX ACT 1975 [ACT 151]
SERVICE TAX (RATE OF TAX) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.5(2), Service Tax Act 1975
Notes: - Amends para.3, [P.U.(A) 468/2009], 
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

411/2010

STAMP ACT 1949 [ACT 378]
STAMP DUTY (REMISSION) (NO.2) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.80(2), Stamp Act 1949 
Notes: - Fifty per cent is remitted from the stamp duty chargeable on any loan 
agreement executed between a purchaser who is a Malaysian citizen, named in 
the Sale and Purchase Agreement, and a bank, financial institution, an insurance 
company registered under the Insurance Act 1996 [Act 553], a co-operative society 
registered under the Co-operative Societies Act 1993 [Act 502], or an employer under 
an employee housing loan scheme, to finance the purchase of only one unit of 
residential property costing not more than three hundred and fifty thousand ringgit 
(RM350,000) provided that- 
(a) the Sale and Purchase Agreement is executed on or after 1 January 2011 but not 

later than 31 December 2012; 
(b) the purchaser referred to in subparagraph (1) does not own any other residential 

property at the date of execution of that Sale and Purchase Agreement; and 
(c) the application for remission of stamp duty under subparagraph (1) may only be 

made once.
w.e.f.: - 17.12.2010

423/2010

STAMP ACT 1949 [ACT 378]
STAMP DUTY (REMISSION) (NO.3) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.80(2), Stamp Act 1949
Notes: - Remits Fifty per cent from the stamp duty chargeable on any instrument of 
transfer for the purchase of only one unit of residential property costing not more 
than three hundred and fifty thousand ringgit (RM350,000) by an individual who is 
a Malaysian citizen, provided that-
(a) the Sale and Purchase Agreement for the purchase of the residential property 

referred to in subparagraph (1) is executed on or after 1 January 2011 but not later 
than 31 December 2012;

(b) at the date of execution of that Sale and Purchase Agreement the individual 
referred to in subparagraph (1) does not own any other residential property; and

(c) the application for the remission of stamp duty under subparagraph (1) may only 
be made once.

w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

475/2010

STAMP ACT 1949 [ACT 378]
STAMP DUTY (REMISSION) (NO.4) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.80(2), Stamp Act 1949
Notes: - Remits the amount of stamp duty that is chargeable under subsubitem 22(1)
(b) of the First Schedule to the Act which is in excess of zero point one per center 
(0.1%) of any or sums of money relating to any instrument of service agreement 
chargeable to duty under that subsubitem executed on or after 1 January 2011.
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

476/2010

STRATEGIC TRADE ACT 2010 [ACT 708]
STRATEGIC TRADE REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.55, Strategic Trade Act 2010
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

482/2010

STRATEGIC TRADE ACT 2010 [ACT 708]
STRATEGIC TRADE (AMENDMENT OF SCHEDULE) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.56, Strategic Trade Act 2010
Notes: - Amends Sch, Strategic Trade Act 2010
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

483/2010

STRATEGIC TRADE ACT 2010 [ACT 708]
STRATEGIC TRADE (RESTRICTED END-USERS AND PROHIBITED END-USERS) ORDER 
2010
Issued under s.8, Strategic Trade Act 2010
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

484/2010

STRATEGIC TRADE ACT 2010 [ACT 708]
STRATEGIC TRADE (STRATEGIC ITEMS) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.7, Strategic Trade Act 2010
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

485/2010

STRATEGIC TRADE ACT 2010 [ACT 708]
STRATEGIC TRADE (UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS)
REGULATIONS 2010
Issued under s.55, Strategic Trade Act 2010
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

481/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL DEFENCE UNIVERSITY OF MALAYSIA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes:- Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Pertahanan Nasional Malaysia 
[P.U.(A) 371/2008]
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

474/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY KEBANGSAAN MALAYSIA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes:- Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
105/1998]
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

446/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA KELANTAN
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes:- Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaysia Kelantan  [P.U.(A) 
219/2008]
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

462/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA PAHANG
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes:- Repeals the Constitution of the University Malaysia Pahang [P.U.(A) 
37/2007]
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

464/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA PERLIS
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes:- Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaysia Perlis  [P.U.(A) 25/2007]
w.e.f.:- 1.1.2011

468/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA SABAH
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaysia Sabah [P.U.(A) 
149/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

460/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA SARAWAK
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaysia Sarawak [P.U.(A) 
150/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

458/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA TERENGGANU
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaya Terengganu [P.U.(A) 
29/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

466/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University of Malaya [P.U.(A) 107/1997]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

444/2010
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UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY PENDIDIKAN SULTAN IDRIS
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris [P.U.(A) 
151/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

452/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY PUTRA MALAYSIA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University Putra Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
106/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

448/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY SAINS ISLAM MALAYSIA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University Sains Islam Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
33/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

454/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY SULTAN ZAINAL ABIDIN 
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin [P.U.(A) 
447/2006]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

456/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY TEKNIKAL MALAYSIA MELAKA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka [P.U.(A) 
45/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

470/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
108/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

450/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSITI TUN HUSSEIN ONN MALAYSIA
Issued under s.8, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia 
[P.U.(A) 41/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

472/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (NATIONAL DEFENCE UNIVERSITY OF MALAYSIA) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Pertahanan Nasional Malaysia 
[P.U.(A) 371/2008]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

473/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY KEBANGSAAN MALAYSIA) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

445/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA KELANTAN) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University Malaysia Kelantan [P.U.(A) 
219/2008]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

461/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA PAHANG) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaysia Pahang [P.U.(A) 
37/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

463/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA PERLIS) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaysia Perlis [P.U.(A) 25/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

467/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA SABAH) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University Malaysia Sabah [P.U.(A) 
149/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

459/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA SARAWAK) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University Malaysia Sarawak [P.U.(A) 
150/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

457/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA TERENGGANU) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Malaysia Terengganu [P.U.(A) 
29/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

465/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University of Malaya [P.U.(A) 107/1997]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

443/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY PENDIDIKAN SULTAN IDRIS) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris [P.U.(A) 
151/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

451/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY PUTRA MALAYSIA) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University Putra Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
106/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

447/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY SAINS ISLAM MALAYSIA)ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
33/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

453/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY SULTAN ZAINAL ABIDIN) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin [P.U.(A) 
447/2006]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

455/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY TEKNIKAL MALAYSIA MELAKA) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Teknikal Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
45/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

469/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the University Teknologi Malaysia [P.U.(A) 
108/1998]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

449/2010

UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES ACT 1971 [ACT 30]
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES (VARIATION OF, AND ADDITION TO, THE 
CONSTITUTION) (UNIVERSITY TUN HUSSEIN ONN MALAYSIA) ORDER 2010
Issued under s.26(b), Universities and University Colleges Act 1971.
Notes: - Repeals the Constitution of the Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia 
[P.U.(A) 41/2007]
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

471/2010

LATEST INDEX TO P.U.(A) SERIES 2011
[P.U.(A) 1/2011 -  P.U.(A) 88/2011]

As At 22 Mar 2011

Title P.U.(A) 
NO.

ARMED FORCES ACT 1972 [ACT 77]
VOLUNTEER FORCES (PAY AND ALLOWANCES) RULES 2011
Issued under s.206, Armed Forces Act 1972 
Notes: - Revokes the Territorial Army (Pay and Allowances) Rules 1959 [L.N. 
18/1959], the Air Force Volunteer Reserve (Pay and Allowances) Rules 1960 [L.N. 
235/1960] and the Naval Volunteer Reserve (Pay and Allowances) Rules 1964 [L.N. 
25/1964].
w.e.f.: - N.Y.F

74/2011

CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES ACT 2007 [ACT 671]
CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES (FEES) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under s.378 and sch.10 para 36, Capital Markets and Services Act 2007
Notes: - Revokes the Securities Commission (Fees and Charges) Regulations 1993 
[P.U.(A) 422/1993] and the Securities Commission (Fees) Regulations 2000 [P.U.(A) 
239/2000].
w.e.f.: - 15.3.2011

88/2011
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CONTROL OF SUPPLIES ACT 1961 [ACT 122]
CONTROL OF SUPPLIES (CONTROLLED ARTICLES) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.5, Control of Supplies Act 1961
w.e.f.: - 30.1.2011

12/2011

CONTROL OF SUPPLIES ACT 1961 [ACT 122]
CONTROL OF SUPPLIES (PROHIBITION OF EXPORT) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under para.6(2)(b), Control of Supplies Act 1961
Notes: - Revokes the Control of Supplies (Prohibition on Export) Regulations 2000 
[P.U.(A) 367/2000]
w.e.f.: - 15.3.2011

86/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under s.142, Customs Act 1967 
Notes: -  Amends regs.3, Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 162/1977]
w.e.f.: - 1.7.2011

70/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.:- 13.1.2011-26.1.2011

7/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) (NO.2) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 27.1.2011-9.2.2011

13/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) (NO.3) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 10.2.2011-23.2.2011

42/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) (NO.4) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 24.2.2011-9.3.2011

61/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (CRUDE PETROLEUM OIL) (NO.5) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - 10.3.2011 – 23.3.2011

79/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM KERNEL) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011-31.1.2011

2/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM KERNEL) (NO.2) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011-28.2.2011

35/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM KERNEL) (NO.3) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011-31.3.2011

63/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 3.1.2011-9.1.2011

3/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.2) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 10.1.2011-16.1.2011

5/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.3) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 17.1.2011-23.1.2011

9/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.4) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 24.1.2011-30.1.2011

11/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.5) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011-6.2.2011

21/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.6) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 7.2.2011-13.2.2011

36/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.7) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 14.2.2011-20.2.2011

45/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.8) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.:- 21.2.2011-27.2.2011

57/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.9) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967
w.e.f.: - 28.2.2011-6.3.2011

62/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.10) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - 7.3.2011 – 13.3.2011

71/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS (VALUES) (PALM OIL) (NO.11) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12, Customs Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - 14.3.2011 – 20.3.2011

87/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS DUTIES (EXEMPTION) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.14(1), Customs Act 1967
Notes:- Amends Sch. [P.U.(A) 410/1987]
w.e.f.:- 10.2.2011

37/2011

CUSTOMS ACT 1967 [ACT 235]
CUSTOMS DUTIES (GOODS UNDER THE EARLY HARVEST PROGRAMME AND THE 
FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT ON COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION 
BETWEEN ASEAN AND CHINA) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.11(1), Customs Act 1967
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 228/2008]
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011

64/2011

DENTAL ACT 1971 [ACT 51]
 DENTAL (AMENDMENT OF SECOND SCHEDULE) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.12(2), Dental Act 1971 
Notes: - Amends Sch.2, Dental Act 1971.
w.e.f.: - 11.3.2011

77/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the Nawal Zoghbi show which was held at the Grand Ballroom, 
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Kuala Lumpur on 2 August 2010.
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

49/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.2) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the entrance ticket for the Sesame Street Live in Kuala Lumpur 
show which was held at the Stadium Putra, Kompleks Sukan Bukit Jalil, Kuala 
Lumpur on 3 September 2010 until 5 September 2010.
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

50/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.3) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the entrance  ticket for the John Ford Coley Live In KL show 
which was held at the Concorde Hotel, Kuala Lumpur on 30 September 2010.
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

51/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.4) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the entrance ticket for the Adam Lambert The Glam Nation 
Tour-Live In Malaysia 2010 show which was held at the Stadium Putra, Kompleks 
Sukan Bukit Jalil, Kuala Lumpur on 14 October 2010.
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

52/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.5) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the entrance ticket for the JYJ New Album Showcase Tour-Live 
In Malaysia 2010 show which was held at the Stadium Negara, Kuala Lumpur on 
17 October 2010.
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

53/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.6) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the entrance ticket for the Enrich 10th Anniversary Gala Dinner 
2010 show which was held at the Grand Ballroom Specification Hilton, Kuala 
Lumpur on 6 November 2010.
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

54/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.7) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the entrance ticket for the Air Supply Love Never End World 
Tour Live In Malaysia 2010 show which was held at the Plenary Hall, Kuala Lumpur 
Convention Centre, Kuala Lumpur on 15 November 2010 until 19 November 
2010. 
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

55/2011

ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY ACT 1953 [ACT 103]
ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.8) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(1)(b), Entertainments Duty Act 1953
Notes: - Exempts the entrance ticket for the Deftones Live In Kuala Lumpur show 
which was held at the KL Live, Kuala Lumpur on 14 February 2011. 
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

56/2011
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EXCISE ACT 1976 [ACT 176]
EXCISE DUTIES (EXEMPTION) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.11(1), Excise Act 1976
Notes: - Amends Sch. [P.U.(A) 151/1977]
w.e.f.: - 10.2.2011

40/2011

FACTORIES AND MACHINERY ACT 1967 [ACT 139]
FACTORIES AND MACHINERY (EXEMPTION TO TITAN PETCHEM (M) SDN. BHD., 
PASIR GUDANG, JOHOR) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.55(3), Factories and Machinery Act 1967. 
w.e.f.: - 15.3.2011

85/2011

FEDERAL CONSTITUTION [FGN (NS) 885/1957]
PROCLAMATION BY HIS MAJESTY THE YANG DI-PERTUAN AGONG, BY THE GRACE 
OF ALLAH, SUPREME HEAD OF THE STATES AND TERRITORIES OF MALAYSIA. 
Notes: - Parliament prorogued with effect from the twenty eighth day of 
February, two thousand eleven.  
w.e.f.: - 28.2.2011

58/2011

FEDERAL CONSTITUTION [FGN (NS) 885/1957]
PROCLAMATION BY HIS MAJESTY THE YANG DI-PERTUAN AGONG, BY THE GRACE 
OF ALLAH, SUPREME HEAD OF THE STATES AND TERRITORIES OF MALAYSIA. 
Notes: - Parliament summoned and the seven day of March, two thousand eleven 
and the hour of ten in the morning appointed as the date and time for the First 
Meeting of the Fourth Session of the Twelfth Parliament of Malaysia.  
w.e.f.: - 7.3.2011

59/2011

FEDERAL ROADS (PRIVATE MANAGEMENT) ACT 1984 [ACT 306]
FEDERAL ROADS (PRIVATE MANAGEMENT) (COLLECTION OF TOLLS) (NEW PANTAI 
HIGHWAY) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.2, Federal Roads (Private Management) Act 1984 
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 157/2004]
w.e.f.: - 18.2.2011

73/2011

FEDERAL ROADS ACT 1959 [ACT 376]
FEDERAL ROADS (WEST MALAYSIA) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.3, Federal Roads Act 1959 
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 401/1989]
w.e.f.: - 7.3.2011

69/2011

FEDERAL ROADS ACT 1959 [ACT 376]
FEDERAL ROADS (WEST MALAYSIA) (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.3, Federal Roads Act 1959 
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 401/1989]
w.e.f.: - 15.3.2011

82/2011

FEDERAL ROADS ACT 1959 [ACT 376]
FEDERAL ROADS (WEST MALAYSIA) (AMENDMENT) (NO.3) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.3, Federal Roads Act 1959 
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 401/1989]
w.e.f.: - 15.3.2011

83/2011

FISHERIES ACT 1985 [ACT 317]
FISHERIES (APPOINTMENT OF AUTHORIZED OFFICER) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.36, Fisheries Act 1985 
w.e.f.: - 4.3.2011

66/2011

FISHERIES ACT 1985 [ACT 317]
FISHERIES (PROHIBITION OF IMPORT, ETC., OF FISH) (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 
2011 
Issued under s.61, Fisheries Act 1985
Notes: - Amends Sch, [P.U.(A) 441/1990]
w.e.f.: - 11.3.2011

78/2011

INCOME TAX ACT 1967 [ACT 53]
INCOME TAX (EXEMPTION) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.127(3)(b), Income Tax Act 1967 
w.e.f.: - y/a 2010 – y/a 2014

44/2011

INCOME TAX ACT 1967 [ACT 53]
INCOME TAX (EXEMPTION) (NO.11) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011
Issued under para.127(3)(b), Income Tax Act 1967 
Notes: - Amends para.3, [P.U.(A) 474/2009]
w.e.f.: - 11.3.2011

76/2011

FILM CENCORSHIP ACT 2002 [ACT 620]
FILM CENCORSHIP (FEES) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under s.27(b), Film Censorship Act 2002
Notes: - Revokes the Film (Cencorship) (Fees) Regulations 1984 [P.U.(A) 81/1984]
w.e.f.:- 28.1.2011

16/2011

INSURANCE ACT 1996 [ACT 553]
INSURANCE (EXEMPTION) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.198, Insurance Act 1996
w.e.f.: - 28.1.2011

17/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (ANNUAL PREMIUM AND FIRST 
PREMIUM IN RESPECT OF DEPOSIT-TAKING MEMBERS) ORDER 2011 
Issued under ss.47(1),48(2) and 48(3), Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
Notes: - Revokes the Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation (Annual Premium 
and First Premium) Order 2008 [P.U.(A) 145/2008]
w.e.f.: - y/a 2011-

28/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (DEPOSIT INSURANCE LIMIT) 
ORDER 2011
Issued under s.42(2), Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

26/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (DIFFERENTIAL PREMIUM 
SYSTEMS IN RESPECT OF DEPOSIT-TAKING MEMBERS) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under s.53, Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
w.e.f.: - y/a 2011-

34/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (FINANCIAL AGREEMENTS AND 
TRANSACTIONS) (REVOCATION) REGULATIONS 2011 
Issued under s.209, Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
Notes:- Revokes the Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation (Financial Agreements 
and Transactions under Paragraph 80(h) of the Act) Regulations 2008 [P.U.(A) 
402/2008]
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

33/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (FIRST PREMIUM AND ANNUAL 
PREMIUM IN RESPECT OF INSURER MEMBERS) ORDER 2011
Issued under ss.71(1) and 72(2),  Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
w.e.f.: - y/a 2011-

29/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (PAYMENT OF ANNUAL PREMIUM 
IN RESPECT OF DEPOSIT-TAKING MEMBERS) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.48(1),  Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

30/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (PROTECTED BENEFITS LIMIT) 
ORDER 2011
Issued under s.69(4),  Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

27/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (PROTECTED BENEFITS) 
REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under ss.69(2) and 209, Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
w.e.f.: - 31.12.2010

31/2011

MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION ACT 2011 [ACT 720]
MALAYSIA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (PROVISION OF  INFORMATION 
ON DEPOSIT INSURANCE) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under s.209, Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation Act 2011
w.e.f.: - 1.4.2011

32/2011

MALAYSIAN PALM OIL BOARD ACT 1998 [ACT 582] 
MALAYSIAN PALM OIL BOARD (LICENSING) (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under s.78, Malaysian Palm Oil Board Act 1998
Notes: - Amends regs.3,6,28,37,40,Sch.3,Sch.4,Sch.5,Sch.6,Sch.7 and inserts new 
reg.26A, [P.U.(A) 516/2005]
w.e.f.:- 3.3.2011

68/2011

MALAYSIAN QUALIFICATIONS AGENCY ACT 2007 [ACT 679]
MALAYSIAN QUALIFICATIONS AGENCY (COMPOUNDING OF OFFENCES) 
REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under ss.105 and 114(2)(f), Malaysian Qualifications Agency Act 2007
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011

23/2011

MALAYSIAN QUALIFICATIONS AGENCY ACT 2007 [ACT 679]
MALAYSIAN QUALIFICATIONS AGENCY (INSTITUTIONAL AUDIT) REGULATIONS 
2011
Issued under ss.80 and 114(1), Malaysian Qualifications Agency Act 2007
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011

22/2011

MINISTERIAL FUNCTIONS ACT 1969 [ACT 2]
MINISTERS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.2, Ministerial Functions Act 1969
Notes: - Amends Sch, [P.U.(A) 222/2009]
w.e.f.: - 4.6.2010  –  subparagraph 2(a)
w.e.f.: - 25.6.2010  –  subparagraph 2(b)(i) and 2(c)
w.e.f.: - 7.4.2010  –  subparagraph 2(b)(ii)
w.e.f.: - 10.6.2009  - subparagraph 2(d)(i), 2(d)(ii) and 2(d)(iii)
w.e.f.: - 10.4.2009  –  subparagraph 2(d)(iv) and 2(e)   

43/2011

MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN CRIMINAL MATTERS ACT 2002  [ACT 621] 
MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN CRIMINAL MATTERS (UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT 
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.17(1), Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 2002
Notes: - Treaty between the Government of Malaysia and the Government of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on Mutual Assistance in 
Criminal Matters signed in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 21 July 2010 under which 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland has agreed to provide 
assistance in criminal matters to Malaysia.
w.e.f.: - 15.3.2011

84/2011

PATENTS ACT 1983 [ACT 291]
PATENTS (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2011 
Issued under s.87, Patents Act 1983
Notes: - Amends regs.10, 26, 27, 27A, 27C, 27D, 52, Sch. I, II and inserts new regs. 
27E, 52A, 52B,  [P.U.(A) 327/1986]
w.e.f.: - 15.2.2011

48/2011

PINEAPPLE INDUSTRY ACT 1957 [ACT 427]
PINEAPPLE INDUSTRY (FINANCIAL ASSISTANT FOR GROWERS) 
(AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under s.25, Pineapple Industry Act 1957.
Notes: - Amends reg.11 and inserts new reg.11A and Sch.3, [P.U.(A) 234/1994]
w.e.f.: - 7.1.2011

4/2011
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POISONS ACT 1952 [ACT 366]
POISONS (AMENDMENT OF POISONS LIST) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.6, Poisons Act 1952
Notes: - Amends Sch.1
w.e.f.: - 14.1.2011

6/2011

POISONS ACT 1952 [ACT 366]
POISONS (PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES) (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2011 
Issued under s.35,  Poisons Act 1952
Notes: - Amends  regs.12,14,22 and Inserts new regs.12A,21A [P.U.(A) 66/1989]
w.e.f.: - 21.1.2011

10/2011

POLICE ACT 1967 [ACT 344]
POLICE (UNIFORMS) REGULATIONS 2011 
Issued under s.96, Police Act 1967 
Notes: - Repeal the Police (Dress) Regulations 1954  [P.U.(A) 508/1954]
w.e.f.: - 14.1.2011

8/2011

PORT AUTHORITIES ACT 1963 [ACT 488]
KUANTAN PORT AUTHORITY (SCALE OF CHARGES) BY-LAWS 2011
Issued under ss.16 and 29, Port Authority Act 1963 
Notes: - Revokes the Kuantan Port Authority (Scale of Rates, Dues and Charges) 
By-Laws 1980  [P.U.(A) 166/1980]
w.e.f.: - 1.4.2011

65/2011

PRICE CONTROL ACT 1946 [ACT 121]
PRICE CONTROL (FIXING OF MAXIMUM PRICE) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.4, Price Control Act 1946
w.e.f.: - 30.1.2011-10.2.2011

15/2011

PRICE CONTROL ACT 1946 [ACT 121]
PRICE CONTROL (PRICE-CONTROLLED GOODS AND LABELLING OF PRICE-
CONTROLLED GOODS) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.13, Price Control Act 1946
w.e.f.: - 30.1.2011

14/2011

REGISTRATION OF PHARMACISTS ACT 1951 [ACT 371]
REGISTRATION OF PHARMACISTS (AMENDMENT OF FIRST SCHEDULE) ORDER 
2011
Issued under s.6(3), Registration of Pharmacists Act 1951
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, Registration of Pharmacists Act 1951 [Act 371]
w.e.f.: - 11.2.2011

41/2011

ROAD TRANSPORT ACT 1987 [ACT 333]
LOCAL SPEED LIMIT (FEDERAL ROADS) (SPECIFIED TIME PROHIBITION) ORDER 
2011
Issued under s.69(2), Road Transport Act 1987 
w.e.f.: - 28.1.2011-10.2.2011

19/2011

ROAD TRANSPORT ACT 1987 [ACT 333]
LOCAL SPEED LIMIT (FEDERAL ROADS) (WEST MALAYSIA) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 
2011
Issued under s.69(2), Road Transport Act 1987 
Notes: - Amends Sch.1, [P.U.(A) 462/1991]
w.e.f.:- 7.3.2011

72/2011

ROAD TRANSPORT ACT 1987 [ACT 333]
NATIONAL SPEED LIMIT (TEMPORARY CESSATION) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.69(1), Road Transport Act 1987 
w.e.f.: - 27.1.2011-10.2.2011

18/2011

ROAD TRANSPORT ACT 1987 [ACT 333]
ROAD TRAFFIC (PROHIBITION ON DRIVING OF GOODS VEHICLES) RULES 2011
Issued under s.88(1)(c, Road Transport Act 1987 
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011

25/2011

ROAD TRANSPORT ACT 1987 [ACT 333]
ROAD TRANSPORT (STANDS FOR PUBLIC SERVICE VEHICLES) (FEDERAL TERRITORY 
OF KUALA LUMPUR) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.72, Road Transport Act 1987 
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011

24/2011

SALES TAX ACT 1972 [ACT 64]
SALES TAX (EXEMPTION) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.8, Sales Tax Act 1972
Notes: - Amends Sch.B, [P.U.(A) 91/2008]
w.e.f.: - 10.2.2011

38/2011

SALES TAX ACT 1972 [ACT 64]
SALES TAX (EXEMPTION) (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.8, Sales Tax Act 1972
Notes: - Amends Sch.B, [P.U.(A) 91/2008]
w.e.f.: - 1.4.2008

39/2011

SMALL ESTATE (DISTRIBUTION) ACT 1955 [ACT 98]
FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LABUAN (MODIFICATION OF THE SMALL ESTATE 
(DISTRIBUTION) ACT 1955) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.1(2A), Small Estate (Distribution) Act 1955 
Notes: - Repeals the Administration of Native and Small Estate Ordinance [Sabah 
Cap.1] 
- Revokes all subsidiary legislation made under the repealed Ordinance, in its 

application to the Federal Territory of Labuan.
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011

20/2011

STAMP ACT 1949 [ACT 378]
STAMP DUTY (EXEMPTION) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.80(1), Stamp Act 1949 
Notes: - Exempts all instruments executed by Labuan Corporation where the duty 
due would ordinarily be payable by Labuan Corporation which would otherwise 
be chargeable under the Stamp Act 1949.
w.e.f.: - 11.3.2011

75/2011

STAMP ACT 1949 [ACT 378]
STAMP DUTY (EXEMPTION) (NO.2) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.80(1), Stamp Act 1949 
Notes: - Exempts all instruments executed between a customer and a financier 
in accordance with principles of Syariah as approved by the Shariah  Advisory 
Council on Islamic Finance established under the Central Bank of Malaysia Act 
2009 [Act 701] for the purpose of renewing any Islamic revolving financing facility 
if the instrument for the existing Islamic revolving financing facility had been 
duly stamped.
- Revokes the Stamp Duty (Exemption) (No.40) Order 2002 [P.U.(A) 432/2002]
w.e.f.: - 11.3.2011

80/2011

STAMP ACT 1949 [ACT 378]
STAMP DUTY (REMISSION) ORDER 2011
Issued under s.80(2), Stamp Act 1949 
Notes: - Remits the stamp duty on any instrument relating to an Islamic financing 
facility executed between a customer and a financier for the purpose of 
rescheduling or restructuring any existing Islamic financing facility to the extent 
of the duty that shall be payable on the balance of the principal amount of the 
existing Islamic financing facility.
- Revokes the Stamp Duty (Remission) (No.6) Order 2002 [P.U.(A) 433/2002]
w.e.f.: - 11.3.2011

81/2011

TRADE DESCRIPTION ACT 1972 [ACT 87]
TRADE DESCRIPTIONS (COMPOUNDING OF OFFENCES) (AMENDMENT) 
REGULATIONS 2010 CORRIGENDUM
Notes: - Corrigendum to [P.U.(A) 317/2010]
- Substitute the words “DATO’ SRI SABRI BIN YAACOB” appearing in the signature 

column of Minister of Domestic Trade, Cooperatives and Consumerism with the 
words “DATO’ SRI ISMAIL SABRI BIN YAAKOB”. 

67/2011

TRADE MARKS ACT 1976 [ACT 175]
TRADE MARKS (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2011 
Issued under s.83, Trade Marks Act 1976
Notes: - Amends regs.8,12,17,22,27,28,33,64,84,Sch.1,Sch.2 and  inserts new 
regs.8A,8B,18A, [P.U.(A) 460/1997]
w.e.f.: - 15.2.2011

47/2011

WAGES COUNCILS ACT 1947 [ACT 195]
WAGES COUNCILS (WAGES REGULATION ORDER) (STATUTORY MINIMUM 
REMUNERATION OF PRIVATE SECURITY GUARD IN PENINSULAR MALAYSIA) 
ORDER 2011 
Issued under s.12(3), Wages Councils Act 1947
w.e.f.: - 15.2.2011

46/2011

WATER SERVICES INDUSTRY ACT 2006 [ACT 655]
WATER SERVICES INDUSTRY (SEWERAGE CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION FUND) 
REGULATIONS 2011
Issued under ss.172(2) and 179(c), Water Services Industry Act 2006
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

1/2011

WEIGHT AND MEASURES ACT 1972 [ACT 71]
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2010 CORRIGENDUM 
Notes: -  Corrigendum to [P.U.(A) 278/2010]
- Corrects paragraph 15 of the new schedule 9 by substituting for the words 

“paragraph 12” with the words “paragraph 13”.

60/2011

LATEST INDEX TO SELECTED 
P.U.(B) SERIES 2010
As at 31 Dec 2010

Title P.U.(A) NO.

CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES ACT 2007 [ACT 671]
MALAYSIAN CODE ON TAKE-OVERS AND MERGERS 2010
Notes: - Revokes the Malaysian Code on Take-Overs and Mergers 1998 [P.U.(B) 
550/1998]
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

538/2010

COMPANIES ACT 1965  [ACT 125]
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION UNDER SUBSECTION 96(1) 
Notes: - Golden Palm Growers Berhad is exempted from having to comply with 
the provision of subparagraph 88(1)(b)(iii) of the Act for year one to year six 
in relation to the interests which relate to a trust deed in respect of Golden 
Palm Growers Scheme.
w.e.f.: - 19.7.2010

528/2010

COMPANIES ACT 1965 [ACT 125]
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION UNDER SUBSECTION 96(1)
Notes: - Exempts Swiftlet Eco Park Berhad from having to comply with the 
provision of subparagraph 88(1)(b)(iii) of the Act for year one to year three 
in relation to the interests which relate to a trust deed in respect of Edible-
Birdnest Swiftlet Ranching Share Farming Interest Scheme 
w.e.f.: - 19.7.2010

532/2010
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COURTS OF JUDICATURE ACT 1964 [ACT 91]
COURTS OF JUDICATURE (HIGH COURT IN MALAYA) (VACATIONS) RULES 1985 
DECLARATION OF VACATIONS OF THE HIGH COURT IN MALAYA
Notes: - The vacations of the High Court in Malaya for the calendar year 2011 
shall be-
(a) from Monday, 6 June 2011 to Friday, 17 June 2011; and
(b) from Thursday, 15 December 2011 to Saturday, 31 December 2011.
w.e.f.: - 17.12.2010

539/2010

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (DISCIPLINE) (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 [ACT 
A1375]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 1 December 2010 appointed as the date on which the Act A1375 
comes into operation.
w.e.f.: - 1.12.2010

524/2010

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (AMENDMENT) ACT 1985  [ACT A636]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 28 December 2010 appointed as the date on which ss.9,16 and 
paragraphs 18(b),(c),(d) and (e) of the Act [A636] comes into operation.
w.e.f.: - 28.12.2010

548/2010

HOLIDAYS ACT 1951 [ACT 369]
NOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 8 
Notes: - The Prime Minister appoints 31 December 2010 as a public holiday in 
Peninsular Malaysia.
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2010

556/2010

HOLIDAYS ACT 1951 [ACT 369]
NOTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 8 
Notes: - The Prime Minister appoints 31 December 2010 as a public holiday in 
the Federal Territory of Labuan.
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2010

557/2010

MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN CRIMINAL MATTERS ACT 2002 [ACT 621] 
SPECIAL DIRECTION OF THE MINISTER
Issued under s.18, Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 2002 
Notes: - The Minister responsible for legal affairs in Malaysia, do direct that the 
provisions of the Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 2002 be applied 
in relation to the request for mutual assistance in relation to that criminal 
matter as if there was in effect in respect of Switzerland an order made under 
section 17 of the Mutual assistance in Criminal Matters Act 2002 without 
any restriction, limitation, exception, modification, adaptation, condition or 
qualification.
w.e.f.: - 10.12.2010

531/2010

PRISON ACT 1995 [ACT 537]
APPOINTMENT OF LOCK-UPS TO BE PLACES OF CONFINEMENT
Notes: - Lokap Balai Polis Sibu Jaya, Sarawak and Lokap Balai Polis 
Cenderawasih, Pahang to be places for the confinement of persons remanded 
or sentenced to such terms of imprisonment not exceeding one month.
w.e.f.: - 3.12.2010

530/2010

PRISON ACT 1995 [ACT 537]
APPOINTMENT OF LOCK-UP TO BE A PLACE OF CONFINEMENT
Notes: - Lock-up in the Bayan Baru Police Station, Penang to be a place for the 
confinement of persons remanded or sentenced to such terms of imprisonment 
not exceeding one month.
w.e.f.: - 24.12.2010

544/2010

STRATEGIC TRADE ACT 2010  [ACT 708]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 1 January 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act 708] comes 
into operation.
w.e.f.: - 1.1.2011

559/2010

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT 2010  [ACT 716]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 28 December 2010 appointed as the date on which the [Act 716] comes 
into operation.
w.e.f.: - 28.12.2010

545/2010

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT 2010 [ACT 711]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 15 December 2010 appointed as the date on which the [Act 711] comes 
into operation.
w.e.f.: - 15.12.2010

537/2010

LATEST INDEX TO SELECTED 
P.U.(B) SERIES 2011
As at 22 Mar 2011

Title P.U.(A) NO.

BANK SIMPANAN NASIONAL (AMENDMENT) ACT 2011 [ACT A1389]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 24 February 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act A1389] 
comes into operation.
w.e.f.: - 24.2.2011

79/2011

CAPITAL MARKETS AND SERVICES ACT 2007 [ACT 671]
DECLARATION OF FEDERATION OF INVESTMENT MANAGERS MALAYSIA TO BE 
A RECOGNISED SELF-REGULATORY ORGANISATION
Notes: - The Securities Commission, with the concurrence of the Minister, 
declares the Federation of Investment Managers Malaysia to be a recognised 
self-regulatory organization subject to such terms and conditions as the 
Securities Commission thinks fit. 
w.e.f.: - 21.1.2011

30/2011

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS (EMPLOYMENT) (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 
[ACT A1386]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 1 March 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act A1386] comes 
into operation.
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011

87/2011

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES LICENSING BOARD (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 [ACT 
A1376]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 31 January 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act A1376]
comes into operation.
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011

44/2011

COMMISSIONS OF ENQUIRY ACT 1950 [ACT 119]
COMMISSION TO ENQUIRE INTO THE DEATH OF TEOH BENG HOCK
Notes: - The Yang di-Pertuan Agong issues a Commission and appoints-
1) YA Tan Sri James Foong Cheng Yuen;
2) YBhg Dato’ Hj. Abdul Kadir b Sulaiman;
3) YBhg Dato’ Selventhiranathan s/o Thiagarajah;
4) YBhg Dato’ Dr Bhupinder Singh; and
5) YBrs Professor Dr Mohamed Hatta b Shaharom, to be Commissioners to 

carry out the enquiry. 
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011

38/2011

CONSUMER PROTECTION (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 [ACT A1381]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION
Notes: - 1 February 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act A1381] 
comes into operation.
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011

48/2011

COURTS OF JUDICATURE ACT 1964 [ACT 91]
COURTS OF JUDICATURE (FEDERAL COURT) (VACATIONS) RULES 1996 
VACATIONS OF THE FEDERAL COURT 
Notes: - The vacations of the Federal Court for the calendar year 2011 shall 
be-
(a) from Monday, 30 May 2011 to Friday, 10 June 2011; and
(b) from Thursday, 15 December 2011 to Friday, 30 December 2011.
w.e.f.: - 14.1.2011

12/2011

COURTS OF JUDICATURE ACT 1964 [ACT 91]
DECLARATION AND REVOCATION OF VACATIONS OF THE HIGH COURT IN 
MALAYA
Notes:- The vacations of the High Court in Malaya for the calendar year 2011 
shall be-
(a) from Monday, 30 May 2011 to Friday, 10 June 2011; and
(b) from Thursday, 15 December 2011 to Friday, 30 December 2011.
- Revokes [P.U.(B) 539/2010] 
w.e.f.: - 1.2.2011

35/2011

COURTS OF JUDICATURE ACT 1964 [ACT 91]
DECLARATION OF COMMENCEMENT AND DURATION OF VACATIONS OF THE 
COURT OF APPEAL 
Notes: - The commencement and duration of vacations of the Court of Appeal 
for the calendar year 2011 shall be-
a) from Monday, 30 May 2011 to Friday, 10 June 2011; and
b) from Thursday, 15 December 2011 to Friday, 30 December 2011. 
w.e.f.: - 4.3.2011

97/2011

DIRECT SALES (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010  [ACT A1379]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 1 March 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act A1379] comes 
into operation.
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011

91/2011

IMMIGRATION ACT 1959/63 [ACT 155]
DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED POINT OF ENTRY AND LANDING PLACE FOR 
ENTRY BY SEA (PORT OF PUTERI HARBOUR FERRY TERMINAL)
Notes: - Port of Puteri Harbour Ferry Terminal in the State of Johor to be the 
authorized point of entry for the purpose of entering Malaysia by sea and to 
proceed directly to the authorized landing place at the Port of Puteri Harbour 
Ferry Terminal in the State of Johor.
w.e.f.: - 21.1.2011

28/2011

LAND ACQUISITION ACT 1960 [ACT 486]
CORRIGENDUM
Notes: - Corrigendum to the English language text of the Land Acquisition 
Act 1960 reprinted in the year 2006 and incorporating all amendments until 
1 January 2006.
- Corrects by substituting for the words “Sate Authority” the words “State 

Authority”.
w.e.f.: - 14.1.2011

16/2011
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LAND PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACT 2010 [ACT 715]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 31 January 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act 715] comes 
into operation except sections 6 to 12.
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011

43/2011

MENTAL HEALTH ACT 2001  [ACT 615]
NOTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT OF GOVERNMENT PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
Notes: - The whole or any part of Universiti Sains Malaysia Hospital, Kelantan 
appointed as government psychiatric hospital for the admission, detention, 
lodging, care, treatment, rehabilitation, control and protection of persons 
who are mentally disordered.
w.e.f.: - 1.10.2010

94/2011

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT 1994 [ACT 514]
NOTIFICATION OF THE APPROVAL AND REVOCATION OF CODE OF PRACTICE
Notes: - The Minister has on 30 August 2010 approved the industry code of 
practice known as the Industry Code of Practice for Indoor Air Quality.
- Revokes The Industry Code of Practice for Indoor Air Quality which was 

approved by the Minister on 29 July 2005. 
w.e.f.: - 21.1.2011

29/2011

PERBADANAN STADIUM MALAYSIA ACT 2010 [ACT 717]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 1 March 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act 717] comes 
into operation.
w.e.f.: - 1.3.2011

92/2011

ROAD TRANSPORT (AMENDMENT) ACT 2011  [ACT A1391]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 31 January 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act A1391] 
comes into operation.
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011

37/2011

TOURISM VEHICLES LICENSING (AMENDMENT) ACT 2010 [ACT A1374]
APPOINTMENT OF DATE OF COMING INTO OPERATION 
Notes: - 31 January 2011 appointed as the date on which the [Act A1374] 
comes into operation.
w.e.f.: - 31.1.2011

47/2011

DISCIPLINARY ORDERS
Striking Off Orders –  
Appeals Dismissed in  
2010/2011
(1) Mukmin b Ibrahim (M/970)

Struck off the Roll by Order dated 28 Nov 2008.  Appeal filed in 
January 2009.  No Record of Appeal was filed and/or served on 
Bar Council as at December 2009. Matter deemed concluded.

(2) Mohammed Shahnaz b Abd Rahman (M/969)

Struck off the Roll by Order dated 28 Nov 2008.  Appeal filed in 
January 2009.  No Record of Appeal was filed and/or served on 
Bar Council as at December 2009.  Matter deemed concluded. 

(3) Rathi Nair d/o Narayanan Kutty Nair (R/506)

Struck off the Roll by Order dated 13 Feb 2009.  Filed application 
for re-instatement in March 2010.  Application withdrawn in 
November 2010.  

(4) Lee Cheng Theng (L/439)

Struck off the Roll by order dated 10 Apr 2009.  Filed appeal in 
September 2009.  Appeal dismissed by High Court on 25 Feb 
2010.

(5) Pathmanabhan s/o Nalliannen (P/290)

Struck off the Roll by Order dated 5 Nov 2009.  Appeal filed in 
November 2009.  Stay granted on 26 Nov 2009.  Both stay and 
appeal dismissed with costs on 18 Oct 2010. 

(6) Surendran s/o Naliannen ( S/1271) 

Struck off the Roll by Order dated 5 Nov 2009.  Appeal filed in 
November 2009.  Stay granted on 26 Nov 2009.  Both stay and 
appeal dismissed with costs on 18 Oct 2010. 

(7) Vijian s/o Padavttan (V/130)

Struck off the Roll by Order dated 24 Apr 2010.  Appeal filed and 
stay granted on 19 May 2010.  Appeal struck off with costs on 
10 Mar 2011. 

January – December 2010
STRUCK OFF

SIJIL 

ANNUAL NO

NAME ORDER DATED  
(to take effect 
21 days from 
date of Order)

D/46 Damian Pheny 22 Oct 2010 

M/617 Mohd Azizan b Che Omar 22 Oct 2010 

S/1220 Shri @ Indran Ram a/l Ramasamy 22 Oct 2010

B/114 Baharuddin b Mohd Salleh 19 Nov 2010 

T/328 Tan Lyn Seang Frankie 19 Nov 2010 

J/125 John Willibrod Concisom s/o Willie Brod 20 Nov 2010 

P/127 Patrick Samuel a/l Joseph Sebastian 20 Nov 2010 

H/460 Hairul Nizam b Omar 11 Dec 2010 

FINED

SIJIL 

ANNUAL 

NO

NAME ORDER DATED FINED 
(RM)

S/796 Sandy a/p Sabapathy 15 Jan 2010 3,000

W/254 Wong Kit Yong 15 Jan 2010 5,000

B/21 Brijnandan Singh Bhar a/l Gurcharan 
Singh 

22 Jan 2010 2,000

Y/110 Yohevel a/l Esekimuthu 21 May 2010 1,500

M/727 Marzuki b Hassin 23 July 2010 2,000

S/1374 Shamanichelvi a/p Balasingam 23 July 2010 3,000

S/1374 Shamanichelvi a/p Balasinga 23 July 2010 5,000

L/611 Lim Bee Ting 23 July 2010 5,000

M/1097 Marni bt Ibrahim 24 Sept 2010 1,000

R/233 Rafizah bt Abu Hassan 24 Sept 2010 1,000

S/1020 Shamsul Akmal b Isa 24 Sept 2010 1,000

Z/78 Zainal Rashid b Zainal Abidin 24 Sept 2010 1,000

F/268 Firhat Muhammad b Fikri 8 Oct 2010 5,000

M/396 Magdline a/p Hector Gomez 8 Oct 2010 500

S/307 Su Thiam Huie 8 Oct 2010 3,000

T/558 Ti Chin Ming 8 Oct 2010 5,000
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I/82 Iskandar Zulkarnain b Zainal Abidin 9 Oct 2010 5,000

M/458 Maurice Ernest Scully 9 Oct 2010 500

S/184 Samarudin b Md Rejab 9 Oct 2010 500

S/200 Sabri b Ahmad 9 Oct 2010 2,000

F/268 Firhat Muhammad b Fikri 21 Oct 2010 500

F/104 Fairuz Al- Wahibah bt Hj Hasan Adli 21 Oct 2010 1,500

J/125 John Willibrod Concisom a/l Willie Brod 21 Oct 2010 3,500

K/653 Krishnaveni a/p P Atanhary 21 Oct 2010 500

L/710 Lee Beal Seng 21 Oct 2010 2,000

M/947 Marina bt Musa 21 Oct 2010 2,000

M/585 Muzamir b Mokhtar 21 Oct 2010 3,000

M/277 Mohd Nawi b Ab Hamid 21 Oct 2010 3,500

M/1317 Mohd Busyairy b Che Muda 21 Oct 2010 3,500

M/1796 Mawarni bt Mohd Ashrof 21 Oct 2010 1,000

M/1005 Mazenah Binti Hassin 21 Oct 2010 500

R/796 Rosman Azwan b Osman 21 Oct 2010 3,500

R/266 Rosfinah bt Rahmat 21 Oct 2010 1,000

R/669 Rezalman b Bahran 21 Oct 2010 3,500

S/1540 Suhairi b Abdul Karim 21 Oct 2010 1,000

Y/448 Yong Oi Ling 21 Oct 2010 500

A/440 Anandzachery b Mohamad 22 Oct 2010 2,000

A/192 Amir b Md. Zain 22 Oct 2010 500

G/302 Gunalan a/l A I Thillainathan 22 Oct 2010 1,000

M/1001 Mohammed Hissham b Ramdzan 22 Oct 2010 2,500

M/473 Mohd Azmi b Othman 22 Oct 2010 1,000

M/1633 Mastura bt Yahaya 22 Oct 2010 3,000

N/1745 Nor Karlidaa bt Kassim 22 Oct 2010 1,000

N/725 Nor’aini bt Ali 22 Oct 2010 500

P/229 Parijal b Hj Jamaludin 22 Oct 2010 3,500

S/1013 Sithradevi a/p P Nagalingam 22 Oct 2010 1,000

W/103 Wan Ruhana bt Wan Abdullah 22 Oct 2010 500

A/323 Al- Sabri b Hj Ahmad Kabri 23 Oct 2010 1,000

C/422 Cho Kam Seng 23 Oct 2010 2,500

E/27 Enzalelawaty bt Zaludin 23 Oct 2010 500

J/171 Joseph a/l Sebestian 23 Oct 2010 500

J/345 Jamal Akma b Ibrahim 23 Oct 2010 500

L/9 Lal Harcharan Singh (Deceased) 23 Oct 2010 2,000

M/342 Mohd Nizam b Maamor 23 Oct 2010 3,000

S/1219 Sabarul Azman b Baharuddin 23 Oct 2010 3,000

S/224 Shivdev Singh 23 Oct 2010 2,000

A/385 Ahmad Zaharil b Muhaiyar 19 Nov 2010 500

A/570 Ahmad Sharizal Azuar b Jimin 19 Nov 2010 3,000

B/114 Baharuddin b Mohd Salleh 19 Nov 2010 5,000

I/135 Idayu bt Mohd Yusof 19 Nov 2010 1,500

M/247 Muhammad Nur’ Azmi b Hashim 19 Nov 2010 25,000

M/564 Malliga a/p G V Sumathri 19 Nov 2010 1,000

L/428 Latifah bt Ariffin 20 Nov 2010 3,000

I/132 Indrani a/p Marimuthu 20 Nov 2010 1,000

J/162 Dato’ Jamaludin b Ibrahim 20 Nov 2010 7,000

H/522 Hari Krishnan a/l Jeyapalan 10 Dec 2010 500

K/119 Kanawagi a/l Seperumaniam 10 Dec 2010 4,000

S/386 Sundra Siva a/l Masilamani 10 Dec 2010 1,000

S/785 Suzanawati bt Ismail 10 Dec 2010 2,000

Z/188 Zakaria b Sujud 10 Dec 2010 5,000

A/607 Abdul Jalil b Ismail 11 Dec 2010 5,000

S/1004 S Ravichandra a/l M. Suppiah 11 Dec 2010 5,000

T/323 Teoh Boh Choon, Walter 11 Dec 2010 2,000

T/169 Teh Beng Chneah 11 Dec 2010 3,000

REPRIMANDED  

SIJIL 

ANNUAL 

NO

NAME ORDER 

DATED

A/471 Adnan b Ahmad 21 May 2010

N/128 Ng Bee Ken, Kenny 21 May 2010

P/163 Puspanathan a/l Sellam 21 May 2010 

L/1102 Lai Kok Wai 22 May 2010

R/726 Revathy a/p Thuraisamy 24 Sept 2010

N/212 Noor Faizah bt Abdul Razak 24 Sept 2010

S/403 Shanmugaraj a/l Chelliah Thamotherampillai 8 Oct 2010

D/27 Darshan Singh Hullan  
@ Darshan Singh a/l Balwant Singh

8 Oct 2010

L/147 Datuk Low Pooi Chai 9 Oct 2010

M/1254 Maruthamuthu a/l Krishnan 21 Oct 2010

N/902 Norhafizah bt Othman 21 Oct 2010

O/205 Ooi Cheng Soon 21 Oct 2010

S/1088 Shahari b Suhor 21 Oct 2010

A/334 Abdul Halim b Kasim 22 Oct 2010

C/190 Chan Siew Fun 22 Oct 2010

K/205 Kamal Basha b Mohd Nasir 22 Oct 2010

M/1586 Mahanom bt Abidin 22 Oct 2010

G/117 Goh Kok Lim Oscar 19 Nov 2010

M/656 Mok Shiau Ping 20 Nov 2010

S/945 Saha Deva a/l A Arunasalam 10 Dec 2010

S/1143 Siti Royani b Saharoni 10 Dec 2010

J/140 Jaswant Singh a/l Amrik Singh 11 Dec 2010

L/546 Lim Seh Ping 11 Dec 2010

January – February 2011
STRUCK OFF

SIJIL 

ANNUAL 

NO

NAME ORDER 

DATED

S/398 Syed Ahmad Shihabalddin Alhadi 28 Jan 2011

R/67 Ranjit Singh a/l Sharimi Singh 18 Feb 2011

FINED

SIJIL 

ANNUAL 

NO

NAME ORDER 

DATED

FINED 

(RM)

C/418 Cheng Swee Kee 28 Jan 2011 3,000

H/522 Hari Krishnan a/l Jeyapalan 28 Jan 2011 2,000

K/364 Dato’ Krishna Kumar a/l Sivasubramaniam 28 Jan 2011 30,000

L/698 Leong Yue Meng, Wilson 28 Jan 2011 1,000

L/230 Lee Kong Fee 28 Jan 2011 3,000

N/031 Dato’ Ng Mann Cheong 28 Jan 2011 3,000

T/430 Philip Teoh Oon Teong 28 Jan 2011 3,000
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L/433 Lee Pooi Mun @ Nur Azean Lee bt Abdullah 29 Jan 2011 5,000 to 
be paid 

jointly
L/721 Lim Ta Wai 29 Jan 2011

L/1171 Loke Su-Yi 29 Jan 2011

L/955 Lee Yin Shaiur 29 Jan 2011 2,000

A/805 Azhari b Daud 18 Feb 2011 5,000

J/319 Jasmadi b Mohd Yunus 18 Feb 2011 6,000

J/256 Jagesh Ponnaiha @ Mehalingam 18 Feb 2011 5,000

S/1112 Syed Fakhruzzaman b Syed Mansor 18 Feb 2011 3,000

S/89 Dass K S (Susulin @ M Siladoss a/l M K 
Kunnyambu)

18 Feb 2011 5,000

A/306 Asmahan bt Haji Sulaiman 19 Feb 2011 4,000

M/166 Mohd Sofian b Mohd Ali 19 Feb 2011 2,000

S/1195 Sundarajan a/l Sokalingam 19 Feb 2011 2,000

REPRIMANDED 

SIJIL 

ANNUAL 

NO

NAME ORDER 

DATED

A/1125 Ang Kwee Thian 18 Feb 2011

L/482 Leong Chee Chung 18 Feb 2011

S/317  Selvaratnam a/l Vellupillai

Further to our notice in the Jan-Mar 2011 issue under the section on members 
fined (on page 65), please note that Selvaratnam a/l Vellupillai’s appeal against 
the Order of the Disciplinary Board imposing a fine of RM10,000 was allowed 
with costs by the Ipoh High Court on 12 Jan 2011.

NOTICE REGARDING DOCUMENTS IN BAR  
COUNCIL’S CUSTODY: LEGAL FIRMS IN WHICH  

BAR COUNCIL HAS INTERVENED
When Bar Council intervenes in a legal firm pursuant to powers conferred by the Legal Profession Act 1976, it can take custody of documents that are 
within the control or possession of the firm.  Subsequently, Bar Council takes steps to notify clients and/or interested parties to collect their documents 
within the stipulated time period. However, many documents are uncollected and remain in Bar Council’s custody, such as those taken from the legal 
firms listed below.

Clients or interested parties who wish to claim documents that relate to cases that were handled by these legal firms are advised to contact the Bar 
Council’s Intervention Department at 03-2031 3003. 

List of Firms whose Clients’ Files are with Bar Council  
(As at 31 Mar 2011)

Kuala Lumpur
Messrs Badri Kuhan Yeoh & Ghandi

Messrs KE Ooi & Partners

Messrs Anuar SJ Ong & Co

Messrs Adi Azhar

Messrs BC Low

Messrs Sooriyar & Co

Messrs YH Chan & Co

Messrs Shaik Anwar Raja 

Messrs PL Low & Co

Messrs Wan Nizar Rais

Messrs Par Govind & Co

Messrs Hadi & Co

Messrs Michael Lim & Assoc

Messrs Yusuf Abdul Rahman & Co

Messrs Mohd Zawawi Amelda & Partners

Messrs CK Kow & Co

Messrs Nazli Ghazali & Cheong

Messrs Zaim Al-Amin & Assoc

Messrs Su How & Co

Messrs MW Lian & Assoc

Messrs Zihin Shariff & Partners

Messrs Khalid Chung & Shankar

Messrs Nordin Hamid & Co

Messrs Raja Rohana & Co

Messrs Abdullah-Haniff & Assoc

Messrs Andrew Lee & Co

Selangor
Messrs Bhaarathee & Associates

Messrs Zainal Rashid & Partners 

Messrs Jaharberdeen & Ngo

Messrs Jauhari & Assoc

Messrs HK Teh & Assoc

Messrs Sabri Nazli Lana & Azizan

Messrs Penney Khoo Soh Ping & Co

Messrs Umar Baki & Co

Messrs Cheong & Chong

Messrs Hassan Kuldeep & Co

Messrs Khalil Samsuni & Co

Malacca
Messrs Ang Kwee Thian & Associates

Messrs Tuah Hilmy & Hazudin

Messrs Parthan & Associates

Johore
Messrs Rosli Rahman & Co

Messrs JL Lim & Co

Messrs Ooi Sun Nee

Messrs Mariam & Co

Messrs KY Teo & Associates

Negeri Sembilan

Messrs M Kuppusamy & Co

Messrs Sasi Kumar & Assoc

Messrs SF Leow

Messrs Azizi Nizam & Anwar

Perak
Messrs Ravi Nair Maideen & Assoc.

Messrs Mohd Azhar & Co

Messrs YC Pok & Zurina

Messrs Ganesan Mariapan & Co

Pahang
Messrs Zul & Co
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AFFENDI ZAHARI is a well established medium size law with 8 lawyers and more than 
18 dedicated supporting staff.  The firm maintains an extensive and well-stocked library 
to ensure that lawyers keep abreast of the latest legal developments in many different 
specialised fields.  Our areas of practice include conveyancing, corporate and litigation.

We seek the following suitable candidates for the post of:

CONVEYANCING & BANKING LAWYERS
requirements: 

Interested candidate, please fax resume/application to 03–2034 2007 OR e-mail 
waiseen@azahari.com.my
Level 9, Wisma KFC, 17 Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur.

(with experience)

J. Fong & Associates 
A d v o c a t e s  &  S o l i c i t o r s

We are a well established law firm specialising in conveyancing practice.
5 working days per week. Good benefits. Salary will commensurate with 
your experience.
 
We are in the midst of rapid expansion, as such, we have several vacancies to 
be �lled for the following positions:-
 
1. Conveyancing Lawyers (1 year of PQE and above)
2. Chambering Students
3. Conveyancing Clerks (1 year of relevant experience and above)
4. Secretaries (with or without experience)
5. Personal Assistant (with or without experience)
 
Career-orientated candidates are strongly encouraged to apply.
 
If interested, please send your resume and application to jycm6@hotmail.com or 
contact Mr. Jimmy Yoong at 019-2115666

Address: No. 57A, Jalan Perdana 6/4, Pandan Perdana, 55300 Kuala Lumpur.
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For advertising enquiries:
E-mail to: minkeeivan.yap@lexisnexis.com       Or call: (603) 7882-3566

Reach Out To 
The Right Audience

Praxis is the o�cial publication of Bar Council Malaysia, published quarterly 
in collaboration with LexisNexis Malaysia Sdn Bhd, is for circulation to about 
13,500 members of the Malaysia Bar (lawyers or advocates and solicitors holding 
valid Practising Certi�cates and operating their business in Peninsula Malaysia) 
which consist of:

With its proven record of highly consistent circulation and elite readership, 
Praxis o�ers unique marketing opportunities for advertisers and sponsors.

R
R

We are a well established law firm with 2 offices at PJ & Bangsar. Our areas of practice 
include litigation, corporate & conveyancing.
 
Our Bangsar office is looking for:

CONVEYANCING LAWYER
(2 – 3 years of PQE)
 
Requirements:

Interested candidate, please email your application to adminkaren@dgklegal.com 

David Gurupatham & Koay
Advocates & Solicitors . Mediator








